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The objective of this project was to conduct an evaluation of ZOG, a general purpose
information management system, as installed aboard the Navy aircraft carrier USS CARL
VINSON (CVN 70). The evaluation addressed the viability of moving a developing system
directly from an acaaemic environment to an operating Navy platform. ZOG was implemented
on a distributed network of 28 PERQ microcomputers connected through an Ethernet
communications system. The evaluation was conducted during implementation of the ZOG
system while the CARL VINSON was on its initial cruise in 1983. Data were collected through
surveys and interviews with users and by the automatic capturing of information from the
PERQ terminals. The system user community grew to include 30 users comprised primarily of
department and division heads and others in the ship management chain of command. The
majority of intended functional applications were developed and many unt'xpected applications
of the ZOG system were developed by users. It was found that the Ship' Organization and
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Regulation Manual (SORM) was not suitable as an organizing vehicie for all ZOG functional
applications. ZOG did provide the means for a unique high technology Weapons Elevator
".Maintenance Training Manual that allowed instant updating of system changes. An extension
-S-ZOG called AIRPLAN resulted in a new functional application that provided on-line

information about carrier air operations throughout the ship. ZOG system usage increased
during the deployment as more applications were added. The menu selection characteristic of
ZOG was readily accepted by sys t 

1 users and, generally, gave ready access to the entire data
base. The rapid response capabilii of the ZOG/PERQ system was demonstrated as was the
hierarchically structured data base generally acceptable to users. The hardware suite used for
the CARL VINSON ZOG system was not sufficiently reliable for sustained operational use
aboard an aircraft carrier. The ZOG system was sufficiently successful to merit immediate
transition to advanced development as an automated management system. The Weapons
Elevator Maintenance Training ManUal project should also be transitioned to "avance
J'e'eloprnrent to provide a broader maintenance application. Future installations of ZOG
system prototypes must have a substantial set of general applications in place so that users
car- perceive immediate benefits from the system. The ZOG system should be interfaced with
other shipboard computer systems to ensure maximum effectiveness of all systems.

Y. i.
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K,..> FOREWORD

The evaluation of the ZOG Technology Demonstration Project was conducted within
exploratory development program element 62757N; task area RF57-525 under the
sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research (ONR). The purpose of this research was to
evaluate a developing computer-based information system as it evolved during initial
implementation on an operating Navy vessel, the aircraft carrier USS CARL VINSON
(CVN 70). The results of this evaluation are intended for individuals in organizations
involved with the development and implementation of automated management informa-
tion systems within operational military environments.

Appreciation is extended to CAPT P. N1. Curran (ONR, Code 270) for his continual
administrative and technical support throughout the evaluation effort. A special
acknowledgement is extended to the officers and crew of the CARL VINSON. In
particular, the efforts of the original and succeeding commanding officers of the CARL
VINSON, CAPT Richard L. Martin and CAPT Thomas Mercer, are appreciated. The other
members of the CARL VINSON's ZOG project team also deserve recognition. These
i• :lude CAPT G. L. Beck. CDR M. Frost, LCDR T. Kral, LCDR R. Shoop, L.CDR P.
Fischbeck, and LCDR R. Anderson. Appreciation is also extended to Dr. D. McCracken
and Dr. R. Akscyn from Carnegie-.Mellon University for their assistance with the
evaluation data. A final acknowledgement is extended to Mr. 1. A. leffers, from David
Taylor Navy Ship Research and Development Center, for his assistance in managing the
efforts of several organizations that were simultaneously attempting to complete system
development and accomplish the evaluation.

3. W. RENARD 1. W. TWEEDDALE
' Captain, U.S. Navy Technical Director

Commanding Officer
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* I.".. SUMMARY

Problem

Management of weapons systems aboard modern ships has placed a tremendous
demand on the decision making capabilities of shipboard personnel. The coordination of
shipboard evolutions has become extremely complex and taxes the ability of managers to
conduct immediate and long-range planning. Despite progress in automating some
administrative functions, no system has been developed that totally supports management
decision making and planning. The Navy must continue to explore and evaluate ways to
reduce this problem. ZOG, a rapid-response, large network menu selection computer
interfac-e, offers one approach to systematic storing and retrieving management informa-
tion.

Objective

The objective of this project was to evaluate ZOG, a general purpose information
management system, as installed aboard a Navy aircraft carrier. The evaluation
addressed the viabiiity of moving a developing system directly from an academic
environment to an operating Navy platform and assessed the use and contribution of the
system. ZOG was implemented on a distributed rnetwork of 28 PERQ minicomputers
connected through an Ethernet communications system.

Approach

The evaluation was conducted during implementation of the ZOG system aboard the
carrier USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70) on its initial cruise in March through October 1983.

* Several data gathering visits were made both during and after the cruise to assess the use
of ZOG in support of shipboard management planning, evaluation, and training functions.
Data were collected through surveys and interviews with users and through the automatic
capturing of information from the PERQ machines. These data were analyzed to
determine the extent of functional system use, ease of learning and using ZOG, growth of
the data base, system reliability, and attitudes of users towards the system.

Findings

"During the CARL VINSON deployment, the ZOG system provided management
support to the command, adrr :.,istration, communications, operations, weapons, engineer-
ing, and PERQ shipboard management divisions. The active system user community grew
to include 30 users comprised primarily of department and division heads and others in the

* ship management chain of command. No prior computer training or experience was
required for users to successfully interact with the ZOG system. Training to use ZOG was
successfully developed and conducted both individually on-line and in small groups. The
majority of intended functional applications were developed, and many unexpected
applications of the ZOG system were developed by the users. The extensibility of the
system was demonstratcd notably by the development of AIRPLAN, an expert system used
to support shipboard aircraft launch and recovery operations. The planning function was
greatly supported during the cruise. User attitudes were generally- quite positve towards
the system. Although there were significant problems attributable to high temperatures,
electrical power fluctuations, continuous vibration, and software instability.

vii
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Conclusions

1. The ZOG Technology Demonstration Project met its program goal of expediting
the transition of technology from basic to applied research status by implementation
aboard an operating carrier.

2. The ZOG system on CARL VINSON provided significant functional support to
shipboard management despite experiencing an initial high rate of hardware and software
failures.

3. lhe Ship's Organization and Regulation Manual (SORM) was not suitable as an
organizing element for all ZOG functional applications, as was originally conceived.

4. The ZOG system was an excellent mechanism for development of a high
technology Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training Manual that allowed immediate on-
line incorporatio~no system changes.

5. The ZOG system and the integrated video disk player provided an ideal

technology for presenting weapons elevator maintenance training.

6. The ZOG system supported training management.

7. The AIRPLAN extension of ZOG represented an important new functional
application that provided on-line information about carrier air operations throughout the
ship.

&ý [ he ZOG system supported an increasing ntimber and variety oi ship functions as
the system matured and users became more familiar with ZOG.

9. CARL VINSON users accepted and used the ZOG system increasingly during the
deployment to perform their duties.

10. ZOG system usage rate increased during the deploymert as more applications
and subnets were added.

H1. The menu selection characteristic of ZOG was readily accepted by system users
and, generally, gave ready access to the entire data base.

12. The goal of providing the user with a system capable of rapid response was met
by the ZOG/PERQ system.

13. The large-network, hierachically structured ZOG data base was 7enerally
acceptable to system users.

14. ZOG did not require the user to have any background or experience in computers
for a majority of the system's use.

15. The ZOG training provided CART. VINSON users during deployment was ade-
quate, but was not updated sufficiently to make optimum use of evolving system

capabilities.

16. The hardware suite used for the CARL VINSON ZOG system was not sufficiently
reliable for sustained operational use aboard an aircraft carrier.

viii



17. Haidware probiems necessitc a commitment of ship's maintenance tech-
nicians beyond what was expected, thereby placing an unanticipated burden on the
technicians and the spare parts supply.

18. The ZOG system was clearly capable of providing beneficial support to shipboard
management, although the software must bq improved and stabilized before being
implemented on other ship management systems.

19. Tie technology test-bed concept aboard CARL VINSON resulted in the develop-
ment of systems better suited to operational Navy requirements and led to improved
technical skills of the operational Navy personnel associated with the projects.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on the evaluative information gathered
during shipboard visits and onsite observation. These recomeinndations are directed

"* towards both the operational Navy fl-set and the Navy research community.

* I. The ZOG system merits immediate. transition to advanced development as an
automated management system in support of shipboard p!ai;ning, management, training,
and ev3luation applications.

2. The technology test-bed concept should continue to be supported aboard CARL
VINSON, and other selected platforms, to ensure maximum benefit from applied techno-
logical developments and to provide an efficient alternative to the procurement process
permitting iterative system develooment wiLhin the context of research.

1k -3. The research community should consider developing future versions of a ZOG-

like system using the Deoartment of Defense language, ATA, to take full advantage of its
transportability and its capacity for supporting concurrent processing.

"4. The Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training Manual project should be trans'-
tioned to advanced development so aditional instructional-sequences can be developed,
interface deficiencies can be eliminated, and the maintenance training portion of the
project can be further developed to provide a broader maintenance application.

5. Future installations of ZOG system prototypes should have a substantial set of
general applications in place so new and potential users can perceive immediate benefits
from the system.

6. The ZOG system should be interfaced with other shipboard computer systems to
ensure maximum effectiveness of all systems.

!-x
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Research in user-system interfaces for computers shows significant promise
towards helping users realize the potential of their automated system. The ZOG
Technology Demonstration Project, sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR),
was designed to accelerate the transfer of computer technology from the research
laboratory to the fleet. Specifically, the project attempted to transfer a developing
human-computer interface system from an academic setting directly to an operating Navy
ship. This accelerated technology transfer shortened the time from conceptual develop-

ment to operational utility. The intent of reducing development by early implementation
is to promote feedback from the fleet users and maximize the system's effectiveness.

The human-computer interface, referred to here as ZOG, is part of a larger
project involving development of a wide range of computer technologies, including
artifcial intelligence and a long-range computer telecommunications system employing
satellites. The syllable ZOG was selected as a name and is not an acronym. The ZOG
system was but a portion of the entire information handling environment established
aboard USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70). This environment includes a prototype automated
system, Wang, that supports the personnel/administrative components of ship activities.
For the purposes of this report, however, the evaluation focuses on the ZOG interface and
its accompanying computer system.

!.2 Problem

The Navy is facing the problem of managing and operating ships that are
extremely complex and sophisticated. Multiple interrelated weapons and sensor systems
place a great demand on the information processing capability of senior shipboard
personnel. The complexity of shipboard evolutions are taxing not only day-to-.day decision
making, but also the long-range planning activities of management personnel. While there

" has been considerable progress in autor,,ating some administrative functions, such as
. report preparation and the maintenance of instructions, manuals, pay and personnel

records, and medical and equipment records, no system has yet been developed that
supports management activities involving decision making, planning, and evaluation.
These functions require more flexibility than the typical data processing system provi.des.

The Naval Research Advisory Committee (NRAC) (1980) conducted a StLdy to
determine whether the Navy would be able to man the proposed fleet and the extent to
which emerging technology will reduce these manning problems. The NRAC reported that
there was a "lack of an adequate level of development of new man-machine technology to
meet the Navy's needs, particularly in light of new systems concepts and advanced
hardware technologies currently under developmc-,t and in light of changing manpower
availabilities." The NRAC report recommended +' e Navy shouid "establish a program
to improve the productivity aboard ships by.-'...-;, developing, and applying labor-
saving methods and a'itomation of selected IL, such as facilities maintenance, ship
administration, materials handling and system .. is, consistent with Condition I and
III watchstanding requirements."

The Comptroller General of the United States (1981) issued a report titled
"Effectiveness of U.S. Forces Can Be Increased through Improved Weapon System Design."
The report indicated a need for the Secretary of Defense to improve the logistic support,
human factors. and quality assurance factors in weapon system acquisition. A specific

I i ,................................ ,.....,"..........'"i..........................................



recommendation v/as "to ensure that all major systems are subjected to adequate testing
and examination from a human factors standpoint throughout the acquisition process,
particularly in the developmental stages."

The ZOG project was designed to satisfy the Navy's need for shipboard systems
to support management decision making and planning functions. The ONR requirement
for system evaluation during development resulted in this evaluation. The users of an
automated management system will be the management level chain of command, i.e., the
Commanding Officer (CO), the Executive Officer (XO), heads of departments, and
relevant work center managers on board the ship. The ZOG technology project addressed
the requirements of this operational chain of command.

As part of the technology transfer evaluation, the matching of technology to
training requirements in a specific area of operational concern was examined. The
maintenance of the weapons elevators resident on a carrier provided a training require-
ment that seemed to be amenable to employment of the video disk technology. Early in
the construction of CARL VINSON, a Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training Manual was
developed by production of a video disk of elevator operational and maintenance
procedures. Access to the information contained in the automated manual was conducted
by means of the ZOG system and an appropriate computer interface to the disk player.
This portion of the project brought togethe: the technologies of the video disk and the
ZOG interface and directed theem at a specific operational training requirement.

1.3 Objective

The objective of this effort was to develop and evaluate t'e ZOG automated
management system as used aboard CARL VINSON during its first full de-ployment in
1983. Because of the &dveloprnental nature of the ZOG system, the evaluation was an
analysis of the growth of the system and its functionality in support of ship operations.
Additionally, the objective included examining the extent to which the automated

SWeapons Elevator Maintenance Training Manual was employed on the ship. The evaluation" ~was not intended to-Te the final assessmrent of a fully developed and operationally

implemented system. The ZOG project was structured so that data about system usage
would be obtained routinely and, periodically, relayed back to system developers. This
information permitted a shore site to aid in the ongoing development activities and to
"accumulate data for the evaluation. Detailed discussion of the evaluation design is
presented in a subsequent section.

1.4 ZOG Development History

1.4.1 Initial Development of ZOG

ZOG was conceived during a 1972 Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) Summer
Workshop for cognitive psychologists (Newell, McCracken, Robertson, & Akscyn, 1982).
During the workshop, a computer system was developed to serve as a uniform interface
for gaining access to a multitude of different programs with which the users were not
familiar. The resulting interface system was called ZOG and is conceptually similar to
the system employed on board CARL VINSON. Although the system worked, its response
rate was inadequate for the required task.

,t.9.
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1.4.2 The Development of a Problem-Oriented Medical Information System
(PROMIS)

In 1975 personnel from the University of Vermont Medical School developed
PROMIS to provide rapid response information support for medical applications. PROMIS
was similar in concept to ZOG, but provided a touch-screen response system with a
response time of approximately one-half second. Two participants of the CMU Summer
Workshop, Dr. Allen Newell and Dr. George G. Robertson, served on a technical advisory
committee involved in the development of PROMIS. As a result of the success of PROMIS
for medical applications, CMU personnel decided to investigate the development of a user
interface system that would work in a larger and more complex computer science context.

1.4.3 Initial Support by the ONR

The development of a generalized complex ZOG system for computer science
applications in 1975 marked the initial support of ZOG by ONR. The initial system was
developed on several time-shared PDP-10 mainframe computers and, subsequently, on
VAX/[1-780 computers. Anticipating the advent of personal computers, CMU personnel
initiated the development of ZOG for a scientific personal computer environment. The
computer that best provided the necessary power and capabilities at that time was the
PERQ computer, manufactured by the Three Rivers Computer Corporation (later renamed
PERQ Systems, Inc.). Accordingly, the PERQ was selected for use in the personal
computer development environment.

1.4.4 Operational Navy Interest in the ZOG System

In 1980, CAPT Richard Martin, the prospective CO of the yet to be
15• commissioned CARL VINSON, was interested in implementing an improved management

cap-ability aboard ship. CAPT Martin visited CMU with the intent of learning about
advanced computer technology that would be exported to the ship in the near tern). After
learning about ZOG, he became convinced that it represented an ideal mechanism for not
only improving shipboard management functioning but also serving as a "floating test-bed"
for research and development aboard CARL VINSON. ZOG would serve as the computer
system uniting advanced computer technologies involving management, administration,
telecommunications, and artificial intelligence.

1.4.5 The ONR ZOG Technolo y Demonstration Project

As a result of CAPT Martin's interest and ONR's desire to accelerate
technology transfer, a formal ZOG 'Technology Demonstration Project was established, in
March 1981, to develop ZOG for early implementation on CARL VINSON. The plan was to
involve fleet users at the earliest opportunity, to shorten development time, and to
improve the utility of the final research product. When the project was initiated, three
shipboard functions were targeted for using the ZOG system: planning and evaluation, the
Ship's Organization and Regulations Manual (SORM), and weapons elevator maintenance
training. As part of the total project, ONR established an independent evaluation team to
provide an objective assessment of how the overall system affected the three selected
shipboard functional areas.
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2.0 APPROACH

2. t System Evaluation Need

While most developmental projects include a summative evaluation, there is
often also a need for formative evaluation throughout the developmental process. In the
case of the 7OG system, early formative evaluation was appropriately provided through
the auspices of the system developers, CMU personnel. These individuals, experts in
computer science, were ideally suited for making the judgments necessary for system
development. Additionally, since the ZOG system was being used daily within their own
professional academic work environment, they were able to alter the system to accommo-
date the requirements of users in the computer science department. As the system was
transferred to an operating Navy ship, CARL VINSON, an evaluation was initiated that
was both formative and summative. With the evaluation on CARL VINSON occurring
while system development continued, assessment information was passed back io the
shipboard developers to assist them in their efforts, and information was acquired
throughout the cruise for overall system evaluative purposes. Accordingly, the evaluation
had to be simultaneously formative and summative.

2.2 Evaluation Participants

Participants in the evaluation served in a variety of roles. The Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center (NAVPERSRANDCEN) was selected as the primary
eva!uation organization responsible for the structure and conduct of the assessment.
NAVPERSRANDCEN personnel, over the course of the evaluation, included three research
""SYUgiltS IU(I a CE c Puter puIdII

The David Taylor Navy Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC),
as the executive agent for the total project, has had continuing managerial responsibility
throughout the project development and evaluation. Personnel froni DTNSRDC, including
two computer scientists and a computer programmer, also participated in the at-sea
evaluations.

Since the implementation site for the technology demonstration project was
"CARL VINSON, ship personnel were responsible for conducting the system implementation
and assisting with evaluation efforts by providing access to the system and, most
importantly, assistance to system users. Additional responsibilities for the carrier
personnel included the collection of machine usage data throughout the cruise. Personnel
contributing to the ZOG project and evaluation included the entire management depart-
ment, heads of departments the CO, XO, and the users from the ship's departments. Two
persons were assigned to CMU to work directly with CMU system developers to improve
the system's operational utility during CARL. VINSON's deployment.

Because of the need for CMU researchers to identity, sort, and collate the
statistical data prior to evaluative analysis, CMU was part of the statistical data conduit
and provided evaluative suggestions and information aperiodically throughout the project.
"Overall project sponsorship and guidance was provided by ONR. Project management
personnel from ONR also participated in the at-sea evaluatioiis.

2.3 Evaluation Desii

The general ZOG evaluation philosophy was that the best measure of systemi
success is the use or nonuse of the system. In a draft paper regarding evaluation, Newell
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•.-.-. (1982) stated this basic premise: "ZOG is a success to the extent that it becomes used for
actual eperations, and to the extent that such use continues and expands." In agreement
with that premise, the evaluation team was guided by this philosophy '.n conduct of the
present evaluation. Because the evaluation was conducted during system development,
however, it was not possible to employ before and after deployment measures. Addition-
ally, differences in the schedules, missions, systems, and conditions aboard other similar
aircraft carriers precluded making meaningful cross-ship comparisons. The ZOG/CARL
VINSON system served as its own control, and the evaluation sought to measure changes
over time. Accordingly, the basic criteria for this evaluation were quantitative and
qualitative changes throughout the deployment. That is, to the extent that the system
was used, expanded, and modified, the criteria represented positive supportive evidence
for this use of the ZOG technology.

During planning, evaluators recognized that frequent intervention with an
operating ship would be disruptive to the daily activi-ies of the ship's personnel.
Accordingly, the evaluation tactics focused on using data obtainable from the ZOG system
itself. Because the ZOG system had been developed as part of a basic research computer
science project, the system had extensive statistical data gathering capabilities. These
capabilities were used to gather shipboard data, thereby minimizing interventions with
CARL VINSON personnel. Data were collected from the system regularly and unobtru-
sively, although no attempt was made to hide from ship's personnel the knowledge of data
collection via the system. Use of the system machine data collection did not obviate

. contact with individual system users. Periodic evaluation visits to the ship were
conducted to determine the extent of system usage and degree of user acceptance, and to
actually make an independent assessment of system change. Evaluation information
obtained during periodic at-sea evolutions was used to assist with system development
throughout the cruise. Therefore, the evaluation did :impact system usage.

In summary, the philosophy underlying the ZOG project evaluation was that is

would be automated and objective where possible, it would permit a chronological
tracking of the evolutionary change of the applications supported by the system, it would
include the subjective judgments of the users, and it would assess all shipboard functional
areas where the ZOG system might have impact. Because the ZOG project is a
demonstration of the use of a developing technology transitioning to an operational
.environment, comprehensive cost analyses that generally accompany assessments of in.-
"place prototypes were impossible, or inappropriate, to perform.

"2.4 Data Collection Procedures and Instruments

This section describes the procedures and instruments that were used to
collect the data used in the evaluation. The process is described in three subsections:
shipboard data collection, machine/system data collection, and data analysis procedures.
While some data were gathered prior to CARL VINSON's deployment, most data were
collected during the cruise, I March (the ship departed Norfolk) to 29 October 1983
(arrived at Aiameda Naval Statiun).

2.4.1 Shipboard Data Collection Procedures

This section describes the procedures and instruments used to gather data

during visits by evaluation team members to the ship.

2.4.1.1 Ship Visit Procedures. Initial plans called for visiting the ship monthly. This
7 plaisned frequency of visits was quickly ruled out because of the excessive interference
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with the ship's operational schedule and travel restrictions. Because of CARL VINSON's K>
operational commitments and difficulty of travel, only three visits to the -hip took place.
Two visits occurred during the cruise, 14 to 20 July 1983 and 25 September to I October
1983, and one visit followed the cruise, 31 January to 2 February 1984. The visits during
the cruise were scheduled so the presence of the evaluation team would not interfere with
ship's personnel during port visits. The postcruise visit was planned to conclude data
collections.

The procedures followed during each visit included an initial project/system
briefing by the manager of each of the key system components, distribution of log forms
to be completed by users during the evaluation v.sit, conduct of intcrviews with each user
and selected nonusers, distribution and completion of questionnaires, and the extraction of
system data from the machines. To minimize visit periods, some evaluation team
members condctCted interviews while other members observed, administered question-
naires, and made other assessments. During the two cruise visits, user group meetings
were conducted so that the evaluation team could meet with all users at the same time.
These meetings proved to be particularly beneficial in providing formative evaluative
feedback that could then be used to refine the shipboard system and to help direct the
current efforts of the ZOG management group on board the ship.

2.4.1.2 Data Collection Instruments. The following five data collection instruments
were used during the first evaluation visit to CARL VINSON, July 1983. Copies of all
data forms are contained in Appendix A.

a. ZOG/PERQ User Interview Form. This form was used by an evaluation
team member to structure the interview tNendIucted with each "nediviedue user. The
interview from solicited information about the user's shipboard responsibilities, back-
grouna, schooling, computer experience, experience with ZOG, ship functions performed

*: with the ZOG system, and attitudes towardr the system. Some users were not available
for interviews and completed the form and returned it to the evaluators, but the form was
used primarily in a structured interview format. This ensured that all interviewees were
asked the same core questions. Interviews lasted from 20 minutes to 1 hour, depending
upon the person's level of involvement with ZOG. Although a similar form was used
during the second cruise visit, September 1983, changes were made in the form based on
results from the initial cruise visit and to capture information available after the first
ship visit. Second visit form items were directed towards activities occurring since the
"first visit and less on user background. These modified interview forms approximated the
Delphi type of survey that relies on collective expert opinion on one occasion to reshape
and refocus the issues discussed during a second contact.

b. ZOG System Use Data: Observer Form. Evaluators used this form to
assess the skill level of each individual using the ZOG sys t ern. This form was used on,; to
observe the user working with the ZOG system and was usually completed during an
interview. One evaluation team member interviewed and another member was near the
interviewee to observe his use of ZOG.

c. PERQ Workstation Ergonomics Assessment. This form was used on a
sampl of users to judge the ergonomic characteristics of each of the workstations where
a PERQ computer was used to access the ZOG system. This form was also completed
during those interviews that occurred at a PERQ workstation by an evaluation team
member not directing the structured interview.

6



""om bud. ZOG System Support of Training. Evaluators compiled information on this

" form about the extent of ZOG use in support of training functions. This form was also
used during the second cruise visit, September 1983, and was completed during interviews
with individuals who had training related functions.

e. ZOG/PERQ System Use and Reliability Log. Data about system use and
reliability were gathered on this form during the periods that the evaluation team was
aboard CARL VINSON. A new copy of the form was placed near each PERQ computer
each full day the team was aboard ship.

One form, used only during the September 1983 evaluation visit, was the ZOG
Technology Evaluation Anonymous Questionnaire. This form was distributed to ZOG users
during the users' group meeting to elicit totally anoityrnous attitudes about the ZOG
system and its use on the ship. The completed forms were returned to an evaluation team
member.

2.4.3.1 Information Sources Regarding Functional Uses of System. Information about
the functionalFusesof tte ZOG system was obtained partly-toughindividual interviews.
Additional details were obtained during conversations with management department
personnel and other department heads. The most conclusive data regarding system use,
however, was the information extracted directly from the system and obtained from ship-
generated documents. After the ship visits, documents representing ship functions were
matched with user statistics sent from CARL VINSON via CMU to NAVPERSRANDCEN
for analysis.

2.4.1.4 System Configuration and Maintainability Data. System configuration andmaintatinabtht" ....... A• w.r. cI't'--•:.....' . .
mr n EL1rc LLC,2 'iiiaiy to iunct ,onai use data. General and

sometimes quite detailed accounts about configuration changes and maintenance of the
system were provided during interviews and small group discussions.

2.4.2 Machine/System Data Collection

Collection of data from the ZOG system involved the periodic extraction of
user statistics from each of the PERQ computers that make up the system on board CARL
VINSON. These data were of value not only in indicating system usage for evalLation
purposes, but also in providing feedback to the system developer. To satisfy both
evaluators and system managers and developers, machine data were extracted and
transferred in a sequentially dependent manner as follows:

2.4.2.1 CARL VINSON. Machine data collection a,:tivities on board CARL VINSON
were part of-e -routi•• data base maintenance procedures performed by the system
management department. These procedures, at midpoint in the cruise, included a daily
data base backup performed at each machine and a weekly backup performed for all
machines from a single management computer. The backup procedures ensured that
changes in the data base, resident in each machine, we:'- retained even if the particular
machine failed.

After a machine was in operation for 20 minutes, a statistical summary of user
activity was automatically generated. These statistical data were maintained in a
statistics file on that machine. Approximately every 4 to 6 weeks, statistics file were-
transferred from the hard disks onto a floppy disk. This transfer required personnel to go
to individual machines and manually transfer the files during a 16-hour period for all
machines on The system. The statistics, on floppy disks, were then sent to CMIJ.b'b
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2.4.2.2 CMU. When CMU received the statistics disks from the ship, they sorted and
grouped the data to facilitate subsequent analysis (McCracken, 1983).

a. Exception and change logs were extracted to permit system developers to
analyze system errors or faults.

b. Statistic frames were extracted, merged, labeled, and edited to include
complete subnet; that is, related content area identification.

c. Agent (PASCAL programs) environment frames were extracted, labeled,
and edited to substitute proper subnet identification.

d. Entries were made in a master statistics index, including propagating
changes to a copy of an index maintained on CMU's ZOG VAX.

e. Floppy disks of resuits were prepared ari- mailed to NAVPERSRANflCEN.

2.4.2.3 NAVPERSRANDCEN. D3ata were received at NAVPERSRANDCEN in sets of
12 to 16 floppy disks. Upon receipt of a data set, a log was made of all the machine name
statistics files that were contained in the set. The initial step in the processing was the
mounting cf the data from the floppy disks to the PERQ machine used for analysis
purposes. After all files were copied onto the hard disk, each file was edited to ensure
that no large gaps were found in the data. CMU had preprccessed the data sets, thereby
requiring a change in the format of the file for use with the NAVPERSRANDCEN version
of ZOG. After editing, each file was processed u~ing the analysis agent program
developed at NAVPERSRANDCEN. The agent summarized the data and the results were
placed in a separate directory file. The resuits were aiso storea in a separate ZOG subnet
so they could be used for additional analyses at a later date. Analysis results were
provided to the evaluation team.

2.4.3 Data Summarization Procedures

The evaluation data was comprised of two main categories: data obtained
from the ship visits, including the interview/questionnaire information and documents
obtained from the ship, and data obtained from the ZOG system PERQ coml ters. The
ship visit data were collated in standard formats. Because the evaluation was more of a
case study than a controlled experiment, comparative statistical analyses were not
possible. Summary descriptive statistics are presented as appropriate. Analysis of the
machine data extracted from the ZOG system does not lend itself to comparative analysis
for the same reason. The ZOG agent developed at NAVPERSRANDCEN for analysis of
system data was designed to summarize the data by machine, the total system, and for
varying time periods. The machine data often exceeded the memory storage limits of the
two Model II PERQs used for analysis purposes. Consequently, machine data analysis
involved dividing files between the analysis machines, thereby relocating portions of the
data base to permit additional analyses.

3.0 FINDINGS

The findings from this evaluation are presented in seven sections: (1) a
description of the ZOG system, (2) the ZOG user, (3) shipboard functional use of ZOG, (4)
system maintainability, (5) PERQ computer data analysis, (6) ZOG user interface issues,
and (7) postdeployment system changes.



3.1 ZOG System Description and Configuration

The description of the ZOG svstenn and its configuration is based upon the
system as it exists on board CARL VINSON, as compared to the ZOG system structure at
CMU. While information is presented regarding initial versions of the system im le-
mented on the - i.), the major emphasis is placed on describing the system as it existed at
the end of the deployment. This section is divided ioto a general description of the ZOG
computer systerm, a second section describing the system configuration on board CARL
VINSON, and a final section presenting the system development that occurred during the
!983 development.

3. t. 1 ZOG System Description

This ZOG description presents the characteristics of ZOG as a user-computer
interface. ZOG is described by its developers as "a rapid response, large-network, menu-
selection system used for man-machine communications" (Robertson, McCracken, &
Newell, 1981). This interface permits the user to interact with a computer by selecting
choices from a displayed menu of options. While menu selection is not unique, the
additional characteristics of rapid-response through a large-network data base make the
system quite powerful despite its apparent simplicity. As the system evolved at CMU, an
additional major characteristic, known as active selection, was articulated to describe th-
system. Each feature will be discussed separately.

3.1.1.1 Menu Selection. The ZOG system exploits menu selection by presenting
unlimited displays of information by means of selection options that are presented as
menus on each PERQ display. Each display, called a frame, is composed of a title, text, a
qpt ,* ... Lr Ih, ., 4,1u et oi generic options for

- jsystematically maneuvering through the frames in any other part of the data base or
accessing certain ZOG system utility programs. An option is selected via a single
keystroke from a keyboard or a mouse.

There are two types of selection options unique to the data base: OPTIONS,
selected by entering a single number, and LOCAL PADS, selected by entering a single
uppercase letter. The OPTIONS permit movement down into more detailed portlons of
the hierarchical data base, while the LOCAL PADS are used to refer to related
information in another portion of the total data base. A third kind of selection option,
GLOBAL PADS, is generic to the ZOG system and is selected by entering the first
lowercase letter of the GLOBAL PADS designation. GLOBAL PADS are used to perform
generic movements within the data base, such as going to the previous frame or the next
frame or getting to certain ZOG utility programs, such as editors. The ZOG system has
two editors, called ZED and SLED, that are used to create and modify the frames that
make up the ZOG data base. The display location of the components of the ZOG frame,
including the different selEction options, are depicted in Figure 1.

The benefit of a menu selection interface with a computer is that available
"options for moving within the computer's data base are self-explanatory. Therefore, the
options are highly appropriate for a user new to the particular system. The disadvantage
of omenu selection is that for experienced users the use of options that must be exercised
to move through a data base appears time-consuming and overly restrictive. In order to
circumvent this criticism, ZOG was designed to respond quickly, regardless of the location
in the data base being accessed. Additionally, the system provides selection mechanisms,
called agents, that automatically activate programs that operate on the data base. These
characteristics of rapid response and active selection will be described in the following
sections.
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FRAME TITLE FRAME I.D.

FFRAME TEXT

3.

GLOBAL PADS LOCAL PADS

UN,.5L.LECTIONS

Figure 1. ZOG primary data structure: Frame.

3.1.1.2 Ra ResRonse. The ideal ZOG system would have an immediate response
from keystr• Iiodispay of the selected frame. The practical design goal for the actual
system was approximately .25 seconds or essentially "instantly" for a user (Robertson et
al., 199 1). The ZOG system in use at CMiU and operating within a VAX 11/780 computer
regularly approaches this design goal. For the shipboard ZOG system, the response time
from keystroke to display of the selected frame was generally from .5 to 1.5 seconds when
the system was operating normally and was quite adequate for user acceptance.
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3.1.1.3 Large-network Data Base. The frames that make up the data base are
connected a Tn o-n t&o erarchical structure. The higher level frames of a hierarchy
provide the most general information. The selection options contained on a frame permit
movement to lower level frames that generally contain more detailed information. The
connection of frames into a network results in a hierarchical tree structure. As a matter
of convention, the frame in the highest level of the hierarchy is referred to as the top
frane. All of the connected frames of a particular topic make up a subnet, or a portion
of the entire ZOGnet data base.

While the total data base is structured into a single network, the variety of
topics results in the creation of a number of unique subnets, each with a top level frame
and a set of lower levei frames. This proliferation of subnets with different topics
requires a mechanism for moving not only within a subnet, but across subnets. By using
the LOCAL PADS to connect related frames, different subnets can be created using
frames from other subnets. The GLOBAL PADS and LOCAL PAOS can then be used to
move within a subnet or change to a different subnet. Figure 2 illustrates the hierarchical
data base network structure characteristic of the ZOG system and the relationship
between frames.

Z0G
1. Introduction
Z. Overview
3. Appl ications

4. Summary

INTRODUCTION OVERVIEW APPLICATIONS SUM1MARY
1. Definition . PIannann
/: I V:. Struiture Weps Elev Man/ • 1. Dtg disp ay A ,. Rrplagn I1

4:t/ /l Me I

DEFINITION 1DATA PATAL7 PLANNING S P ELECq.I STRUCTURE DISPL. M .1 reen Sheet ELEVATOR IL
2 Su net u 2. nOD Check List

. Frames

-p I on SHEE EE LIST

NS LOCAL PA[DSý 4LADS J

Figure 2. 1-ierarchial tree structur,
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Although Figure 2 depicts a very small number of frames, the actual data base
may be comprised of thousands of fr, nes. The data base can grow, with the network
expanding, as new information is entered via the creation of new frames. One subnet may
vary from one to hundreds of frames, with the total data base consisting of one to
hundreds of subnets. The capability of the user to expand the data base through creation
of new subnets, almost without limit, is sometimes referred to as user extensibility. The
important aspect to this extensibility is there is virtually no constraint on the form of the
subnet. The primary constraint is the requirement to format the information into ZOG
frame components. The upper boundary of the entire data base size is determined by the
peripheral memory storage capacity of the particular machine system and not by the
structure of the data base. For example, the data base for the CARL VINSON at the end
of the cruise was in excess of 44,860 frames contained in more than 680 unique subnets,
not including system software.

3.1.1.4 Active Selection. Certain functions can be invoked that initiate an action
which can move a user through a net, control communications, modify frames, produce a
printed copy, or turn on an agent program. The dynamic operation of these actions and
agent programs speeds up acccss to the data base and performs updates or modifications
to the data base information. While not visible to the user, the operation of ZOG agents
is vital to the system fuily functioning. The intent is to have users create agents that will
operate automatically and will provide an even more powerful computing environment for
the naive and sophisticated user alike.

3.1.2 ZOG System Configuration Aboard CARL VINSON

The initial predeployment use of ZOG on board CARL VINSON was through
telephone lines connecting the shin to the CMI! VAX 11/790 comouter in Pittsburgh.
Although this implementation was operable only when CARL VINSON was in port, it
permitted preliminary use of ZOG and, most importantly, facilitated communication
between the ship and ZOG system developers at CMU. With this limited implementation,
ZOG was not intended to be used by shipboard personnel for immediate shipboard
applications. The system was used, however, for planning predeployment ship's trials.
The system was used mostly in a developmental manner. The developers at CMU
interacted with the Navy personnel on CARL VINSON to determine the efficacy of
various system enhancements. B3road-base functional use of ZOG did not occur until after
a number of PERQ computers supporting ZOG were installed in late 1982. The system
configuration presented in this report includes only that which was in use during the 1983
cruise.

3.1.2.1 The Hardware Configuration. The ZOG system was implemented on Model I
PERQ computers. The initial implementation was as a stand-alone system with the data
base contained on one machine available only to users of that machine. Each PERQ was
configured with I-megabyte random access memory, 1-megabyte floppy disk drive,
24-megabyte Winchester hard disk drive memory, a 4K byte writable storage, a graphics
tablet and mouse, and PERQ operating systems (POS) using a PASCAL compiler. As
system development progressed, the configuration was changed to permit local area
networking of the PERQs aboard CARL VINSON by means of the Xerox Corporation
Ethernet. In addition to the PERQs, two Canon laser printers were on the Ethernet.
Networking the PERQs and the printers together was facilitated because the necessary
coaxial cable had been laid throughout the hull during ship construction. The connecting
of the machines, via the Ethernet cable, permitted an important system development in
which the total system-, data base was distributed across all of the machines.
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"" •" The o•iginal plan was to locate PERQs with all department heads and other

command individuals. Funding constraints limited the total number of PEROs delivered to
CARL VlNSON, immediately prior to the cruise, to 28 machines. These machines wele
placed in tl•ose shipboard locations where individuals were, or were expected to become,
key users of the ZOG system. Table I lists in alphabetical order the location of the
machines and the primary intended responsibility for that component of the ZOG system.
The locations in Table 1 represent the location, after some initial moving; of machines, to
accommodate diflering departmental needs and utilization of the networked system. The
2•th PERQ on the ship was not associated with the ZOG project, but was part of the
larger technology trans[er effort. This additional machine was used in a separate
in,'ormation system designed to support tactical ship movements.

Throu•]hout the cruise, the PERQ locations and :[unctions remained essentially
tht. same. The locations of the AIRPLAN and VAIR machines within their ori•;inal
compartments were changed to better meet the operational needs of the users. Machines
were occasionally relocated if a particular machine with a high functiona; ,'equirement
mallunctioned. A lesser used machine temporarily replaced the defective machine until it
could be repaired. Because of the extent of malfunctions, the CAG and COMM machines
were used as replacement machines for virtually the entire cruise. Excluding the
machines ded;.cated to AIRPLAN, to support the printers, and to serve as a spare, 19

SPERQs remained available for shipboard functional use• These 19 PERQs provided the

majority of the information regarding the functional utility of the ZOG system. These
•.• interconnected machines were located throughout CARL V[NSON from the Air i•oss'
i"•. compartment on the 010 level down to the 3-level deck where the Personnel Department

SPERQ was located.

3.1.2.'• The Software Confi .•a•ation. While CARL VINSON departed Norfolk on
- •,., j-_ .% • , . • .,a..-• ]. •,.,],•,•1• 17oj •u• upcrauo• Ln •ne t•arlaL)ean: oela• in deveiopmenl of soi•ware thatsupports a distributed data base and local area networking on the PERQ I prevented i

implementation of a distributed ZOG s)stem until 14 March. The fact that the CMU |
developers were able to deliver a distributed system without the assistance of a

Sdist•'ibuted POS during this time was remarkable. Final distributed system development

'• and implementation was accomplished by the CMU developers aboard CARL V[NSON
jl during the first 2 weeks o:[ March. This version, referred to as version 17.5, allowed -

. operation oI the networked distributed data base and automatic data collection for this _
i evaluation. With ZOG, the large screen display of the PERQ was split into two standard _

" ZOG frames present simultaneously. This software feature permits a user to keep one
Sframe on display while also browsing through a series ol related frames. A full list of the

Ii" ZOG soltware and "netware," current on 25 March 1993, is included as Appendix B. After

completing software installation, the CMU developers departed the ship which then left
the Caribbean for the Mediterranean Sea area. Figure 3 depicts the interrelationships of

•- the major software components of the ZOG/PERQ system• Note in Figure 3 that the ZOGI:i. program serves as the direct inter£ace, not only with the data base contained on the hard £.Sdisk storage, but also with all the components of the operating system.

3.1.2.3 System Management Structure. Management of the ZOG system was per-
formed by the-(•MU deveTopment gcoup wliich included a CARL V1NSON officer expert in

•_ computer systems, a software maintenance organization, the shipboard ZOG management
__.. group, and a coordinating manager.

- While CMU had primary responsibility for ZOG software development, Mellon
Institute was contracted [or ZOG software maintenance and documentation responsibili-
ties. The intention was for Mellon Institute, located near CMII, to provide any necessary
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Figure 3. ZOG system software relationships.

software maintenance and to transfer system changes to the CARL VINSON ZOG system.
CARL VINSON personnel assigned to the ZOG management group would then provide any
furthe- debugging or agent creation efforts. To facilitate more rapid s )Itware support,
the software responsibility was transferred to the CMU developers midway through the
cruise. CARL VINSON personnel subsequently interacted directly with CMU system
developers for software support.

A computer system analyst from DTNSRDC served as the coordinating
manager, referred to within the project as the executive agent, to provide a continuing
and coordinating furiction across all the organizations and individuals involved in the
system development and evaluatior.
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On board CARL VINSON, the ZOG system management function resided in the
ship's Management Department. At the beginning of the cruise, the Management
Department comprised three divisions: PERQ Research and Development (R&D), Wang,
and Special Projects. The primary responsibility of this department was to manage the
unique computing systems on the ship. The Special Projects Division was charged with
managing the variety of projects that comprised the ship's technology transition effort of
which the ZOG project was one. The Wang Division was responsible for ensuring the
continuing effectiveness of the Wang computer system. The Wang system, also made up
of computers that were networked together, was installed when CARL VINSON was under
construction and had assumed the task of providing routine personnel, supply, and
administrative support. The PERQ R&D Division was responsible for debugging ZOG
software, maintaining system operability, and developing new ZOG agents to support
operational needs. Within the department, there were four lieutenant commanders, all
with master's degrees in computer science or operations research, who had some share of
the responsibility of ZOG system management. The four officers volunteered to be
assigned to the Management Department, even though this assignment required extra
duty. Additionally, there were four enlisted personnel, three data programmers (DPs), and
one Aviation Storekeeper (AK2) who were assigned to provide software support for all
computing systems under the department's scope of responsibility. Departmental
responsibilities for the ZOG system included maintaining the software, managing the data
base, training and supporting users, ensuring that the PERQs were operating, conducting
preventive maintenance, and making preliminary diagnosis of hardware malfunctions.

3.1.3 ZOG System Development During the Cruise

The ZOG management group on CARL VINSON maintainea an operating
system and supported a srnali but growing group of system users. As might be expected,
though, maintaining a distributed version of ZOG that was newly developed and installed
"immediately before deployment was not accomplished without problems. The ZOG group
experienced a combination of hardware and software problems that were particularly
debilitating during the first half of the cruise. Accordingly, this section will describe the
ZOG system developments that occurred during the cruise in terms of these problems and
enhancements that were made to resolve them.

3.1.3.1 Software Problems and System Versions. In order to provide a networked ZOG
system, version 17.5 was installed and operatng on the PERQs by 14 March 1983. The
networking feature permitted any PERQ to access data stored at any other PERQ
workstation. In addition to the networking capability, the major change in this system
involved the incorporation of automatic statistical gathering capabilities. Development
of the networked distributed data base system represented the first time such a system
has been successfully installed on a Navy ship.

For maximum efficiency, the data base was distributed so subnets used by a
particular PERQ were located on the ha!d disk storage of the PERQ. For example, ZOG
subnets that pertained to the Weapons Elevator Department were resident on the weapons
elevator PERQ. This arrangement reduced the need to access other workstations. In
some cases portions of the data base were duplicated on other PERQs. This duplication
was done generally for subnets that had a high expected usage. Problems with the
network functioning increased the requiremnent to ensure that certain PERQs had
particular components of the data base in its own hard disk storage. Early in the cruise,
system operating problems were the driving force behind data base management on CARL

irVINSON.6



''- Early problems with ZOG were, to a great extent, masked by PERQ hardware
problems. The hardware problems involved the Ethernet boards (directly affecting
network functioning), power supply failures, and display board failures. Unexpected
system problems involving noise interference also negatively affected network function-
ing, particularly during the day when there was generally more activity on the ship. The
stability of the previous version of ZOG, combined with the relatively small system
additions, led CARL VINSON personnel to first suspect that the ZOG operating system
might be too big for the POS to handle. This concern for the ability of POS to support
ZOG adequately remained with the ZOG group throughout the cruise.

The problems encountered by a ZOG user during this early part of the cruise
included difficulty getting a user started and logged into ZOG, unexplained "crashes" out
of ZOG, and intermittent inability to use the network to access portions of the data base
resident in other machines. These problems made it very difficult for new users to
acquire any facility with the system. The new user could not determine whether the
system was working properly or how to recover from entry errors. An additional problem
was that to collect statistics efficiently, the system automatically logged users off if
there was no activity at a terminal for 20 minutes. Once logged off, the user would not
be able to enter the ZOG system without additional command entry. This became a
nuisance for users and affected their acceptance of ZOG. System problems affected the
experienced ZOG users as well. The lack of system reliability prevented unattended use
of the system. For example, completing unattended backup procedures from a central
machine by maintenance personnel was not possible, because the system would experience
an interruption or crash that required a user intervention before the program would
continue to run.

In an effort to resolve these system problems, version 19.1 of ZOG was
released to CARL VINSON on 21 June 1983. This version reorganized the software to
reduce ZOG intermodule dependencies that contributed to system instability, altered the
statistical data gathering modules, and introduced some enhancements. Additionally, the
automatic user logoff feature was turned off.

While version 19.1 did provide some improvement in system operation, the
system remained unreliable. This unreliability was primarily due to the inadequate
interface between the Ethernet handling software and the rest of the POS. During their
first visit (July 1983) to CARL VINSON, the evaluation team believed a major effort was
needed to resolve this system interruption problem that all users were experiencing. The
evaluation team considered improved reliability of pararmount imnportance for any
significant increase of functional use. As a result of the evaluation team's concern, a
ZOG management team member was sent to Pittsburgh to work with the system
developers and maintainers at CMU, Mellon Institute, and PERQ Systems, Inc. to improve
system reliability.

As a result of this special effort, a new version of POS and ZOG were soon
sent to CARL VINSON. After some shipboard modifications to accommodate the test-bed
version of the system, the modified version, 20.1, was implemented on CARL VINSON
PERQs in late July. A mail system was also added to this version. The mail system
aliowed users to send ZOG frames directly to individuals as a message system. To use the
mail system, the login procedure was modified to take users directly to their own unique
top frame. This facilitated getting directly to the user's subnets of interest and the user's
mail frame. Some software code modification occurred with virtually every new version
of the ZOG system. In the rush to provide improved versions to the ship as soon as
possible, updates of ZOG were sent to the ship before being fully integrated with the
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current test-bed version. ZOG management team members assumed they could complete
final code debugging prior to actual implementation on the ship's machines. This
assumption was probably unrealistic because of the operational commitments of the ZOG
management group and their debugging capabilities. The distance between CARL VINSON
and system developers at CMU made communications and sofZware transfer difficult.
Differences in software versions at the different locations and differences in system load
made the isolation of software deficiencies difficult at best.

Another version of ZOG, 23.1, was released to CARL VINSON PERQs during
. early October 1983. This update included additional code changes designed to minimize

the interruptions and implement system enhancements described in the next section.
Near the end of the deployment, there was general consensus among system developers

*.: that the interrupt problem was a ftnction of difficulties in the ;nterfacing of the ZOG and
"PERQ operating systems. PERQ Systems, Inc. personnel were not available to provide
sufficient development support for the POS version on board CARL VINSON.
Consequently, the interruption problem had to be resolved by programming ZOG around
"the limitations posed by the POS.

3.1.3.2 System Software Enhancements. Major ZOG enhancements implemented
during the cruiseinc'uded the adition of ZOG actions providing frame/subnet protection,
incorporation of PERQ shell utilities (system functions) into the ZOG environment, the
transferring of ail ZOG system code into ZOG frames to provide a consistent software
environment, and the addition of a mail system, mentioned previously. Although it was
not really a part of the ZOG software, the successful incorporation into ZOG of
AIRPLAN, a system for monitoring air operations, was a significant enhancement to the
total system. Thp addition of ATRPL.AN ditd requaire exvtensie ZOG coda rcstructuring. ..

"Throughout the cruise ZOG agents were created, both at CMU and on board CARL
VINSON, and were implemented as they became available. These agents, in general,

*.• facilitated use of ZOG by (a) improving access Lo frames and subnets, (b) improving the
dynamic actions that ZOG would automatically perform on the data base as a result of
invoking an agent, and (c) by improving the ability to summarize data base information.

3.2 The ZOG/CARL VINSON User

This section describes the shipboard personnel who are ZOG system users,
their education and computer background, the training received by them, and the growth
of the ZOG user community during the cruise. Data describing the ZOG user came from
interviews, questionnaires, and actual observation of users. Because of operational

"_ commitments, some infrequent users and users who received only the functional output of
the ZOG system did not complete questionnaires or participate In the interviews.

3.2.1 Types of ZOG Users

Because of the varying degree of involvement with the ZOG system across
users, the description of the users will be presented in four categories. The general class
of user, who interacted directly with the PERQ machine to either input or extract
information, comprises three categories. These categories are superusers, expert, and
browsers. The fourth category is the secondary user who receives the output of the ZOG
system, but not directly from the machine. In other words, there are a number of CARL
VINSON personnel who are affected by the ZOG system, to some extent, but receive
information in the form of a copy of ZOG-generated oral or writtan instructions. Because
of the difficulty in both identifying secondary users and determining the extent to which
ZOG affected their behavior, this report focuses on the primary users who interact
directly with the ZOG system.
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- -:' Superusers are defined as those ZOG management personnel who used all of
the system's capabilities frequently. T"his primary user group consists of the four key
officers and one enlisted member from the Management Department. The superusers are able to
exercise all the capabilities of ZOG, including creating and running ZOG agents. Because
they are members of the ZOG group, as contrasted with a ship's department, their duties
were concentrated in support of the ZOG system. This group of five superusers were
present throughout the cruise, and their individual ZOG skill levels undoubtedly increased
during the deployment.

Expert users are defined as those individuals in any department who, during
the cruise, developed sufficient skill to exercise the basic functions of ZOG and c, Ad use
the ZOG agents to some extent. This is a broad category, because some users , re only
barely able to use some ZOG functions, such as the editors, and other users were very
accomplished in interacting with ZOG and POS. This expert category includes the
majority of users who made a functional use of the system in order to accomplish
activities associated with their respective departments. Throughout the cruise, the
evaluation team identified 23 expert users, 3 in the management department and 20 in
other departments or positions. Both the first CARL VINSON CO, his replacement, and
the XO were classified as expert ZOG system users.

The third category of primary users consists of browsers. That is, individuals
who developed ZOG facility sufficient to move around within the ZOG data base but
would seldom, if ever, use the editor to create frames or subnets. Although a browser
generally did not directly create or modify subnets, browsers would direct a subordinate
to create certain subnet2. In other words, browsers could be less skillful in physically
interacting with the ZOG!PERQ system, but could still use the ZOG system indirectly for
.,Itidellie,,L purpubes. The ev *.udtio,, teaf 'e,•tifled Gvt ustcs Who we-,c bcowsers aJ--d

essentially did not progress beyond that level of proficiency with ZOG. Included in the
S "-five browsers were two department heads, one of whom used the system extensively by

having a subordinate do any necessary subnet development.

There were 30 users in the three categories of superuser, expert, and browser.
The user data contained in this report are based on information obtained from these 30
primary users. While there were a number of other users who may have interacted with
ZOG in some capacity, the inability to reliably identify these users either through
questioning of the Management Department or by examination of login identifications
prevented any detailed data gathering for these personnel. The actual number of user
names contained on a list of users at the end of the cruise was 66. This list, however,
included individuals who had detached from CARL VINSON during the cruise and did n!ot
include one of the officers in the ZOG management group. Consequently, the list of 66
users should be assumed to be an estimate of the total number of users who had sufficient
interaction with the system to be included as a user.

3.2.2 ZOG User Computer Background

Of the five superusers in the Management Department, all four officers had
received master of science degrees in computer science or operations research from the
Navy Post-Graduate School in Monterey. Their experience with computers, consequently,
was extensive. They all had had some experience with several languages, such as
FORTRAN, COBOL, assembly, and PASCAL, the language in which ZOG was written.
The enlisted member of this group, although not a recipient of a college degree, had some
experience with BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, and PASCAL languages since becoming
attached to CARL VINSON. This individual, with little prior computer experience,

•...'. became a key member of the ZOG group.
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Of the 23 expert users, 4 had no prior computer experience. The remaining 19
had varying experiences, from minimal contact with an Apple computer and the BASIC
programming language to very extensive college courses in computers and extensive
experience with several languages. The predominant extent of experience included some
formal courses and experience in FORTRAN, along with experience in the BASIC language
as a consequence of owning or working with a personal computer. Most of the expert
users also interacted with the ship's Wang computer system for functional use, although
they did not usually perform any programming on the Wang.

Of the five browser users, three had had no prior computer experience before
encountering the ZOG system. The other two browsers had had some familiarity with the
BASIC language through use of a personal computer.

3.2.3 User Education

Without exception, the officers had all attained at least a bachelor's degree,
although not all in a computer related major. All of the Management Department officers
had received master of science degrees in computer science. The enlisted member had
completed some college, none related to computers.

3.2.4 ZOG User Training

3.2.4.1 Description of ZOG Training. ZOG user training took a variety of forms prior
to and throughout the cruise perioT. These forms included an initial ZOG training class,
completion of the ZOG tutorial implemented on the ZOG system , study of the User's
Guide, study of the on-line ZOG documents, one-on-one tutoring, and independent s-Tuy-
!or the ZOQ Pocket uitde. The toHowing paragraphs will describe each of these forms of
training.-'Typically, a user would participate in several of these forms of training.-.
Table 2 lists the frequencies that ZOG users reported for each category of training they
experienced. Because each user completed two and three types of training, the total
frequency (30) exceeds the number of users providir.g information on the questionnaires.

Table 2

Frequency of Users Completing Categories of ZOG Training

ZOG Training Category Frequency

Initial group training class 24

The ZOG on-line tutorial 23

ZOG User's Guide 19

One-on-one training 12

On-line ZOG documents 0

The ZOG Pocket Guide 2
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7 -a. Initial group training. Approximately 3 months prior to the cruise, the
CMU ZOG developers conducted an initial class on ZOG on board CARL VINSON,
Participants in this class were those who were aware they would be using the system.
This initial class training was given to 40 individuals. However, many of the participants
in this initial class did not continue on to become ZOG users. The training itself lasted
approximately 4 hours and included an initial coverage of the ZOG capabilities, methods
for maneuvering though the subnets, and use of the ZOG editor, ZED.

During the cruise, similar group training classes were conducted by the ZOG
management team. These classes were approximately the same length, but usually had
under eight students in each class, thereby permitting a greater degree of individua!
instruction. These classes were for individuals who were definitely going to become
active ZOG users. Some of the classes were conducted to teach only specific topics.

b. The ZOG tutorial. An on-line tutorial, requiring about 2 hours and
covering the basic ZOG functions, was implemented on the ZOG system prior to the
beginning of the cruise. To use the tutorial an individual only had to be logged in to the

, system as a guest. The guest login would permit the new user to practice ZOG commands
without any danger of changing the data base. The tutorial served as a good initial hands-
on experience because the user had to make ZOG inputs to proceed through the training,
At the completion of the tutorial, the new users were browsing though the existing ZOG
data base on their own. By far the majority of users completed this tutorial whether or
rnot they had completed the initial training class or any other form of training. Based
"upon the user questionnaire data, there were seven comments requesting expansion of the

r % tutorial training. Evaluation team members who used the tutorial also thought that the
F• tutorial was extremely good hands-cn experience and that it should be expanded.

- c. The ZOG User's Guide. The ZOG User's Guide is a booklet prepared by
CMU system developers that prov*8de-sdetailed_ instruction in-using the ZOG system. The
User's Guide was provided to users during the group training class or when an individual
requested it. The evaluation team found the User's Guide to be a good document for the
"relatively inexperienced user, particularly if access to a PERQ machine was limited. It
included numerous illustrations, concrete examples of frames, and was written at a
readability level suitable for shipboard personnel. Use of the User's Guide was not
intended to supersede actual interaction with the ZOG system by using the on-line tutorial
"or by simple browsing though the subnets to learn how to interact with ZOG.

d. One-on-one ZOG training. One of the functions of the ZOG management
"group was to provide assistance to users through one-on-one interaction. While Table 2
shows that only 12 users indicated they had undergone one-on-one training, this figure is
undoubtedly low. The reason for the low estimate is that most people did not think in
terms of training when they called upon a management group member for assistance.
Consequently, users did not perceive themselves going through a "training session" when
receiving this individual help or when completing the questionnaire. During the
interviews, however, there were comments made indicating that some users would have

-* liked to have had more personal assistance.

e. On-line ZO7 documents. There were several documents on the ZOG
system that provided instruction in its operation. These documents included the ZOG
User's Guide, the ZOG Management User's Guide, the Agent Writer's Guide, and the '
Tutorial. While these documents were available, no user indicated use of tFee's
documents. This reported lack of use may have been because the documents were not
necessary, they were not useful, or the users may have forgotten that they actually did
use the documents.
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f. The ZOG Pocket Guide. Early in the cruise, this Pocket Guide coNring
the basic ZOG commands was developed by the ZOG management group and was
distributed to users. While the guide was extremely helpful, changes in the ZOG software
version dated the original pocket guide. A revised version of the pocket guide was
distributed to shipboard users during the last month of the deployment. A copy of the
Pocket Guide is included in this report as Appendix C. Users reported great satisfaction
with th ocket Guide and grew to depend on it more than any other form of
documentation.

3.2.4.2 User Perception of Ease of Learning ZOG. When the users were asked to rate
"How easy you t in< ZOG is to learn," 1 indicated extremely easy, 22 checked easy, 4
difficult, and no one indicated that learning ZOG was extremely difficult. During both
evaluation visits to the ship, users were asked whether they needed more training or
practice to feel comfortable using ZOG. For the first visit, only three users responded to
this item, and all indicated they needed more training to be comfortable. During the
second visit in late September, when the same set of users were questioned, nine users
indicated no need for additional training or practice and four indicated the need for more
practice. The average length of ZOG experience for these users was reported as 47
weeks. (This mean time was high because the ZOG management personnel had more
experience.)

During the second evaluation visit, eight "new" users responded to this same
item, the need for more training, and four indicated no need. These users had an average
ZOG experience time of 12 weeks. These data suggested a need for more training or
practice during the early learning stage, lasting 2 to 4 months, but as experience was
ar-"uired users needed less additional training. -

When asked how the training could be improved, the users mainly suggested
t I the on-line tutorial be expanded and revised. That response was consistent with the
ss ",d most frequent suggestion for more hands-on experience. Several comments
indicated that the group training should be more "how to" oriented rather than "this is
what ZOG is." Several users also requested more individual instruction.

Another interesting comparison is the responses of these same experienced
use- .ersus new users on a ratable question regarding how comfortable users are with the
ZO, zystetr. These data are presented in Table 3.

Table 3

User Ratings of Degree of Comfort Using ZOG System

Comfortable using ZOG Discomfort using ZOG
User Groups Extremely Fairly -Mild Extreme

New (N = 12) 0 7 5 0

Experienced (N 13) 9 3 i 0
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:- .Again, the experienced users indicated a greater degree of comfort with the

ZOG system. In this case, the added experience with ZOG appeared correlated with a
greater degree of comfort actually using the system, as compared with needing more
training to feel comfortable with the system.

3.2.4.3 ZOG User Group Meetings

a. General ZOG user meetings. During the first visit, the evaluation team
requested a meeting of all ZOG users. The meeting was called and approximately 20
CARL VINSON personnel attended. This was the first meeting of all ZOG users on board
the carrier. During this meeting, activities of the ZOG management group were discussed
and, importantly, the users had an opportunity to express their opinions abouC various
aspects of the ZOG system. Feedback from users after the meeting revealed that many
of them valued the meeting and thought it fulfilled a user requirement. At the suggestion
of the evaluation team, the Management Department conducted group ZOG users
meetings monthly thereafter.

After attending two users' meetings, the evaluation team recommended that
the ZOG management group institute two kinds of meetings. A high-level user meeting
should be held to permit those who are expert in ZOG to exchange information regarding
technical functioning of the system. A second kind of meeting for all users, but oriented
toward the beginning ZOG user, was recommended to present general system iniormation,
solicit problems, and discuss system use at a basic and ship-functional level.

The Management Department initiated a "ZOG Users Group News" letter
fJ.uiRWJ.II th ile l tial U• [1"P kilt3/L!1. IA II. IIW .. LL et 3, -U3LLL ISIULVV 4VVJII OCLit 4I1MII a.lU

S _meeting, contained information from the meeting, answers to questions raised at the
meetings, plans for future activitics, and notices about changes in the ZOG system. The
newsletters proved to be an excellent method for facilitating communication among the
users. Copies of four of the newsletters prepared during the cruise are contained in
Appendix D. These newsletters document critical system incidents that were affecting
ZOG users.

b. XO's Division Officer user meeting. Following the first evaluation team
visit, the XO initiated meetings involving representatives from each division office. The
purpose of these meetings was to introduce ZOG and have representatives develop subnets
that would be immediately useful. The intent was to develop a Division Officer's
Handbook that might include schedules for schools, leave, transfers, andijob duty turnover
subnets. At the time of the second visit, the second of these meetings was held and
attended by about 20 individuals. At this point virtually none of the attendees had
completed any ZOG training or experience. They were users in the sense that they were
just learning about ZOG and were beginning to conceptualize some practical applications.
Although no subseqtwnt meetings of the complete group occurred during the remainder of
the cruise, the meetings were an excellent idea and certainly would have produced greater
division involvement with ZOG.

3.2.5 Growth in the Number of ZOG Users

At the beginning of the evaluation, the practical benefits of the ZOG system
were anticipated to result in many CARL VINSON personnel becoming active ZOG users.
This kind of user growth occurred with the ZOG system as it was developed and
implemented at CMU and in other organizations.
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There were, however, some critical factors that served to limit the number of
system users and user interest. As a management system, the ZOG computers were
located on the desks of department heads for their use. These locations did not allow
man)' subordinates to have free access to the system. A second factor was the
unreliability of the hardware and the software systems. Particularly during the first half
of the cruise, the system was so unstable that inexperienced users had difficulty making
ZOG operate; if it did crash, they were unsure of what cor-ective action to take. Users
were not sure of whether a malfunction was due to equipment failure or to system
software deficiencies. Consequently, potential users did not actively seek out system
access and beginners did not generally pursue subnet development activities. As with any
new computer system, initial time and effort was required to learn the system and
develop a data base. Problems with system reliability and access discouraged potential
users from using the system. There were, however, some notable exceptions of users who
overcame these drawbacks and proceeded to actively develop useful subnets. These users
and the applications they developed will be discussed in more detail in sections on
functional uses of the system.

The user statistics component of the ZOG system was designed to collect
information for each uniquely identified system user. Users would logon when seated at
the PERQ workstation and logoff when they were through using the system. Because of
the unreliability of the system and the length of time to logon, the machines were often
turned on and logged into ZOG using the guest logon. The machines remained logged into
ZOG under the guest logon, regardless of who was using them. This practice of using the
standard guest logon totally preempted any identification of exactly which user was using
the system. Similarly, users would log themselves into the system, but would ieave the
workstation logged under their 1I) throughout the day, while other peopie used the
workstation. Starting with the first evaluation visit, attempts by the evaluation team toget the users to logon individually were largely unsuccessfui. Consequently, it was not--
possible to identify users from the machine system data.

Lists of users were obtained from the Z0'1 management team during the
visits. These lists determined who would complete qu.-stionnaires and be interviewed.
Active ZOG users were identified by contacting individuals on the lists. Accordingly, the
following numbers of "true" ZOG users, including ZOG management group members, were
identified during the first and second visits and at the end of the cruise. The number of
users in the ZOG Management Department was essentially constant, four officers and five
enlisted personnel, and is included in the following numbers.

a. First visit (July 1983)--23 users.

b. Second visit (September 1983)--30 users.

c. End of cruise (October 1983)--30 users.

Rather than growing larger in numbers, the size of the user group remained
relatively constant at about 20 functional users during the first half of the cruise. This
group grew in size shortly after implementation of the major ZOG software version that
improved system reliability. While there may be a relationship between the size of the
user population and system development, growth in the number of users is more likely to
be a function of availability of machines. A natural limitation to user growth was the
existence of only 19 machines that were operative and were used for functional purposes.
It could be expected, though, that the robustness of the system would have an impact on
user growth.
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.- 3.3 Shi'board Functional Uses of ZOG

This section describes the shipboard functional uses of the ZOG system. These
data are the heart of the evaluation because they indicate the functional value of the
system to the operational Navy. First described are the shipboard functional applications
that ZOG was originally projected to support; second, the unexpected functional applica-
tions of ZOG that occurred during the course of the deployiiert; and third, the integration
of ZOG with the AIRPLAN expert system. A final section reveals the relationship of ZOG
system growth to system development during the cruise.

3.3.1 Expected System Use

When the ZOG Technology Demonstration Project was being conceived, three
primary applications were envisioned for the system on board CARL VINSON. These
applications were to support planning and evaluation, the development and use of the
SOR.M, and weapons elevator maintenance training. The idea behind these three
applications was that they involve ship's management on both a short- and long-term
basis, represent a broad range of functional activities, and consist of tasks that may be
performed once or repeatedly. So, the ZOG system would be demonstrated over a range
of shipboard functions. While each of these areas will be discussed separately, there is
some natural overlap of functions. The overlap is dealt with in this report by arbitrarily
classifying functions into separate categories. Instances of unexpected support of
planning activities with ZOG will be discussed in a following sections.

3.3.1.1 Pan and Evaluation. The function of planning and evaluation is a

being scheduled for both the immediate and distant future. Even as CARL VINSON was
completing the 1983 deployment, planning was underway for the postdeployment period
and the 1984 deployment. In this area of ship's planning, an automated management
system may be most beneficial to the Navy.

a. Intended use. The intended use of ZOG was to support the planning and
evaluation activities of CARL VINSON management personnel who are necessary for
conducting ship's evolutions. This was to be done with the development of subnets that
would list the procedural steps to be performed. Management personnel could modify the
subnet to accommodate their needs and resources. All personnel would have access to the
subnet and would know the schedule of events. The ZOG system would provide a
management decision aid in making better and more timely decisions. Subnets listed the
task steps or decision factors, the actual accomplisher, and the expected completion dates
for each activity. This planning and evaluation function enabled the comparison of
projected completion times with actual completion times, Implementation of a subnet
required management personnel to receive information either from a PER.Q or from a
hard copy of the subnet. Management could act on the information by taking a specific
action or by entering modifying or additional information into the ZOG system.

ZOG is designed to support both one-time activities and repeated activities.
This is done by creating a ZOG subnet that lists the steps to be accomplished for a
particular ship evolution. The details can be included for one specilic performance of the
activity or for a general performance. The subnet is then referred to as either a specific
or a generic pian for that function respectively. After an activity or task is developed as
a subnet, a ZOG agent (program) can be run that updates expected completion dates and
times. This updating of a subnet plan can be done for both specific and generic plans.
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During the first halt of the cruise, the approach taken to generate major
planning subnets was to have managers meet to specify all of the detailed steps necessary
for accomplishing the generic activity. This approach resulted in very useful, detailed
plans for ship's evolutions. A few of these generic plans represented portions of the
SORM. Consequently, this ZOG planning activity also supported SORM development. The
disadvantage of this approach to plan development is that management meetings occurred
infrequently, partly because of the involvement of so many departments.

The effect that ZOG had on management planning for the entire ship is best
seen through the CARL VINSON Green Sheets that provide the ship's daily operational
schedule. This on-line planning capability allowed department heads to input their future
activities. The ZOG system then produced a daily ship's schedule that was printed and
distributed throughout -he ship. By entering information through ZOG, department heads
d;-] not have to repeatedly submit and revise hard copy. The responsibility for generating
the Green Sheet was placed with the Assistant Operations Strike Officer who had had
little computer experience prior to working with the ZOG system. Generation of the daily
Green Sheet involved taking the ZOG input from the department heads and invoking the
agents that compile and print the final daily plan. Approximately 2 hours were required
to complete Green Sheet preparation after department heads had provided their input. An
example of the Green Sheet from the CARL VINSON deployment is presented in Figure 4.
While permission was granted to include the Green Sheet in this report well after the
completion of the deployment, all dates have been removed.

ZOG-supported planning influenced the operation of the ship even at an
individual crewmember level. Figure 5 is included as a specific example of the generic
task plan for getting under -way and leaving port. This-, type of plannIng docurrint Is .-

frequently referred to as a Gaunt chart. The particular task plan in Figure 5 was actually
used by the Officer of the Deck while getting CARL VINSON under way from Hong Kong,
as reflected by the penciled notations on the second page of the figure.

For each subtask on the Leave Port Checklist, the task, accomplisher, ZOG
frame identification, and completion day and time are included. As the task plan becomes
a subnet on ZOG, errors and omissions are corrected. As indicated previously, a ZOG
agent can be invoked that would permit the appropriate updating of days and times for all
subtasks. The notable fact about the specific task plans, such as those contained in
Figure 5, is the subnet may be accessed on the ZOG system by many managers, and it can
be used in a printed checklist away from the ZOG system by secondary subordinate users.

Other examples of specific plans developed and implemented during the
deployment are included as Appendix E. As an example of the breadth of this planning
capability, this appendix includes a plan for scheduled events during one of the ZOG
evaluation team visits. Other plans in Appendix E are the Management Department Duty
Officer's Inport Schedule and the Chaplain's Plans for the Command Religious Program.

As intended, the system was used to support the personal planning of individual
crewrmembers. Figure 6 displays a portion of the Reactor Officer's Six-week Plan, as an
example. This plan was used to evaluate whether certain tasks were completed by
established deadlines.

The examples of ZOG-supported planning presented in this section are typical.
The evaluation function was expected to be supported by ZOG through a continual
monitoring and updating when tasks were accomplished. The examples in the following
section show how this was accomplished by the ZOG system.
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Dates

iaSk- AcEomplisher -Frameid 

-

co --t 1983eP 1oYwnt - zzcO - OXOWI tar

Set the Special Sea and Anchor Detail I 0630-
BM0W - EnrFr0 194 0730

Set Materijal Condition Yoke : COD [AUL 0700
[GS] - CVPlan9

WMuster On 1St Eation1 - Y~3 1 1D3 [ALL) 0745
LOS] - CVPlan1O

Mo-or/Anchr Rrat deSig.niced s -ite - NA-VC)- 0830
ErirFre2OIAsrla- P)- 03

-'Port Visit Fremantlel~rla-OS = 1 1 = M 1!~ M

64 ure thý ýSpcia 0 Sea -alid Anchor Detai 1 0845-
-OOD - EnrFre2O3 0900

9;t aterial Condition Yoke - 00DL(7 1700
[GS1 - WVIanI

; .. g ....t UtlockRepots S YYXO IYYXOI AL 1830
(GS] -CVPlan4I - -

Submuitted by: Approved by:

jJ.".CZNEKUS T. D. HILL

CDR USN4 CDR USK

STRIKE OPERATIONS orFICER OPERATIONS OFFICER

Figure 4. CARL VINSON daily Green Sheet schedule.
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Dates

Task -Accomplisher -Frameid-

C-woduct 1983 Deployment - ZZC0'- 5OOVarr M C M

Conduct -Transit to Perth - OPSO - EnrFrel OFO

Hold All Trash and Garbage on Station - 0230-
BMOW - EnrFre 198 0330

Test the ship's whistle mechanically and 0530-
electrically - BMOW - EnrFrel99 0630

Test the General, Chemical, Collision and 0545-
Aircraft crash alarms - JOOD - EnrFre200 0600

Set the Special Sea and Anchor Detail - 0630-
BMOW - EnrFre194 0730

Set Alert Helo Condition 11 - VAIR - 0700-
EnrFre195 07,30

"Se'-t Material Condition Yoke - COD IALL] 0700
IGS] - CVPlan9

.Trside Personnel Shift to the Uniform 0715-
for Entering Poe-L (if applicable) - BMOW (080
- EnrFre196

Make Departmental Readiness Reports to 0730-
Strike Ops (J-7191) - HODS - EnrFrel9'7 0745

Muster 6n Station - XXD3 [X)M3 IALU - 0745
IGSI - CVPianIO

Moor/Anchor at designated site - NAO - 0830
EnrFre201

?ort Visit Fremantle Auso.ralia - OPSO - 0830 IM L M OM F M
S'•cordNAS4

"Secure. the Special Sea and Anchor Detail 0845-
- OOD - EnrFre203 0900

"Shift. the COD Watch from the Bridge to 0845-
the Quarterdeck - OOD -- EnrFre2O4 0855

Set Material Condition Yoke - OOD (ALL) 1700
[GS] - CVPlanil

Figure 4. (Continted)
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"Dates
Task - Accomplisher - Frameid d

Eight O'Clock Reports - YYXO [YYXO] [ALLI I) ---

[GS] - CVPIan4I

Set Material Condition Yoke - OOD IALL] 0700
IGS] - CVPlan9

Muster On Station - MX33"[XX 31 [ALL] 0745
[GS) - CVPlanlO

Set Material Concdition Yoke - 0OD [ALL) 1700
[iGS] - CVPlanIl

Eight O'Clock Reports - YYXO [YYXOi [ALL] 1830
[GS] - CVPlan42

Set Material Condition Yoke - OOD [ALL) 0700
[IS] - CVPlan9

Muster On Station - X0W3 IXXD3] [ALL) 0745
[GSI - CVPlanlO

Roman Catholic Mass in Ship's Chapel - )900-
YYCH IGS] - EnrFre213 095-

.Protestant Diine rhi in S.hi5 1000-

Chapel - YYCII [GSJ - EnrFre2i4 WOlOC

Set Material Condition Yoke - OOD (ALL] 1700
[GS] - CVPIanil

•t Material Condition Yoke - OOD [ALL) 0700
[GS1 - CVPlan9

Muster On Station - XXD3 [XXD3] [ALL) 0745
IGSI - CVPlanIO

Set Material Conditoion Yoke - OOD [ALL) 1700
[GSI - CVPlanll

Eight-O'Clock Reports - YYXO [YYXOI [ALL] 1830
[IGS - CVPlan37

Set Material Condition Yoke - OOD [ALL) 0700
[GS] - CVPlan9

Muster On Station - X XD3] [ALL) 0745
[GS] - CVPlanIO

Figure 4. (Continued)
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rI

_ _ __- - -Dates

Task -Accotmpli~her -Frareid

I-LeaveCkList223

I!ake author:-ed information available to C%90 0900
he media - YXPA - LeaveList2l5

Veif: tife for getting underway with CO 0630-

-CE - LeaveCkList322 .0700

":-icf the crew concerning upcoming 0900 0900
""operations via closed circuit T'V - OXOZ

- aveCKi214

PLblish expiration of liberty time in the 0903 K 0900
LOD - XADM - LeaveCkList30l

\X ify event ti-.ss in the Greensheet and 0900-

POD - OPSO - LeaveCkList320 1000

'Conduct presail briefing- OPSO -
LeaveC!.Ai st224 0 1-)0

F. vid_ a service steam to the catapults - 210 0700.
mooNG - LeaveCkList298

*k\eri fy schec4ule for lighting o6ff reacctors •2'i U9 UAY
with the CO - REAC - LeaveCkList32r

Iubit .o\,ement Report T'PIRE) -OPW- I-0900-
LeaveCkL i st2 1300

Submit Unit Report (UNITREP) - OPSO - 9
LeaveCkL i st225 1300

Inspect the pier and initiate acticn to 0900-
correct discrepancies (if applicabie) -1500
CDO - LeavCkti st229

D1'ain-uhistle system piping and line up 0900
steam to the ship's ,iitl ENCO - 1500
LeaveC•Li st293

,'3.b:e propulsici piarnt systems ready for 0900
gctting underway - ENGO - LeaveCkList297

Pass over the ILIC: "Liberty expires for 50o
all hands on board C.J.. VINSON at I ....
I" - EW•M - LeaveCkList302 - See Note I

Figure 5. Leave port checklist for Hong Kong.
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Dates
Task - Accomplisher - Frameid

Inpect hangar bays-ad initiae
:" - corrective action to ensure that all _500

-- gear has been properly stowed or secured
- CDO - LeaveCkListU3L_

\erify ali rolling stock and 3ircraft 0500
secured for sea - VAIR - LeaveCkList265

MLke the anchrrs reat.; for sea - DECK -

LeaveCkList27S8

Hc- b Ecats and vehicles onboard (if 0500-

Z,1 applicable) - DECK - LeaveCkList231 03-00

--b:oms and a.:cc-mmodat i on -600-
ladders (if applicable)- DECK- ,-- 00_-=
LeaveCkLi st274

- ermine senior ship in the area - OOD - 0700-
e'Le aveC1i st219 0730

Ra-quest permission fromn SOPA and emrbark-,-d 0700- j~,
Flag to get underway -OPSO 10720 -t' 7/V
LeaveCkList220

3nd crane (as applicable) 080- 080O .
- LeaveCklist222

Contact Strike Ops U791) for update of 0700-
cklist itens and status of 0800

t•/"significant events - ODD - LeaveCkli-t237

!,ecord RF circuit speaker assignments on 0700-
OC,'s Status Eoard - ODD - LeaveCkList291 0730 i••-

keview anticipated tactical signals - OOD 0700C,- .
- LeaveCkList295 0730

Pass over the lMkG: "Go to your stations 0700 7-r,,<all the Spe:ial Sea and Anchor Detail,
AP. V N expects to get underway at [

I.." E%' - LeaveCkList306

the ready l ifeoat manned -0DECK 0700

'An the IJR- sound powered phc-.e circuit - 0700-
OOD - Leav.x-,-CkList309_ 0845 r/. {

Figure 5. (Continued)
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_____________________________Dates

iTask Acc&*7Plisher -frw~id

CQ5A Inventories - RCA, FAA.

jV5~ L Los (Las- 3 Ioriths) 29

'AS~ BS W i ie- RCA - ýE.`Task94

iRE ., s i ono Logs (Last 3 Months)
pRC- REA- as!-.60

an- -a ±Ins t ruc-: ons and
s ~ FEACTask"'

*e ~_e:- now andi u ~ (FOS tLO) ,/ 1 -~i

!n Clas -_= IREAC a'x.

u vd i t Nuclea~r Inst. IP-2 A'lignrnent. Date.-
RCA -. RFACTask.25

A-~udit Seci.xilty iermination Statements -0

K!RC - ;_rEAC,_TaskS3

In~~ec F' x 11C02Ext ingu isfe~s G

u~oCt JSLOK weak Areas -REAC -07

u t vi s ion Tech 4anuals -REAC

Aui PI 1&2 Alignment Data -RCA- /
i.1-CT* :sk'-6

!.~~..~.- lIS Frocedurfes CS a&/ ._ _

Figure 6. Reactor officer 6-week plan.
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"- b. Actual ZOG use in support of planning. Two standard types of ZOG plans
were established in the departments. One was the specific responsibility task net that
displays the hierarchical relationships of the tasks, and the other was the specific
responsibility (task) time line that displays the time relationships of the tasks. As a result
of a ZOG action, selection of a task on the t;me line pt n brings up a display of the same
task in the specific task net. This action yields more detailed information about the task
regarding the accomplisher, completion date, resources, etc. These formally structured
subnets exist for the following units: Air Officer, Aviation Intermediate Maintenance
Department, Management Department, Engineering Department, Medical Department,
Navigation Department, Operations Department, Personnel Department, Reactor Depart-
ment, Strike Operations Officer, Supply Department, Senior Chaplain, Weapons Depart-
ment, and the XO.

Most of these subnets were created in December 1982 before the cruise.
Examination of these nets revealed that, while subnet structures were in place, only half
of the subnets were developed beyond a skeletal structure. During this cruise additional,
more useful subnets were created and tailored to the individual's specific needs. Midway
through the cruise, a fundamental change was made in the way ZOG appeared when a user
logged on to the system. This change enabled a user to be presented with their own
unique "top frame" upon logon, instead of the ZOG data base top frame. There were two
important consequences. First, the users were immediately at the index of their own
subnets and did not have to maneuver through the data base to get at their subnets.
Second, the users could tailor their top frame to their particular style of frame creation
and lists of tasks or information.

use of ZOG, the number of subnets in use, and the facility with the system. While it may
.- be this increase in use was due to 2 additional months of experience with ZOG, several

users independently indicated that by starting from their own top frame, it was easier to
use ZOG, and they could now structure the subnets their own way without having to
develop a generic subnet first. This top frame change, implemented by the Management
Department, clearly had a beneficial effect on ZOG system usage.

The information in this section was derived, in part, from a listing of subnets
created by an evaluation team member reviewing the existing subnets on the system
during the third visit. Only those subnets with substantive information were included in
the list. Consequently, the list excludes those subnets that consist only of an empty
frame or were deleted before the list was made. System software problems experienced
at the time the list was made may have eliminated some other subnets. Accordingly, the
list of subnets may be viewed as a conservative list representing the minimum number of
subnets. Some of these subnets were mentioned by the users during the interviews and
others were described on the questionnaires.

(1) IMDO (Aviation Intermediate Maintenance Department). Planning
nets were developed during the cruise in the following areas: generic plans for convening
monthly maintenance meetings, department head plans, officer leave schedules, specific
monthly meetings, generic plan for port visit schedules, officer turnover schedule,
required reports (monthly, quarterly, semiannually, and annually), and a 6-month plan for
port visits.

(2) DEV (ZOG Development Group). Planning nets were created during
the cruise in the following areas: conduct approach for conventional replenishment
(CONREP) of supplies, Management Department personnel leave schedule, department
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periodic tasks, generic plan for conducting specific department evolutions, and an overall
ZOG system tracking net. This functional usage does not reflect any ZOG system
sof.ware development, only plans for functional activities regarding the ship or ZOG
system management.

(3) ENGO (Engineering Department). Planning nets were created during
the cruise in the following areas: development of an oper'ational readiness systemr
evaluation (ORSE) preparation checklist, 6-month leave schedules for Engineering and
Reactor Departments, drydocking checkoff list, standard operating i-.structions for fire-
main management, ORSE correction tracking plans, personal task z nd plan lists, depart-
ment organization during scheduled period of restricted availability, a checklist summary
of training readiness evaluation of significant discrepancies, and an extensive damage
control assistant task list.

(4) MGTO (Management Department). Planning nets were created during

the cruise in the following areas: plans for the CO, conduct of a change of command
ceremony, department 6-month personnel leave schedule, department specific responsi-
bility task net, ZOG project reviews, respond to man overboard at sea situations,
department head task plans and time-line plans, overall technology project task net, and
planning for Wang system implementation. Also on this machine was a subnet plan for the
ship's urinalysis program developed by the shiD's Human Resource Officer.

(5) HMED (Medical Department). Planning nets were created during the
cruise in the following areas: Medical Officer personal specific tasks, port visit
schedules, report lists and due dates, providing medical services, department preparations
for deploymenrt, .Mediecal D %,Acin Officer plans, andn -day plans for the departi.n.ent.

(6) NAVO (Navigation Department). Planning nets were created during
the cruise in the following areas: generic plans for performing ship evolutions, ship
planning and plan implementation, instilling morale, operating the ship, and fighting the
ship (SORM generic plans). Also on this machine, which is located on the ship's bridge, are
subnets regarding ship emergencies. Examples of emergencies covered include loss of a
generator, loss of feedline to the reactor, and loss of rudder control.

(7) PERS (Personnel Department). Planning nets were created during the
cruise in the following areas: department personnel leave schedules, department head
plans, and evaluating/maintaining the ship's performance (SORM generic plan).

"(8) REAC (Reactor Department). Planning nets were created during the
cruise in the following areas: preparing for the ORSE, department head plans, support for
the Nuclear Propulsion Examining Board visit, and scheduling training resources.

(9) TRNG (Chaplain and Training Department). Planning nets were
created during the cruise in the following areas: conduct of civic action support, provide
command religious program, 6-week plan for command religious program, provide area
Easter service, .Memorial Day interfaith service, memorial service, Senior Chaplain's
plans, and department personnel leave schedule.

(10) WEPS (Weapons Department). Planning nets were created during the
cruise in the following areas: maintenance and operation of the weapons elevator system,
(generic and specific nets), understanding the weapons department and resources, depart-
ment reports, and Expiosive Ordinance Department organization and turnover schedule.
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S(II) WELV (Weapons Elevator Maintenance). Generic planning net. were
created during the cruise in the area of weapons elevator operation and maintenance.
Also on this machine was a net developed by the Chaplain that included prefatory textual
material for each chapter of the Bible.

(12) YYXO (Executive Officer). Planning nets were created during the
cruise in the following areas: Abidjan port visit schedule, generic and specific plans for
hosting visits of distinguished visitors, CARL VINSON visit to Pusan, CARL VINSON visit
to Sasebo, XO's plans, XO's turnover schedules, and organization of a division officer ZOG
task group. The purpose of the task group was to develop and expand generic and specific
task planning subnets from the department level to the division level in the form of a
Division Officer's Handbook. These planning nets were taking the initial form of leave,
transfer, and training schedules while the division representatives gained familiarity with
the ZOG system.

(13) OXOW (Strike Operations Department). Planning nets were created
during the cruise in the area of the ship's general plans (SORM generic net).

In a subsequent section, available summary data are presented regarding how
many subnets were accessed during specific time periods.

c. Planning subnet development. Analyses of the subnet listings determined
there were 108 unique, functional, and substantive subnets created during the cruise and
existing at the end of the deployment. These 108 subnets do not include nets existing at
the beginning of the cruise. Of the total, 95 or 88 percent were classified as primarily

* su~,tpnni-ting p~a'v n f.0 h rema id,6pcct uordt 1  al d7peetwa.-1 1 . . . - .. ." -... .... -* ." --.* Y ý 9A W ýU L LO111 IL.I PCHII 4-•I I L. W t:L t

documents or ZOG system bulletin boards.

The chronological rate of planning subnet creation was determined by cross-
checking the end of deployment subnet listings against at-sea lists of subnet creation
data. The subnet creation data for each deployment month are displayed in Table 4.

Tabie 4

Subnet Creation for the Planning Function
by Deployment Month

Month Subnet Percent

March 16 17
April 4 4
May 3 3
June 3 3
July 12 13
August 32 34
"September 13 14
October 12 12

Total 95 100
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There was a high level of planning subnet creation at the beginning of the
deployment after implementation of the distributed data base softwarc version of ZOG.
Fewer subnets were created during April through 3une. During August, after an improved
software version was released to the machines, planning subnet creation again rose to a
high of 34 percent of all planning subnets. The decrease in subnet creation during the last
2 months is not surprising in view of the increased operational tempo of the ship during
that tirr-e and the increased frequency of port visits when the crew departed the ship.

Numbers of subnets alone are not the single criterion by which the quality of
planning net creation should be judged. Another criterion is the importance to the ship of
the subnet plans. Examples of extremely useful ZOG-developed plans include task plans
for entering and leaving ports, preparations for the ORSE, conduct of CONREP, port visit
schedules, and providing the command religious program. Some of the plans that were
developed continue to support ship functions beyond the 1983 cruise. Planning subnets
were created to support functional activities during the stand-down period that followed
the cruise and even when the ship goes into drydock in the future. While these subnets
were beneficial to the ship, there were also personal plan subnets that supported the
routine activities of a number of ZOG users.

d. Future ZOG efforts in support of planning. While most of the ZOG
development group efforts since the end of the deployment have been directed at
improving the software, there has been renewed planning activity throughout the user
group since the cruise ended. Out of 22 unique subnets :reated from November through
3anuary 1984, 14 or 63 percent have been in the area of shipboard functional planning. Of
the remaining eight subnets, one supported ZOG system planning, two supported ZOG
training, one was a mailbox subnet, and four were docu-.mcnts or ship related t'ata such as
a parts list. By using the ZOG agents, revised plans for getting under way, entering port,
and departmental schedules also have been generated for departments that were using
ZOG at the end of the cruise. Recent improved system operation should result in
additional ZOG users.

3.3.1.2 SORM. The SORM is a required ship's document containing all general
operating procedures. Most SORMs are created by members of the commissioning crew
updating and tailoring to their ship materials available from SORMs of a similar vessel.
By having a SORM within an automated management system, the latest directives can be
immediately distributed and available to all crewmembers. Instantiating the SORM was
thought to be a useful demonstration of ZOG capabilities. By invoking a ZOG agent, the
appropriate data from the SORM would result in a specific plan for a particular ship's
evolution.

a. Intended use for the ZOG-generated SORM. The intended use of the
ZOG-generated SORM was to facilitate access, creation, and revision of an accurate
SORM document. Additionally, by having the SORM updated on the ZOG system, hard
copies of the SORM could be easily generated by means of the Scribe document printing
program on the system. The SORM could provide a central organizing authority for other
subnets and their development or revision.

b. Actual use of ZOG in support of the SORM. At the beginning of the
cruise, most of the subnets contributing to the SORM had already been created. Effort
during the cruise was expended modifying and expanding the SORM nets already created,
except for the creation of five new subnets during March and April 1983. System
problems that limited access to data on remote machines caused users to monopolize
other machines that had the SORM subnets. They were on only four machines (OXOW,
NAVO, PERS, and INPUTB).
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While hard copies of the SORM could be printed, there were problems caused
by an extremely slow PERQ implementation of Scribe, the formatted document print
program used at CMU on their VAX computer. The prolonged print time required by the
Scribe program limited the extent of document printing on CARL VINSON. The ZOG
development group attempted to make Scribe software corrections but they determined
that fundamental limitations existed with the current PERQ version of the Scribe
program. Figure 7 shows one page of a generic SORM plan.

Appendix F includes the entire "Fight the Ship SORM" summary and the
summary for the "Underway Replenishment of Supplies" portion of the SORM.

c. SORM subnet development. Although the majority of SORM subnet
creation occurred prior to the deployment, there was frequent access to and modification
of the nets. The nets themselves were frequently quite large. The 40 unique SORM
subnets ranged from 1 frame to 1234 frames and totaled 6484 frames. The average subnet
consisted of 162 different frames. Appendix G lists the subnets, number of frames, and
machine locations for all SORM subnets. Some SORM subnets were duplicated on other
machines. This duplication of subnets was do,,e to ensure that those machines would have
access to the net even if the primary machine was down or system problems prevented
access to that machine.

3.3.1.3 Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training. CARL VINSON's eight weapons
elevators played an extremely valuable role in the7ship's accomplishment of its mission. In
addition to being used for moving weapons and ammunition, the elevators were used daily
to relocate various ship stores. The elevators are a critical component of the total
weapon platform. Consequently, maintaining the elevators is very important. Elevator
maintenancc training was an equally important ship function even during the precommis-
sioning period. It was at this time that a part of the ZOG technology project came to
bear on this ship activity.

a. Intended use of ZOG to support elevator training and maintenance. The
overall project objective was to develop a ZOG-controlled and video disk-displayed
elevator maintenance training manual. The Naval Sea Systems Command assisted ONR in
funding this application. During ship construction, detailed video tapes were made of the
operation maintenance of the weapons elevators. Some sequences show portions of the
weapons elevators covered up by later construction. The video tapes incorporated color,
motion, and sound along with close-ups and long shots to show the entire elevator under
operating conditions. The video was then put on a video disk format, and a ZOG subnet
was made to control the video display and presentation of associated textual materiai.
The entire system represented a high technology maintenance manual. The manual was to
be studied by referring to ZOG frames of textual information and looking at a television
monitor to observe the video display. The result is rapid and random access to
information and demonstration sequences contained in the on-line Weapons Elevator
Maintenance Training Manual. Personnel in CARL VINSON's Elevator Maintenance and
Operation Divisions were to proceed through the instructional programs using the
operation or maintenance instruction as necessary.

b. Actual use in support of elevator maintenance training. The software
necessary for interfacing ZOG and the video disk was developed prior to deployment. This
software, however, was undergoing continuing debugging effort throughout the cruise
because of a combination of software and equipment problems. The elevator maintenance
manual portion of the ZOG data base was developed and implemented by the G-3 Division
of the ship's Weapons Department. These personnel modified and expanded the manual
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1 Fight the Ship
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S.9.. data base throughout the cruise to provide comprehensive coverage of the eight elevators
on CARL VINSON.

The data base itself consists of three sections: understand, operate, and
evaluate/maintain the elevators. The understand section describes the location, function,
and operation of elevator components. The operate section describes and demonstrates
elevator operating procedures. The evaluate and maintain section provides instructi3n
and demonstration of maintenance procedures, operating specifications, and electrical
troubleshooting. The data base for the manual was maintained on the hard disk storage of

several PERQs, all accessible by the PERQ located in the weapons elevator maintenance
workshop area. This ZOG-maintair.ed manual is the most complete manual for these
elevators in existence.

Expansion of the ZOG-generated elevator manual during the cruise has taken
the manual data base beyond the capabilities of the existing video disk displays.
Consequently, substantial portions of the data base, developed during the cruise, regarding
elevator troubleshooting and repair and maintenance are without related video sequences.

Use of the system during the cruise was generally oriented tow-.rd providing
familiarization of Weapons Department enlisted persoronel with the full rang_ of elevator

operating procedures. By the end of the cruise there was a small group of users who were
responsible for the manual data base development and for assisting the other department

' personnel with using the weapons elevator manual system. This group of key users of the
system included the Division Leading Chief Petty Officer, three rated petty officers, and

"%; two seamen. This group was needed to assist users unfamiliar with the system because of
frequent problems experienced by the weapons elevator workstation, including the
--- I -. I- -is -~~i i - - '-. - -- -- - A I t - - - - ,;"-" /..LkJQ/Y1IeO fJilbK by~ielll. TI I UCt: I1 1~~l~i -=[UIL t; - U• I,•. -.. I - L.. ..... . ... I• .....

the ZOG training classes conducted by the Management Department, completion of the
ZOG tutorial, and some individualized ZOG instruction provided by the Management
Department.

The problems the manual development group experienced were of both a
hardware and software nature. The hardware problems involved the malfunctioning of
PERQ circuit boards and the cathode ray tubes (CRT) disrays. The laser video disk

player also experienced hardware malfunctions, apparently caused by the continuous
movement and vibration of the ship. All three players in the Weapons Department
experienced rnissalignment of ihe laser causing incorrect video frame retrieval and frame

slippage. Also, the interface between the ZOG and the POS malfunctioned. Despite
frequent system problems, almost all 250 enlisted personnel involved with weapons

j elevator operation had the opportunity to familiarize themselves with operating pro-
cedures via this automated technica! manual.

c. Maintenance manual subnet development. The subnets that support the

Weapons Elevator Maintenance Trainin Manual are located on three machines. Of the 68
subnets distri uted- 26 reside on the WELV PEAQ, 17 or, the WEPS machine, and 25 on the
Supply Department (SUPO) machine. There were 5343 frames on the WELV machine and
4061 on SUPO at the time of the final evaluation team visit. While most of the subnets
were created prior to the cruise, at least 12 elevator maintenance subnets were created
late in the cruise. Development of these subnets during the last third of the cruise
coincided with the release of an improved ZOG software, version. One advantage of
maintaining an on-line technical manual is realized whenever changes or updates are
needed. This is especially true for complex equipment, such as the weapons elevator.
This capability is evident because the ship itself has the only current version of the
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technical manual for weapons elevators. A contractor responsible for the installation of
the elevators for NIMITZ class carriers had depended on CARL VINSON to provide

technical information from their version of the manual maintained on the ZOG system.

d. Future plans for the Elevator Maintenance Manuals. Current ship plans
for the Weapons Elevator Maintenance Manual system are to continue with development

of the data base in maintenance training. Ad•-tionally, the ship wants to acquire a printer
to be located at the PERQ dedicated to the Elevator Manual. The availability of a printer

at the PERQ would permit the local printing of troubleshooting and maintenance
checklists for distribution to personnel performing elevator maintenance tasks, thereby
extending ZOG's functional support. The addition of local printers for this function and
for other functions was a recommendation made by the evaluation team during the first

ship visit. A full set of these evaluation team recommendations made during the first two
ship visits are included in Appendix H. These recommendations were made, in large part,
to assist the CARL VINSON ZOG group with their development efforts.

3.3.2 Unexpected ZOG-supported Functional Applications

Because of the adaptability of the ZOG system, a variety of unexpected
functional applications were developed by CARL VINSON 'nersonnel to support manage-
ment responsibilities, ship's requirements, and the individual's personal needs. This
section presents data regarding uses of the ZOG system that were not projected during
the original conceptualization of the project.

. 3.3.2.1 Trairai . Developers projected during the ZOG planning phase that the system
would suppo-t-LHA L VINSON training with the Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training
Manual project. Further, they planned that tHI-'Z7G system would support its own

training, although this training was not as well developed at the time of the deployment as
the elevator maintenance training. Indeed, both of these forms of training were supported
by the ZOG system. For weapons elevator maintenance, there were two specific ZOG
nets created to assist in on-board repair of the elevator system and preoperationa!
checkout prior to repair. These nets consisted of 421 and 96 frames respectively.

With respect to the ZOG system, the Management Department developed on-
line training, conducted group classes, and provided individual tutoring. The on-line
training consisted of an introduction to PASCAL programming (May 1983), implementa-
tion of an on-line ZOG Pocket Guide (August 1983), and development of an electronic
troubleshooting neto--'r- Q preliminary maintenance to aid users. Other on-line ZOG
training subnets that existed prior to the cruise were modified by Management
Department personnel. Specifically, the ZOG Management User's Guide and the
PERQ/ZOG User's Guide were aperiodically updated,

From the user questionnaires and during interviews, additional ZOG training
materials were requested frequently, such as hard copies of ZOG training documents for
both the beginning user and the experienced user. In part, this desire for additional

training documents may have been due to the user's experience with the system during
frequent system malfunctioning. When ZOG use difficulties were noted, the Management
Department would try to solve the problem by providing individual tutoring for the user.
For some users, however, having to wait to locate the proper personnel before getting

assistance may have decreased their desire for seeking help. When the electronic mail
system was implemented, it provided a more effective method for the user to solicit ZOG

help.
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The remaining examples of training support are in the form of subnets
developed as "planning" nets to aid in the scheduling of training. The Engineering
Department maintained a roster of qualified damage control training team members and a
plan of action for 1984 refresher training. The Reactor Department has a subnet for
scheduling the department training room.

An important form of support of ZOG training began during the latter portion
of the cruise when the XO developed a net for organizing a Division Officer Task Group.
This task group was designed to teach division representatives the ZOG system and to
develop nets to support their respective divisions' leave and training schedules. During
the second evaluation visit, thf- task group met for the second time.

3.3.2.2 Electronic Mail. Soon after the first evaluation visit, late July 1983, the ZOG
management group implemented an electronic mailbox system. Initially, this system
enabled users to easily send "mail" messages to individual users having unique logon
names. After some software revision, the mailbox system was improved to the extent
that the CO elected to have departmental messages directed to him on the ZOG system.
During the second evaluation visit, the mailbox system was mentioned repeatedly by users
as a significant system enhancement that aided both inexperienced and sophisticated
users.

In addition to implementing the mailbox system, the management group
implemented a "gripemail" subnet and allowed users to send messages concerned with the
status of the ZOG system directly to ZOG management. Also, a "bulletin board" subnet
war, implemmented that allowed users to generate one message that wouid go to all users on
the system.

I •. The evaluation team noticed, during the second ship visit, a significant

increase in system utilization. This increase in system use was caused both by the
improved operating characteristics of revised ZOG software implemented after the first
visit and by the additi3nal communication provided by electronic mail.

3.3.2.3 Personnel Turnover Procedures. One characteristic of military life is the
frequent rep~--a -ent of personnel. This-turnover of personnel can be very disruptive to
ship effectiveness when the individual's job involves complex tasking and extensive
planning. The turnover in the Navy usually occurs quite rapidly with little overlapping
duty time that would enable a new crewmember to learn a job from his predecessor.
During the cruise, several -f the ZOG users developed subnets structured to facilitate the
turnover to their successor. For example, the XO and two department heads had turnover
subnets that were used soon after the deployment ended. The head of the Weapons
Department reported that without the ZOG nets he would not have had information about
the ongoing status of his department's plans because he and his predecessor had only I day
of overlapping duty. To ensure smooth personnel changes, the ship should require
development of turnover subnets introduced during initial participation in ZOG training.

The turnover of the Assistant Strike Operations Officer during the cruise is a
good case in point. The new officer had only a short overlapping period with the officer
being relieved. Also, the new officer had almost no computer experience of any kind prior

to coming to CARL VINSON. Yet the duties of the Assistant Strike Operations Officer
now included preparing the ship's daily schedule, the Green Sheets, on the ZOG system.
While no turnover nets had been developed for the incoming officer, the Management
Department provided ZOG training, and the new officer, with concerted effort, was able

V --- to assume quickly that major responsibility. The individual reported that it took him
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about 2 weeks of intensive ZOG experience to become comfortable with his tasks.
Preparation of the Green Sheet required a level of ZOG skill beyond that necessary for

creation of ZOG subnets. It required ability to modify frames and subnets and to use ZOG
agents. For this position, development of a turnover net would be extremely effective in
future situations. By the end of the cruise, the XO was informally encouraging system
users to develop turnover nets. These turnover nets represent a clear example of one way
the ZOG system contributes to persc -nel readiness.

3.3.2.4 Weapons of the United States. One of the most unusual and unexpected
subnets created during the entire cruise was one of the most interesting, most widely
used, and very informative nets developed to date. Independently, one of the enlisted
personnel assigned to the Management Department for ZOG maintenance support devel-
oped subnet displaying information about military weapon systems of the United States.
Essentially, the subnet was developed by creating displays of detailed information
extracted from lane's Fighting Shi s. The top frame of this net listed the type of weapon
platforms, ships an airc:aft, and types of actual weapons/armament. All information
was unclassified because it is in the public domain. In the net, each class of platform was
listed including types of ships and aircraft. For each type of vessel or aircraft, detailed
information was provided. This information included details about ships and aircraft,
including size, performance, construction, weapons suites, arid personnel requirements.
The subnet creator was able to enter a third to a half of the information contained in the
book during the cruise. This subnet became extremely well used and not merely by
curious individuals. The subnet was frequently accessed by officers on the bridge and flag
officers to learn about the capabilities of various ships operating with the CARL VINSON
battle group. The extension of this subnet to include tactical information about
unfriendly ships operatin6 in the area is of considerable tactical importance.

For this weapons subnet, a large frame was used that covered the entire

display area of the PERQ monitor. The large frame capacity was originally implemented
for the AIRPLAN system. Selections, options, and pads were placed not in conventional
frame locations, but where the subject matter dictated their natural placement because
of frequency, size, or importance of the information. The result was that users perceived
the system as providing them with more flexibility.

3.3.2.5 Medical Publications and Clinical Screening. One active user of ZOG was the
head of the-Mecal Department, the Senior Medical Officer. He developed a medical
publications subnet which contained more than 700 frames. This subnet listed all
publications that were required or used in the Medical Department. The Medical Officer
was the only ZOG user who had access to a local printer that could produce a hard copy of

ZOG-generated information. The evaluation team noted the significant benefit of the
printer to the Medical Department.

The Medical Officer began organizing material into a subnet idea, but this was
not created because of lack of time and his departure from CARL VINSON. This idea
focused on developing a subnet for structuring the procedures involved in screening sick
personnel. The subnet would be used by subordinate personnel to guide their conduct of
certain medical tests and procedures prior to the sick individual seeing the physician. The
subnet could be generated as a hard copy document, distributed to the "small boy" ships

that accompany a carrier, and used by their medical personnel who typically do not
include a physician. After the diagnostic procedures were completed and corpsmer.
determined that the individual required the presence of a physician, then either patient or
physician was transferred. This procedure for screening potential patients could save
medical personnel time and helicopter operating/maintenance costs. .Infortunately, the
Medical Officer had to depart ship's company prior to developing this subnet.
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3.3.2.6 Personal Use. A number of users employed the ZOG system for development
"of small subnets that supported their personal plans or information. These subnets
contained the kinds of personal information that are typical for computer system users,
such as lists of property, details of education/career plans, and plans for immediate day-
to-day activities. Because the subnets for the majority of users did not use system user
protection features, anybody could peruse the information. Thus, the system was not used
for sensitive personai information.

3.3.2.7 ZOG Use in Conduct of the Evaluation. During the deployment, the ZOG
system su the evaluation; ZOG management used the system to plan
activities/meetings that were part of the evaluation visits. The management group
developed a subnet to track the implementation of the recommendations the evaluation
team had provided at the end of the first ship evaluation visit. A sample of this subnet is
presented in Figure 8; note that each entry has a percentage estimate of completion. This
subnet was found to be the best example of using the evaluation function of the ZOG
system.

The evaluation team used the system to track receipt of information and
events, meetings, or observations that were to occur prior to departing the ship. D-ring
the third visit, the system was used by the evaluation team to generate a unique subnet
t'iat listed representative frames from substantive subnets in the ZOG data base. A.t the
end of the cruise, the Management Department used the system to generate end-of-cruise
reports. All of these system uses would have been predicted by the ZOG system
developers as natural applications of the automated management system.

3.3.3 The Integration of ZOG with the AIRPLAN Expert System

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has sponsored a project to
S -' design an expert computer system that assists air operations officers with the decision

* making that is part of carrier-based aircraft launch and recovery procedures. This section
describes this system, called AIRPLAN, and its integration with the ZOG system.

3.3.3.1 Background. Development of AIRPLMN was done at CMU with ZOG software
serving as the interface between the AIRPLAN data processing and the system output to
air operations personnel. The actual expert system that is the central component of

* AIRPLAN was developed using the OPS-7 programming language. In 1982 it was decided
that AIRPLAN would be implemented on PERQ machines and would be integrated with

"* the CARL VINSON ZOG system. In early 1983, prior to the deployment, AIRPLAN was
installed on five of the ship's PERQs for tryout during the cruise.

The AIRPLAN system enables inpot of the relevant information, processes it
according to a set of decision rules developed by experts, and provides the resulting
information that will aid the officers in their decision making. Some of the AIRPLAN
rules simply generate the implications of new information. Other rules recognize
impending problems and develop a solution analysis. For example, AIRPLAN can analyze

* the fuel states of all waiting aircraft and can generate a new order for landing that will
accommodate the fuel states of all the aircraft, taking into account such facto' s as the
amount of available fuel, rate of fuel consumption, and the proximity to a tanker with
fuel.

Because the status of aircraft is critical to many organizations on a carrier,
the Air Operations Officers can be further burdened by queries from other personnel
during flight operations. The network of PEROs inherent in the ZOG system provided a
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Figure 8. ZOG CARL VINSON evaluation recommendations.
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natural opportunity for distributing the AIRPLAN information. Consequently, the ZOG
AIRPLAN output could be distributed wherever the ZOG system existed.

For the ZOG system, this posed the issue of whether ZOG could successfully
operate simultaneously with the operation of AIRPLAN. The evaluation team was
extremely concerned about the ability of the two systems to operate independently
without interfering with each other. The structure of the AIRPLAN system required five
PERQs: two for data input, two for data output in the Air Operations Office, and one
machine to manage the four input and output machines and actually perform the
AIRPLAN processing of the data. All the other PERQs on the ZOG system also had
access to the AIRPLAN output. Figure 9 depicts the AIRPLAN system configuration and
indicates the organizations and officers who typically had access to the AIRPLAN data
from either the Air Operations Office PERQs or from ZOG machines located at other
places on the ship.

3.3.3.2 Functional Support of AIRPLAN. AIRPLAN's function is to assist the Air
Operations 0---icesy provi-ding infro'rrnation about the flight status of aircraft operating
from the carrier. The officers monitor the launch and recovery of aircraft and must
decide on recovery strategies for aircraft that have completed their mission. Currently,
Air Operations Officers monitor all of the pertinent, and some irrelevant, information
provided by multiple greaseboards, telephones, loudspeakers, and representatives from
aircraft squadrons. The most common decision problems concern inadequate fuel supply
of returning planes. Fuel problems arise, for example, when a pilot is unable to land on
his first attempt, or a recovery is delayed because of a "fou Vd" landing deck. The three
basic strategies to assist a low fuel state aircraft are (a) give the aircraft immediate
landing priority, (b) provide fuel via an airborne tanker, or (c) divert the aircraft to a
landing field within range of existing aircraft fuel s,,nnlv. The rleri,,- made about the
aircraft with insufficierit fuel may, in turn, adversely affect the condition of other planes.

The AIRPLAN system was operating during virtually all of the flight opera-
tions. Input of the data was typically performed by one of the ZOG development group
officers or a representative from one of the squadrons. The AIRPLAN system was subject
to some of the same system interrupts and crashes as the balance of the ZOG system.
Output from the system was readily available not only to the Air Operations Officers but
also to the officers on the bridge and the flag offices. In fact, having the AIRPLAN
output available to the bridge and the flag offices transmitted flight status information to
those locations so rapidly that many telephone calls became unnecessary and were
eliminated. This decrease in message traffic resulted in the Air Operations Officers
processing and handling less information.

As part of the experimental development of AIRPLAN, a variety of flight
operation scenarios were created. These scenar';k permitted the exercising of the
AIRPLAN system without requiring actual aircraft to fly. Figure 10 presents a
representative AIRPLAN display during a recovery procedkire.

Information contained on the recovery display is as follows:

TRAPPED/TO GO: the number of aircraft that have already landed/the
number of aircraft remainirg to be recovered.

ESTIMATED RAMP: expected time of the first aircraft landing.

S/N: the aircraft side number.
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Figure 9. The AIRPLAN System.
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Figure 10. Display of AIRPLAN system aircraft recovery information.

PILOT: the pilot's name.

BT: the button, or frequency, the aircraft radios are tuned to. AIRPLAN
automatically changes the displayed frequency as the aircraft moves through the various
flight stages.

STATUS: the status of the aircraft. Options are marshl, appr.a, tinal.a,
appr.b, final.b, tchgo, bolter, foulwo, techwo, tower, overhead, or spin. When the aircraft
lands (is "trapped") a "T" followed by the actual time of landing appears.

FUEL: the actual or estimated fuel state of the aircraft. While in the
marshal flight state, the fuel status is updated by the AIRPLAN expert system every 5
minutes; when the aircraft commences approach, the fuel state is updated automatically
every minute.

ETA: the particular aircraft's expected time of arrival. The number is
decremented automatically every minute.
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TNK: the number of minutes before the aircraft must be fueled by a tanker.
This is estimated by the expert system. When the aircraft is within 10 minutes of needing
to be fueled, the estimate is starred-*.

BGO: the number of minutes before the aircraft should be barricaded.

BAR: The number of minutes before the aircraft should be barricaded.
Essentially, this estimates the remaining possible flight time.

PROFILE: a summary of each pass an aircraft has made. If an aircraft has
not been trapped, the display will indicate what and when the aircraft did. For example, a
bolter (landing attempt without catching the arresting wire) at time 45 is displayed as

Figure 11 presents the AIRPLAN display of recovery statistics that are
available. Information on this display is self-explanatory. All of this information is
available to users from any of the ZOG system machines.

The ship's daily flight schedule is entered into the ZOG system as an on-line
net from the Strike Operations Office. This net provides AIRPLAN with the data for
generating its various displays and permits the expert system to manipulate the data
during a flight event. The flight schedule net itself can be used to quickly determine
future events. Using ZOG, changes in the flight schedule can be rapidly distributed to all
shipboard commands. Figure 12 presents an exampie of an AIRPLAN flight schedule.

In addition to the flight information, AIRPLAN has several aircraft emergency
procedures subnets. By the end of the cruise, these emergency nets had been completed
for the A-6E, EA-6B, KA-6D, and F-14A aircraft.

Figure 13 presents a sample display from the emergency procedure net for the
EA-6B aircraft. During air operations, the procedures are available to Air Operations
Officers and squadron representatives either from AIRPLAN or from NATOPS manuals.

As with all ZOG subnets, frames in the AIRPLAN emergency procedures nets
are readily accessible by making single keystroke keyboard inputs. In Figure 13, the top
level frame for EA-6B procedures is contained in the top window, and the number two
option-ELECTRICAL--has been called up and is displayed in the lower window.

3.3.3.3 Future Expansion of AIRPLAN. Future plans for AIRPLAN include further
development of the rule-based expert system and expansion cf the emergency procedures.
Expansion of the rule-based, decision making component of the system will include
simulating tanking problems, predicting effects of events upon launch and recovery times,
and allowing for the specification of aircraft type dependent alerts.

Because the present evaluation effort did not access the AIRPLAN system, no
explicit data were collected regarding this functional extension of ZOG. However, the
ZOG system was able to function with AIRPLAN. The AIRPLAN output became very
important to ship management in a number of areas. As a result, there were extensive
modifications made to ZOG software to increase the reliability of AIRPLAN. There was
no question that the AIRPLAN system improved information handling within the ship's air
operations/command structure.
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Number of foul deck idor: 1
r'umber of technzqusý ii/o: 0

4. -Boarding rate M%: 90
Average recovery interval (seconds): 86
Total time for recovery ('minutes)I: 28

S. -Comment:
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... ..... .7 .~A' . M r7 r aJ

Figure 11. AIRPLAN recovery statistics.
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Mission 1 for VA'J1S Event 1 FvtOnels

Squadron: VA10S
Event number: 1D1

Launch event: 1
Recover y event: 1

Nurmber of A-crzft: 2
Mission: WASEX

Spare: ".es

Fuel : 12.2
Tank amount: 0

Tanker evt nam.T.br: - S. Next Squadron

Orcnance: 8*M1KBZ 1%,. Next Mission
Fuzing: MV.i4 inst

Not!-=(tgt/timP.): Tget 1130-1150

• top

help back next prev top 90tO sleca _-Et util .isp fusr old info win Jump

Mission I fur VF51 Event 1 EvtOneZ

Squadron: VFS1
Event number: 1AI

Launch event: 1

Number of Aircraft: 2
iission: PIC

Sp re" yes

Fuel: Z.0i
Tank iumount: 0

Tanker evt number: - S. Next Squadron

Ordnance: 4*AIK,9 N. Next Mission
FL:z ing: none

"" parent

Notes(t9t/time): none
•. top

i-.elp bzck next prey top 9oto sled can ret util d;sp fusr old info wirn jump

Figure 12. AIRPLAN on-line flight schecule.
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Figure 13. Sample AIRPLAN emergency procedure display for EA-6Fs.-
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3.3.4 Relationship of System Growth to System Development

Change in the size of the ZOG system was greatly influenced by changes in the
ZOG system software. This system growth was evident in the size of the ZOG data base
and the number of users and ship departments actively using ZOG.

3.3.4.1 Increase in Data Base. During the deployment, the ZOG data base expanded as
a result ofincreased Futuio.n•al application of the system and expansion of the ZOG
software itself. The number of functional ZOG subnets that were created during each
month of the deployment for each ZOG machine are presented in Table 5.

The bottom line of Table 5 reveals the chronological growth of subnets in the
data base. In March, after the distributed version of ZOG had been implemented on the
PERQs, there was a significant increase in subnet development. As the system
experienced substantial hardware and software problems from April through 3uly, a low
rate of subnet creation was not surprising. In late July, an improved version of the ZOG
software was released to the ship's PIERQs. Concomitant with the new software was a
significant increase in subnet development. During August alone, 36 or one-third of the
total number of subnets created during the cruise were developed. Lower rates of subnet
development during September and October were probably not due to any software
changes, but rather to the greater operational tempo of the ship and the increased time
spent on port visits.

During the second evaluation visit, users mentioned the possibility of running
out of data base storage space. A check of the ava.lable partition space by machine
indicated that the storage space concern may be a valid issue given the CARL VINSON's
approach to functional data base development, particularly concerning the UkwM.
Certainly, storage space was a concern of the shipboard management personnel in the
allocation of subnets in the distributed data base. Table 6 lists the partition free space, in
number of blocks for each machine, available on February 1984.

According to Table 6, the machine with the largest existing ZOG data base
was the SUPO PERQ; hence, it had the smallest amount of available memory. The
AIROPS machine, though, supports AIRPLAN and is not truly a part of the ZOG data base,
but correspondingly, reflects the largest amount of available memory.

Early CARL VINSON activity in developing SORM subnets has resulted in
considerable use of storage for that purpose. The data base managers make proper
allocation of the data base to provide sufficient storage for all machines. A future
concern of ZOG managers could be how much machine storage to allocate for what
subnet, i.e., what functional applications have storage priority.

3.3.4.2 System Use and Development Activities. While system usage could increase
over time, it is a so a function of system development. At the time of the first evaluation
visit, the ZOG system had 19 users who were functionally employing the system, including
the four officers in the ZOG management group. During this first visit, extreme system
software problems involving both the operating systems of ZOG and the PERQ machine
became of paramount concern to all involved. As a result, a major effort was undertaken
by the CMU developers to generate a software system that would eliminate the severe
problems. After the ZOG software was re'4•ed, the evaluation team observed a
significant increase in the number of use-s and the extent of use. During the second visit,
the evaluation team interacted with 30 primary users.
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Table 6

ZOG Net Partition Free Space for All PERQs

PERQ Machine Free Space Remaining

AIROPS 23354

AIROUTPUT 21284

CAG PG School

CANONA 3871

CAT NO ZOG

COMM DOWN

DEV 10712

ENGO 13135

HMED 10846

IMDO 11081

INPUTA 10790

INPUTB NO ZOG

MC-•"!: I3617

NAVO 11023

O PSO 14927

OXOW 14002

PERS 19506

REAC 15041

SPARE DOWN

SU PO 1797

TRNG 19284

VAIR 23147

WEPS 9280

W\ELV 6757

XADM 12829

YYXO 13853

ZZCO 9765
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During the second visit, certain departments greatly increased their system
usage and their number of users. Particularly evident was the greater use by the ENGO,
REAC, and Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Department (AIMD) and the initiation of
use by the XO's division officers task group. Greater use across the system was seen
through a higher frequency of interaction between departments and with the Management
"Department.

In summary, the number of users, departments, and the extent of their use of
ZOG had increased significantly as a consequence of the implementation of the improved
software. Further improvement of the software to totally remove system interruptions
would have resulted in even greater system utilization.

3.4 System Maintainability

The topic of ZOG system maintainability will be presented in terms of
ZOG/PERQ maintenance, the requirement for spare parts, and machine and software
reliability. While reliability and maintainability are extremely crucial to a system
implemented in the operational Navy environment, they are also critical to developing
systems. The importance of a developing system stems from the need for reliability to
ensure that the system has an adequate opportunity to maturc in a healthy working
environment. If either the hardware or the software are not functioning properly, it is
difficult to accurately assess the functioning of the other system components. The
necessity to implement the ZOG system, despite not having a fully functioning and
"debugged system, may have made it difficult for CARL VINSON users to judge the
system's ultimate utility. Regardless, the level of system functioning must be docu-
"mented during this evaluation period to ensure that any future prototype systems avoid
some of the problms cpcrcnc,,, by Lhe ZOG! Systel 11.

"3.4.1 ZOG/PERQ Maintenance

3.4.1.1 Maintenance Management Structure. Maintenance of the ZOG/PERQ system
was managed by the Management Department. Within the department, personnel in the
PERQ Division were charged with responding to trouble calls. Maintenance personnel in
the PERQ Division consisted of an AK2 and five unrated DPs. Software repairs were the
responsibility of the PERQ Division.

The actual repair of equipment was officially a responsibility of the Electronic
"Material Officer (EMO). The EMO had two second class data systems technicians
L (\Ss) and three third class T)Ss to maintain the PERQs. All of the PERQ maintenance

personnel under the EMO and some of the PERQ Division personnel had completed a 2-
week PERQ maintenance course conducted by PERQ Systems before the cruise. This
training should be repeated about every 18 months to ensure that the current staff of
PERQ maintenance personnel are properly trained. The maintenance personnel believed
the 2-week course was not long enough to provide adequate maintenance support for the
PERQs.

3.4.1.2 Corrective Maintenance Procedures. Because of the shortage of trained
personnel, corre maintenance of equipment was a shared activity between EMO
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technicians, PERQ Division personnel, and, on occasion, the AIMD Officer. The formal
CARL VINSON procedures for unscheduled maintenance calls are as follows:

a. Receive the trouble call and log it in the PERQ log.

b. Notify one of the PERQ Division personnel.

c. The person notified will respond to the call and determine if the trouble is
software or hardware.

d. If the trouble is a software problem then fix it or contact the PERQ
Division Officer and relay the problem.

e. If the trouble is a hardware problem, contact the EMO's electrical
casualty control.

f. If the EMO cannot solve the problem, make a request to the AIMD Officer
for assistance.

g. If no one can repair the equipment, prepare the part for shipment back to
PERQ Systems, Inc. for repair or prepare necessary purchase orders.

The actual equipment repair responsibilties of the PERQ Division personnel
were limited and included the following:

a. Removal of the cover panels for inspection and cleaning.

b. Removal of whole assemblies such as the keyboard or the CRT, etc.

c. Connecting and disconnecting cables from the back of the PERQ.

d. Locking the disk for transporting the PERQ.

e. Supervising the transporting of the PERQ to a different location.

f. Removal and replacement of circuit boards.

g. Maintaining the PERQ maintenance log book.

Corrective maintenance of ZOG and PE.RQ software was the responsibility of
the PERQ and Special Projects Divisions of the Management Department. As a practical
matter, software maintenance was a shared activity between all those in the Management
Department that had the programming ability. The enlisted PERQ personnel would
frequently respond to a ZOG trouble call and be able to re3olve the problem by interacting
with the user. The problem would have been an operator error. Because the hardware and
software were so unreliable, resolution of the problem usually required at least an initial
contact with the PERQ Division personnel, As some users became more sophisticated and
knowledgeable about the system, they would refer software problems directly to the ZOG
group personnel most skilled in that software area. The inability to eliminate some of the
continuing software problems involving the interface between the ZOG and POS kept the
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. ""ZOG group personnel so inordinately involved with software fixes they did not have
" "" adequate time for other system needs, such as user training.

3.4.1.3 Preventive Maintenance Procedures. In an effort to preempt corrective
,_" maintenance, the AK2 i tfe-PERQ Division- eveloped a set of preventive maintenance

procedures now performed on the PERQs periodically. Other members of the ZOG
management group indicated that conducting preventive maintenance procedures nad
undoubtedly prevented several equipment malfunctions. Performance of the preventive
maintenance required approximately I hour per machine about once a month. These
preventive maintenance procedures are included as Appendix I.

3.4.2 PERQ Spare Parts

The original allocation of PERQ machines to the CARL VINSON was based on
the assumption that 2 of the 28 machines would be used for spare parts. Actually
allocation of the machines to the various departments resulted in only one machine being
formally dedicated as a spare machine to be located in the EMO's workshop. The intent
was to have the spare serve as a working component of the ZOG system and, thereby,
include the EMO's maintenance office as an active part of the ZOG system network. The
high frequency of PERQ malfunctions resulted in the spare machine being stripped of
parts for prolonged periods of time to keep other machines operating. Two other
machines on the system that had relatively low use also were stripped for parts for
machines in more ZOG active departments. The two stripped machines were the CAG and
COMM PERQs.

Although CARL VINSON had departed the United States with a small supply of
V partLS, a ubstdnTiai number of repiacement components had been ordered in the form of a

Repiacement Stock List (RSL). The contract for the RSL was let in May 1983, and the
$92,000 in parts arrived on the carrier in late August 1983. Installation of the RSL parts
on the machines caused an immediate improvement in the operating status of the system.
The parts that frequently needed replacement were display boards, Ethernet boards,
memory boards, and power supplies. Additional discussion of the defective components is
presented in the following section. Table 7 lists, as examples, the spare parts required for
March through May 1983.

3.4.3 PERQ/ZOG System Reliability

Reliability of any computer system is a combined function of the reliability of
the hardware and software components. Ideally, evaluation of a software system, such as
ZOG, could be done with a highly reliable computer so that the system's effectiveness
could be attributed solely to the software. In the case of this evaluation of ZOG,
however, it was operating on a machine that was not functioning well. To further cloud
the issue, problems involving the interaction between the ZOG software and the PERQ
software made it even more difficult to attribute system problems to ZOG or the POS.

" This section will describe, to the extent possible, the system reliability problems in terms
of hardware malfunctions and software deficiencies and their relationship with PERQ
computer problems.

" 3.4.3.1 Hardware Malfunctions

Table 8 presents a list of the machines and their downtimes in months and
"days. Machines for which the downtime is indicated as pending in the table were down at
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Table 7

PERQ Spare Parts for March Through May 1983

Repair

Nomenclatu-e Part Number Price ($) Comments

Canon Ethernet aoard 100266-00 862.00

Display monitor board 100005-00 456.00 No display
Memory board 100048-00 700.00
Ethernet boarri 100225-00 260.00

Total for 1- weeks 2273.00

Non-REI PERQ parts from I April to present

10 board 100043-00 547.00 Trashes disks
10 board 100043-00 547.00 No floppy access
10 board 100043-00 547.00 No boot when hot
CPU boarc, 4K 100004-00 715.00 ODS stops at 231
MEM board 100048-00 700.00 Horz. lines in display
MEM board 100048-00 700.00 Memory parity errors
Power supply 840100-01 190.00 No ODS or display
Actuator" PCB board 26041-3 ? ODS stops at 14
Monitor board 270007 456.00 No display
Fly back transformer 922014-004'4A.-A Frys fuses
Fly back transformer 922014-0044A-A ? No display
Bit pnd puck 1902-00 50.00 Broken wire in scope
Bit pad puck 1902-00 50.00 No buttons work
Ethernet board 100225-00 260.00 No Ethernet communications
Ethernet board 100225-00 260.00 Sends CRC errors
Ethernet pig tails 100075-00 26.00 No Ethernet communications
Tap box 2010E ? Tap threads striped
Canon Ethernet board 100226-00 862.00 CRC errors
Canon Ethernet board 100226-00 862.00 CRC errors. Netserver time

requests works but cannot
Total for 12 weeks 9056.00 print remote files.
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STable S

•..- •. Electronic Maintenance JSN Accountability Log
i 15 March - 30 October 1993

Machine
identif;cation Downtime Fault

PERQ CPtJ t4 mos. 11 days Replace IC chips (•285 on memory board)
F PERQ CAG 11 days Bad Ethernet board

PERG CAG lg days Bad Ethernet board
PERQ PER5 2 days Bad hard disk drive
PERQ HMED I day Replaced power supply
PERQ HMED I day Monitor dims out during 1/0 ops - replaced HI

power supply
!

PERQ TRNG 1 day Bad keyboard
PERQ HMED 1 day Replaced disk belt _E_
PEI•Q I\IROP 1 too. 9 days Bad motherboard (connection to bit pad)
PERQ •3ftlI3GE ! day Bad Ethernet board
PERQ (Unknown) Fending Bad memory board and I/O board
PERQ (Unknown) Fending Bad pad, Ethernet board, power supply

PERQ 750 I day Mouse - 3 broken wires
PERQ Spare 1 day Mouse, one broken ground wire
PERQ Chaplain 1 day Bad I/O board
PERQ XADM1 day Bad bit pad
PERQ DEV I day Bad keyboard
PERQ Canon R Pending Bad E•hernet board and Ethernet

S( • transm itter
days Bad power supply, motherboard

-PERQPERQ DEvAIMD _6 days Bad I/O PCB, CPLI PCB, power supply

Ethernet PCB, and monitor
PERQ MGI" 2 days Bad monitor
PERQ COMM Pending Bad power supply, monitor, I/O PCB,

memory PCB
PERQ ENGO • 2 days Bad memory PCB
PERQ MGT 2 days Bad floppy drive
PERQ Spare Pending Bad l/O memory, CPU Ethernet PCB's card

cage, .Dower supply: monitor
.< PERQ VAIR 3 rnos. 2l days Bad Ethernet PCB
%"7. PERQ WELV 2 days Bad monitor

SPERQ XADM l day Bad power supply and monitor

-' PERQ INPUTA ' day Bad monitor (motherboard)
:.: PERQ WELVA 2 mos. It• day.s Bit pad and mouse defective
,- PERQ AIROP I day Bad I/O board
o PERQ Canon A 2 days Bad memory board
•i PERQ XADM 4 days Software correction
i• PERQ WELV 2 days Hard disk,

Spower supply
.• PERQ XADM Pending Bad monitor

,-"" PERQ AIROP I day Bad monitor
'.. PERQ WELV l day Replaced I/O board
.-- PERQ AIMD Pending Replaced display monitor

PERQ XADM Pending Replace monitor
PERQ SUPO 1 mo. 2 days Replace monitor

.•-... PERQ ZZCO 1 too. 9 days Replace monitor
hq%" .- i!

•IQ°o •
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the time these data were collected. In some cases, while a component of the PERQ
machine was inoperative other parts may be operating. For example, while a display may
not be working for a machine, that machine can still be turned on and its resident data
base can be accessed by other machines.

Machine downtime accounted for 14 percent of the total time the ZOG system
could have beer, available to CARL VINSON personnel. Some machines were kept down
because they were cannibalized to keep other machines operative. The lack of spare parts
on the ship and the difficulty of obtaining replacement parts contributed to the extended
machine downtime. A management decision determined which machines would be
operationally maintainc d.

Table 8 indicates the high frequency malfunctions on the PERQ machines were
the Ethernet boards, power supplies, memory boards, and monitors (displays). Early in the
cruise the PERQs were connected to ship's power without benefit of the voltage surge
suppression devices. Operation of the computers without these devices could have caused
the malfunctions in the power supplies and, possibly, other problems.

Another explanation for frequent failures cofld be that the operating environ-
ment of an aircraft carrier is more severe than that of a normal land-based office.
Specifically, machines in the compartments of CARL VINSON were subjected to more
vibration and heat than computers experience in a normal office. The shipboard
environment probably requires some degree of ruggedization of commercial equipment,
but not to the extent of requiring military standardized devices. The ZOG management
group did attempt to minimize environmental problems by supporting certain machines on
shock absorbing mounts and relocating a few machines to spaces with more even
temperatures. The evaluation team had two PERQs, the more rfc.-ent Model II, which
experienced similar problems despite the fact that the machines were located in a
cUrIlroiled laboratory space.

The management group used the ZOG system itself to monitor the status of all
PERQ machines. A sample of a frame from the PERQ status subnet is pre:- nted as
Figure 14.

For the reasons cited, the PERQ machines installed on board CARL VINSON
malfunctioned at a rate sufficient to interfere with use of the ZOG system. The
malfunctioning of the equipment was not, however, the most critical deficiency of the
ZOG/CARL VINSON system.

3.4.3.2 ZOG/PERQ Software Deficiencies

The most serious deficiencies affecting the operation of the ZOG system were
system oftwc.re limitations. The ZOG software version, using a distributed data base
through the POS, experienced frequent and continuous problems throughout the cruise.
These problems, detected as unexplained system interrupts that stopped system
processing, were reduced somewhat during the cruise with new ZOG software versions,
but the software revisions were temporary fixes to get around some fundamental
incompatibilities between the ZOG and POS.

During the first evaluation team visit, team members observed users working
with the ZOG system. During virtually all of these observations the system crashed either
for a hardware or software reason. Since the equipment would come back up in about 2
minutes, the majority of these malfunctions were assumed to be due to software
problems, although it is not possible to ascribe this problem to only one software program.
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During both ship visits during the cruise, reliability logs were attached to all
machines with instructions for the users to login and logout and to log any difficulties
they had with the system. Many of the users did not complete the reliability log, because
it was an awkward and unusual procedure for them. However, all log sheets returned
indicated some system problem, usually Ethernet interrupts or unexplained crashes out of
ZOG.

3.5 PERQ Machine Data Description of ZOG System Use

Data regarding the use of the ZOG system were collected from the PERQ
machines throughout the course of the deployment. As described before, the data were
transferred to floppy disks, sent to CMU for preprocessing, and sent to NAVPERSRAND-
CEN for final processing and analysis. This section describes the data obtained, how the
ZOG system was used during the entire cruise, and system use during selected time
periods.

3.5.1 Available ZOG/PERQ System Data

For a number of reasons system data were not collected, or were not usable
for analysis, for certain machines. For some periods during the cruise, a breakdown of a
PERQ machine or a malfunction of the operating system prevented data from being
recorded or collected. In other cases, operational commitments preempted the data
collection. One limitation of the system is that if data are not collected and the
statistic's files are filled, any added data are lost. Evaluators could not determine the
reason for any particular loss of data, but they assumed that the data losses did not
differentially bias the general results of the evaluation.

By design, data were not collected from the five machines that supported the
AIRPLAN system. This was to make sure that AIRPLAN software would operate as
efficiently as possible. Accordingly, those five machines were not included in any of the
analyses. With regard to the remaining machines on the system, the statistical data
collection did pose an added burden on the ZOG operating system. The ZOG statistics
program was not activated until the distributed data base software version was imple-
mented in mid-March, so the machine data covers the period from 15 March until
29 October 1983.

Data received at NAVPERSRANDCEN included 89 sets of user statistics
collected from 20 of 27 ZOG machines on board CARL VINSON.

Table 9 presents the data blocks received at NAVPERSRANDCEN for each of
the machines throughout the cruise and also significant periods when individual machines
were not functioning.

Table 9 shows large gaps in machine usage caused by failure '.o collect the
data and hardware and software failure. Software deficiencies also account for some
system unavailability for selected PERQs, but are not reported on Table 9. Breakdowns of
the CAG, COMM, and spare machines account for a major lack of data. Total machine
downtime amounted to 14 percent of the total available time, based on 24-hour days. If
available machine data time intervals are added to periods of machine downtime and
divided by total time, the resulting proportion of timne accounted for is 56 percent.
Another source of missing data are software problems that resulted in "uncaught
exceptions." An uncaught exception removes a user from the ZOG system software or
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operating system and erases user statistics collected up to the time of the exception. For
other than the machine downtime and the uncaught exceptions, the evaluation team
received no other information that would account for the frequent and long gaps in
availab-e data. Planned analyses had to be modified and some discarded because of the
relatively small and intermittent amounts of data that were available.

3.5.2 System Use During the Entire Cruise

At NAVPERSRANDCEN, a ZOG data analysis agent was applied to the total
machine-system data set covering the entire deployment period. This section describes
the findings regarding overall system use.

Table 10 presents the total time all ZOG users spent in each of four system
activity categories. These categories represent the user (a) browsing through the ZOG
subnet information, (b) creating or modifying ZOG frames using the ZED editor, (c)
creating or modifying frames using the ZOG SLED, and (d) the time the system was sitting
"idle with no user activity discernible to the machine. (After 20 minutes of no keystroke
"entry while in ZOG, 10 minutes in ZED, or 5 minutes in SLED, the machine registers an
idle period and writes a blank statistics frame.)

Table 10

Total ZOG System Activity

Activity rime (hours)

ZOG 309.6

ZED 87.9

SLED 15.8

Idle 2964.3

'Table 10 shows the majority of the active ZOG time was spent in referring to
existing subnet information. Also, the table indicates that the ZED editor, which is
"normally used to create complete ZOG frames, was used five times as much as the SLED
editor. This finding is to be expected because the SLED editor permits rapid insertion or

* modification of Information and would be expected to be used for shorter periods of time.

The same information is included in Table I I, but it is presented separately for
each machine. Additionally, this table presents the number of frames accessed during
"each activity, the mean time spent at a frame for that activity, and the relative
percentages for each machine.

For all three ZOG activity categories, the IMDO machine in the AIMD yielded
the highest percentage of time of all the machines. The WEPS and the ENGO machines
recorded the second highest percentages of use in the ZOG system and the ZED) editor
categories. 'Tied for highest percentage of time in SLED with the IMDO machine was the
HMED machine. In the ZOO activity category, the NAVO (the bridge) and the WEPS
machines had essentially the same, the third highest percentage of time. The finding of
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the greatest relative amount of use on the IMDO, HMED, ENGO, and WEPS machines is
consistent with the interview and questionnaire data regarding functional use of the
system.

An additional finding also cons;stent with user reported activity is that
regarding the number of frames accessed in ZOG. Again, the IMDO, WEPS, ENGO, and
NAVO machines reported the highest numbers of frames accessed. Data for the OXOW
machine indicate that users had a high rate of ZOG use. This would be expected because
the Assistant OXOW had to generate the Green Sheet daily ship's schedule.

3.5.3 System Use During Selected Time Periods

The total data base of statistics obtained from the ZOG system comprises nine
different sets, A through I. Each set includes all available data for the 20 machines for
basically different periods. While some of the periods for the data sets overlap, for any
machine the data are unique from one data set to another. Consequently, each data set
represents a unique batch of data from one set to the next, and the sets represent
mutually exclusive sets of information. Across data sets, however, there are differing
numbers of machines and numbers of days represented in the data. Table 12 presents the
total statistical data base collapsed over the 20 machines for each data set in terms of
the numbers of frames and subnets that were accessed, and the number of subnets that
were deleted.

Because of the varying numbers of machines and days involved in each data
set, comparisons across these chronological sets of information are difficult to make. Toequatde tioie data, the daia bet was divided by the -.- , ---- L a e-- - _
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the data set. The number of machine-days was determined by adding together the number
of days each machine contributed data to that set. Then, the data in Table 13 were
divided by the number of machine-days to get a logically equivalent basis for comparing
the data across data sets.

The data now reveal some consistent and understandable trends. For the first
data set A, collected soon after the system was installed, the data reflect the usage of a
small and new computer system. After users became experienced and system problems
were resolved, the level of usage increased gradually. After the revised system software
was installed and debugged in August, there was a significant increase in usage. The
machine data reported only a part of the subnets created (see Table 5) that were verified
by the evaluation team on the CARL VINSON PERQs. The data sets at NAVPERSRAND--
CEN that were obtained from the machines represent about 40 percent possible system
uptime. This can be seen from the column in Table 11 indicating the decreasing number
of machines and machine-days included in each set. As would be expected from previous
data, the PERQs used most were the IMDO, ENGO, and REAC mach ies.

In another attempt to make chronological comparisons, three discrete 30-day
periods were selected to make cross-period comparisons. Three periods were chosen that
seemed to maximize the availability of data. The periods selected for analysis were
6 April to 5 May, 21 May to 20 June, and 16 September to 15 October 1983. A summary
analysis was performed on these data and the results are presented in Table 14. The data
are mutually exclusive across the periods. When this report was prepared, the analysis for
the second period had not been completed; hence, those data are missing from the table.
Again, there are different numbers of machines and intervals providing data.
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Table 12

System Frame and Subnet Activity Chronological Data Set

Time Period
A B D E F G H I

3/15- 4/03- 4/09- 3/23- 5/15- 6/03- 8/02- 9/11- 10/11-
Activity 4i17 5/23 6/12 8/24 6/29 10/24 10/24 10/24 10/24

ZOG frames accessed 10771 6081 10134 24120 16883 9054 15327 6052 2933

ZED frames accessed 829 98 733 839 1172 859 987 674 262

LED frames accessed 139 28 90 258 255 313 403 53 29

S/Ns created 115 2 2 14 5 9 4 2 1

deleted 2 -2 1

S/N accessed 533 69 941 1604 2302 2014 3095 941 493

Number of machines
contributing data 17 12 16 16 10 9 6 3 2

Number of
machine-days 299 128 308 414 233 182 196 64 19

Tb-e! c 32

System Frame and Subnet Activity per Machine-day for Chronological Data Sets

Activity A B C D E F G H I

ZOG frames accessed 47.0 47.5 32.9 58.3 72.5 49.7 78.2 94.6 154.3

ZED frames accessed 3.6 0.8 2.4 2.0 5.0 4.7 5.0 10.5 i3.8

SLED frames accessed 0.61 0.22 0.29 0.62 1.1 '..7 2.1 0.8 1.5

S/Ns accessed 2.33 0.02 3.1 3.9 9.9 11.1 15.8 14.7 25.93
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"To make comparisons meaningful, selected variables are divided by the number
of machine-days for each group. Comparing periods I and 3 reveals a small but
consistent increase in use in every category. This increase in use is accompanied by a
decrease in the percentage of keyboard error strokes, from 10.5 percent down to 5.1
percent. An error stroke is not a legitimate command for the ZOG system, and the PERQ
sounds a buzz to indicate an improper keystroke. This finding suggests that as the users
become more active with ZOG they also increase their accuracy to select the proper
command. While not a surprising finding, it reflects that ZOG exerts a form of learner
control beneficial to system effectiveness.

3.5.4 Use of ZOG Agents

ZOG agents are programs, maintained as subnets of ZOG, that can be invoked
by ZOG command to automatically operate on a specified portion of the data base. All
agents are maintained on each PERQ as a set of local unique subnets. Implementation of
an agent involves expanding or modifying the local subnets for all machines. As
mentioned before, the ZOG management group maintained their DEV machine with the
most recent software for debugging purposes. After debugging system updates and
agents, they were released to all shipboard machines. A list of all the agents subnets
common to all machines is included in Appendix 1.

Initially, many users were thought to be able to develop and run system agents.
However, the skill level required of agent developers exceeded that of the average ZOG
user who was not able to cre3te agents. The computer had to be programmed to use the
PASCAL language to write agent programs. At best, most users were able to invoke
"agents created and debugged by others. Agent writing on board CARL VINSON was

S•-j almost exclusively the ptovince of the ZOG managerment group. One notable exception
"- "was the AIMD head, who used the IMDO machine.

Throughout the cruise, agent creation was a combined effort by the CARL
VINSON ZOG development group both on the ship and at CMU. Agents were classified as
either system utility agents to facilitate direct dealings with the system or simply as
agents that would be applied to the data base. Specific agents that were developed during
the very early part of the cruise included the following:

a. DoListFrames: produces hard copy of all frame titles in a subnet.

b. DolAmWho: allows users to use another PERQ's local nets.

c. DoWho: provides the Ethernet address of any machine.

d. DoHiPrint: used to monitor changes in Zhe data base.

e. FoFont: changes text, options, and local pads to any specified font.

f. ZMagnify: changes text, options, and local pads to a preset font.

g. AgDir: lists subnets for an individual PERQ, or for all PERQs, with the
option of listing only changed subnets since a specified time.

h. AfVBH: outputs PERQ subnets in VAX zbh format to allow use on a VAX
computer.
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For the two 30-day periods discussed in the preceding paragraphs, the number
of agents run per machine-day was computed. During the first period, there were 266
agents run during the period at the rate of 1.4 agents run per machine-day. During the
last period, there were 233 agents run at the rate of 1.2 agents run per machine-day.
System problems interfered greatly with the running of agents and may have contributed
to the low rate of agents run.

3.6 ZOG User Interface Issues

3.6.1 Human Factors Aspects of General ZOG System Characteristics

One of the most important areas of consideration in evaluating the acceptabil-
ity of an interactive computer system like ZOG is how well users can interface with the
system. In addition to the question of whether the system is capable of supporting an
individual user in the performance of his job, the user must be able to easily interact with
the system. This is especially true for personnel of a Navy ship like the CARL VINSON,
whose crewmembers are expected to discharge their responsibilities reliably and on time.
System benefits must exceed the costs incurred in system development, system mainte-
nance, personnel training and familiarization, and individual effort required to use the
system. The evaluation team directed much of its attention to the latter factor.

Very briefly, consideration about the ease of using the system involves
assessment of the ease of learning to use the system. Thus, if the procedures for
manipulating hardware devices are complex or physically difficult, if the syntax of the
dialogue between system and user is awkward, or if the form of information going in or
coming out of the system is incompatible with the user's perception of it, the system

c-- h,.,.., um.~ a *n aco . p c w "iv I2.4 nt.J Iv c .t d'i s

The developers of ZOG designed the system to eliminate the need for users to
be trained programmers or data base managers to use the system effectively. The
embedding of information within menu frames and the maintenance of very rapid system
response time contributes to the ease with which the ZOG system can be used. The user
is essentially guided through the system by a hierarchy of menu displays on the screen.
The utility of this approach is dependent on the willingness or ability of the user to read
frame after frame of material until the desired information is obtained.

3.6.1.1 Interface with the ZOG Data Base. An important feature of the ZOG systern
is that the user oes not need to know about formal data base structures before storing or
retrieving information in the system. By simply selecting one or more options, the user
can reach any point within the data base. Any frames in the data base can be linked or
unlinked without regard for the pathways between them. Additionally, the user can easily
establish simultaneous links between any frame of information to similar or associated
frames throughout the data base. This capability relaxes many constraints imposed by
conventional data base systems which have a predetermined inflexible structure. Entries
into and queries of conventional data bases require that either the user or some available
query routines know that structure.

3.6.1.2 Interface with the System Characteristics. The characteristics of the ZOG
interface are heavily dependent upon implementatior of ZOG on particular host hardware.
Hence, the merits of ZOG cannot be judged completely separate from the total
ZOG/PERQ system. The purpose of this evaluation is not to assess ZOG per se, but to
determine the viability of using ZOG-like capabilities "as it is implemented" in an
operational environment rather than in a laboratory experiment. Based upon the findings
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* :.:-.- herein, decisions may be made as to which of the ZOG-like features will be used in any
"- "" follow-on system and what the hardware specifications must be to adequately implement

these features to their best advantage. Therefore, the evaluation attempts to (a)
determine the relative merits of ZOG interface concepts as they apply in an operational
setting and (b) assess the success of the implementation of those concepts on the existing
PERQ hardware.

The major interface features of the ZOG system are (a) a consistent frame
structure for storing and displaying information, (b) menu selection for moving among
frames or to invoke external agents (programs), (c) rapid system response to users'
selections, (d) on-line editing tools for creating and modifying frames, and (e) on-line
cocumentation. The ZOG/PERQ system also included a "mouse" input device to provide
the user with a pointing capability and "winciowing" to permit the user to have split screen
with separate information fields on the display. Graphics was an intended capability, but
was not implemented on the CARL VINSON system during the evaluation.

The menu -driven approach of ZOO was a success as far as the inexperienced
user was concerned. The mechanics of operating the ZOG system b eyond the logon posed
no problems to any ol the us.Žrs who were simply operating the system to browse through
the data base or an on-line tutorial. There was little need for new users to learn
commdnds or syntax because every action alternative was spelled out as a menu option.
Hcnce, even new users were capable of perfurming the steps necessary to access any
information W' the data base. Unfortunatelv, ".ithout periodic and extensive browsing,
users were seldom aware of all the categories of information in the data base. One user
could be completely unaware of an applications subnet which a shipmate had developed
despite the fact that elements of the subnet had direct bearing on his own responsibilities.
This being the case, much of the power to lnk frames was given up because users did not
know about these possible linkage Points. because information is stored within rames and
is not used as reierence pointers, a quick global search cannnt be conducted to locate
elements of the data base relevant to a particular topic unless a particular search agent is
developed and invoked. Everything must be reached by hierarci-ical search, direct access
tc specify frames by identification number, or by local pad referral (which, as discussed
here, is not fully exploited). Attempts were made to remedy the situation with
announcements about new subnets "no agents at perioci. users' group meetings. The
electronic mail capability of the ZOGIPERQ system was also used to bring users'
"attention to new areas or changes in the system. These steps are necessary and
beneficial, but they tend to focus on new developments and changes and do not address a
large portion of the data base already in place. Despite these mechanisms for increasing
user interaction, new and experienced users were still on their own to form an overall
picture of the Zcntents of the networked data base.

A revised table of contents or index which the user (or current nonuser) can
scan for possible assistance to perform his job or to further develop subnets would have
been useful.

3.6-2 The SORM as a Data Base Organizing Factor

The SORM was originally intended to be used as an organizing factor in the
development of ZOG subnets. As such it would serve as a table of conwents, provided that
the user was able to identify the section of the SORM which addressed the item of his
interest. However, a! pointed out earnier in the report, even though the SORM was
"developed far beyoncd the level typically found on ships, it was not developed to the
detailed level that was anticipated. Individual users were anticipated to further develop
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the SORM by instantiating their responsibilities down to the most meaningful molecular
level possible. if that were done, the SOR\i would reflect, under ideal conditions, not
only the major functional responsibilities of the various departments aboard, but also the
precise interrelationships and procedures as practiced aboard the CARL VINSON. The
SORM could have been prescriptive to the point of being a job aid; two things hampered
this.

The first limiting factor was time. Ship's personnel have primary responsribili-
ties at sea which consume an enormous part of any 24-hour period. Most, If not all,
personal time can be taken up by the performance of their jobs, let alone developing
subnets on computers about them. Thus, ZOG/PERQ development by users was most
often done during any free time left and required a minimum degree of personal
dedication.

The second factor which limited SORM development was the difficulty any
user would have in instantiating their job as a subnet. The problem is very much like the
problem of developing a knowledge base for expert systems. In expert systems, a
knowledge engineer works directly with individuals to explicate aspects of their jobs, the
problem situations which are encountered, and the manner in which the decisions are
made. On the CARL VINSON the user was left alone to determine how to instantiate his
job within the framework of the ZOC-IPERQ system, using some partially comp!eted
SORM subnets as guidelines. This, understandably, proved to be an inadequate approach.
Users who attempted to do this complained of many false starts, finding later that
headings and subheadings they created earlier were ina;propriate. One of the biggest
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Users were constantly concerned that their subnet structure was not uniform with the rest
of the system data base. As a result, many users started over and eventually became too
frustrated to go much further. Although it was possible for the users to modify what they
had completed rather thai, start over, most users did not feel familiar enough with the
editor, ZED, and other ZOG features to do so

The question of "depth and breadth" is a problem for all hierarchical data base
systems. When the data base is to be created and populated by discretionary users, such
as on the CARL VINSON, firm guidance and assistance is mandatory. However, once the
initial net for individuals can finally be established, maintenance and extension are much
more simple. As was reported earlier, a few users persisted and succeeded in completing
subnets to provide their reliefs with an enormous amount of "corporate knowledge" about
t',eir position and responsibilities. Despite the difficulty 'd to others who worked
without apparent success in establishing subnets, there were .,xectvd benefits. Some
personnel reported that in the process of analyzing their rer Tr ,bilities for this project
they realized many areas of their jobs which could be improved by a simple modification
of procedures or reassignment of responsibilities to eliminate needless redundancies which
they had uncovered. They also reported a better understanding of the working relation-
ship that must occur between departments for the ship to function as a single team. Thus,
there may be positive effects attributable to the ZOG/PERQ project 'which are not in
evidence anywhere in the data base.

3.6.3 User Perceptions and Attitudes Regarding the ZOG System

During the shipboard interviews, users were questioned regarding their feelings
towards the ZOG system. The evaluation team clearly believed there was a possibility for
responses to the questions to be biased in favor of the system because of command
interest in the project. During the second ship visit, an anonymous attitude quiestionnaire ..
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was administered to the system users who attended the ZOG users meeting to allow users
to express their true feelings. The users knew that after completing the questionnaire
they were to return it directly to an evaluation team member. This procedure ensured the
anonymity of the questionnaires and increased their validity. The questionnaire items
were structured so a positive response toward the ZOG system would occur equally by
indicating agreement and disagreement with the different statements to control for
response bias.

Table 15 presents the questionnaire statements and the responses from the 17
users who .completed it. The group of users completing this questionnaire was composed
mostly of the primary system users.

The general attitude towards the system is seen in the responses to items a
and e. Of the total respondents, 88 percent agreed or strongly agreed with the statement
that they feel a real sense of accornmlishment when they do a task on ZOG, and 100
percent disagreed with the statement that they could see no benefit to the ship from using
the ZOG system. Responses to item k are in the same direction. Eighty-eight percent
disagreed with the statement that ZOG is a good idea, but they will be glad to get away
from using it. These responses all suggest a strong positive regard for the system in
general.

More sensitive questions deal with how the respondents feel about using the
system. In item b, 83 percent of the users agreed with the statemer,t that doing a job-
related task on ZOG saves time, after the initial ZOG frames are made. Similarly in item
c, 88 percent disagreed with the statement that creating the ZOG frames is so hard and
time-corsr,-,ing thia they prefer to do a task away from the system. Both of these results
are strongly supportive of the system. Item d is more practical and probably reflects the
user's true pragmatic belief about the system. For item d, 59 percent agreed or strongly
agreed to the statement that they are now using the system to help plan their own
personal activities; 29 percent indicated they were not using the system for personal
planning.

How the users feel about system reliability was also questioned. For ;tem f,
70 percent disagreed with the statement that the ZOG/PERQ malfunctions are so
frequent they cannot use the system productively. There were three users (17 percent of
those answering the questionnaire) who did agree with that statement. Most of the users
felt that the revised system software had improved ZOG's reliability. This is seen in the
58 percent agreement with the item g statement, while 24 percent at least disagreed
about improved system reliability. There is a prevailing opinion, though, that the PERQ
computers are not sufficiently reliable. This finding is seen in the responses to item j. in
which 65 percent of the users disagreed with the statement that the computers are
sufficiently reliable as installed on CARL VINSON. There were 30 percent of the users
who indicated, by their responses to item j, the perception that the computers were
sufficiently reliable.

In item h, 87 percent of the users indicated they agreed with the statement
that the ZOG management group gave them all the help they needed in keeping the
system up. The user feelings are not as positive regardling help developing new
applications. For item i, 76 percent indicated that they agreed with the statement that
the management group gives them all the help they need developing new applications.

The responses for the final item also are indicative of a positive general
attitude toward the system. For item 1, 88 percent of the users indicated they agreed
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Table 15

ZOG Technology Evaluation Anonymous Questionnaire (N = 17)

Rate the degree to whi'-h you agree or disagree with the following statements:

Strongly Strongly No
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion

(%) (%) (%) (6) (%)

a. I feel a sense of real accomplish--
ment when I do a task on ZOG 23 65 12

b. Doing a job-related task on ZOG
saves me time, after the initial
ZOG frames c nade 30 53 12 5

c. Creating the _ frames is so hard
and time-consuming that I prefer to
do a task away from the ZOG computer 12 41 47

d. I am now using the ZOG system to
help plan my own personal schedule
of activities 35 24 24 5 12

e. i see no benefit to the ship by
using the ZOG system 47 53

f. ZOG/PERQ malfunctions are so fre-
quent that I can't use the system
productively 5 12 6,5 5 12

g. Since the ZOG software was changed
in early August, ZOG is much more
reliable 5 53 12 12 18

h. The ZOG management group gives
me al) the help I need in keeping
the system "up" 31 56 13

i. The ZOG management group gives
me all the help I need in developing
new applications for ZOG 35 41 5 l2

j. The PERQ computers are now suffi-
ciently reliable as they are installed
on CARL VINSON 30 53 12 5

k. I think ZOG is a good idea, but I
will be glad to get away-rom--

i t 12 30 53 5

. I would like to take ZOG with me
to use in my next job 70 18 12

Write any comments (positive ot negative) that you have about the ZOG system on the back of this
questionnaire. Turn completed form into the NAVPERSRANDCEN interviewer only, This .

information will not be provided to ship management; you cannot be identified.
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with the statement that they would like to take ZOG with them to their next job.
Responses to all items indicate a strong positive attitude towards the system and a
perception that it helps users do their job.

3.6.4 Ergonomics Assessment of the PERQ/CARL VINSON Workstation

To determine the extent to which human user factors have been satisfactorily
embedded into the PERQ/CARL VINSON workstations, an ergonomic assessment was
conducted on the workstation environment and the PERQ workstation itself. This section
describes the findings from these two human factors assessments.

3.6.4.1 Adequacy of the Workstation Environment. During the first sh; visit,
evaluation team members assessed the ergonomic characteristics of 10 of the
PERQ/CARL VINSON workspaces that represented the range of the environmental factors
the ZOG system encountered on the ship, The 10 factors that were assessed were drawn
from an ergonomic checklist for video display terminals and workplaces that was designed
by Cakir, Hart, and Stewart (1980). Table 16 presents the results from the environmental
assessment.

Table 16

PERQ Workstation Ergonomics Assessment Data

Work Station Location_

(To be completed by observer)

Rate the following ZOGIPERQ workstation features:

Extremely Extremely
Unsatis- Unsatis- Satis- Satis-

(N = 10 Workstations) factory factory factory factory

1. Convenience of worksta,ion 1 8

2. Amount of workspace around
terminal 2 6 2

3. Table height - 10 -

4. Chair adjustaoility - 5 4

5. Keyboard adjustability - 1 9 -

6. Illumination level - 1 9 -

7. Illumination adjustability - 7 3

8. Freedom from glare 4 6 -

9. Surrounding workstation
temperature 10

10. Surrounding workstation
"nuise level I I
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Almost all of the environmental factors were rated satisfactory for the
majority of the workspaces. In general, the PERQs were located in office-like
compartments that had the normal range of heat and light for a Navy ship. The three
factors that received more than one unsatisfactory rating were the adjustability of
illumination, chair adjustability, and freedom from glare. The PERQ machines had been
installed with standard Navy ship-issue tables, chairs, and lighting conditions. The factor
of excessive glare on the PERQ screens was considered to be resolvable by installation of
glare shields on the PERQs. This was recommended as a solution in the evaluation team
recommendations.

Unsatisfactory ratings on this checklist did not necessarily result in lack of
system use. For example, the workspace with the largest number (4) of unsatisfactory
ratings, the AIMD workspace, also was one of the most regularly used machines. The
AIMD space was typical because it was the department head's office, and the machine had

- been placed on a table convenient to the department head's cha;r. Desks and tables were
small and there was little room to add another computer. Finding space for the sizable
hard disk storage cabinet was the most difficult installation problem. A limitation of the
typical installation was that access to the machine by users, other than the department
head, was very difficult. Of all the workspaces on the ship, only about 20 percent of them
permitted ready access to the PERQ by other than the designated user. The problem with
this approach to computer installations is that it the designated user is not using the
system and other users do not have access to the machine, it is effectively no longer a
part of the system.

V ibration trom the ship's engines and aircrag. affected the operation of the
computer. Although vibration was not a problem for the user, its negative effect on the
computer certainly interfered with user/system operation.

3.6.4.2 Adequacy of PERQ Workstation Equipment. An assessment of the PERO
computer was performed at NAVPERSRANDCE. using Model I PERQs procured for
different projects but similarly equipped. The assessment of the PERQ workstation also
used the ergonornic checklist developed by Cakir et al. (1930). The results of this
assessment are presented in the following paragraphs.

For the typical kinds of ZOG user tasks, such as viewing/creating ZOG frames,
agent writing, file transfer, data manipuhtion. and telecommunications, the display
"screen has more than an ample number of available character spaces and has adequate
"display memory. The memory is accessed by page scrolling which is under keyboard
control. The character .Fet is adequate and may be interchangeahly displayed as black-on-
white or white-on-black background. Characters are 4 millimeters (mm) in height (at
least 3 mm is recommended), and character width is 80 percent of uppercase height (70-
80% is the acceptable range). The space between characters is 20 percent of character
height, which is the minimum acceptable. Row spacing is considerably more than the
recommended 100-150 percent of character height.

The PERQ displays both upper- and lowercase characters with lowercase
descenders projecting below the base line of each line of text. There is a very clear
distinction between the characters X and K, 0 and o, T and Y, S and 5, 1 and L, UJ and V,
and I and I. There is however, little difference between the lower case "1" and the
numeral "I," which may be a potential source of confusion. The distinction betwee:i the
letter "0" and the Number "0" via a slashed 0 is very clear for purposes of the standard
alphabet. The basic character set is upright (as contrasted with slanted) and cursive
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X .-'"' .-. characters for italics are not available. The provided cursor is clearly distinguishable
from other symbols on the display. Recently, multiple fonts, which can be defined by the
user, have been implemented within screen and frame displays.

The display screen is adjustable in the vertical axes to obtain variable screen
angles. The screen is fixed in the horizontal axis. The upper edge of the screen is set at
or below eye height, based on normal chair and table heighms. The displayed character
images are stable, and screen illumination is adequate with an overall luminance
adjustment at the rear of the machine. Although character and background luminance are
not individually adjustable, the contrast between character and background is good.

One of the highly desired characteristics of the PERQ is its divided window
icapability that allows the user to switch between two horizontally divided sections of theIi:.
screen, with a third smaller section on the bottom that presents results of user inputs.
Switching between windows is accomplished by a single key stroke. The window activated
to receive user commands is labeled "current window" and is highlighted with a white
wide-band border. The user's active window remains displayed until it is displaced by
switching back to another window. The split screen feature permits users to track their

* preceding actions while executing another task and having a record of actions accumulat-
ing at the bottom of the screen.

Th-: keyboard ia detached from the display screen and is electronically
. connected to the display via a cable of adequate length. The keyboard is of sufficient

weight to minimize unintentional movement. The thickness of the keyboard from the bas.e
to the home row of keys exceeas the recommended range limit of 30 mm. The side view
profile of the keyboard is a combined stepped _nd dished configurat;,o"n The tilly^ "tto:.n

rows are stepped and the three upper rows are dished. The key arrangement, along wilh
an angle of 30 degrees, makes a generally comfortable keyboard. The surface of t&e
keyboard has a mat finish with an acceptable level of reflectance. The keyboard does not

* .have an excess of deep space for resting the palms of the hand. Key travel is between a
recommended 0.8 mm and 4.8 mm, and the square key tops measure 13 mi, again, within
the acceptable range of 12 to 15 mm for accommodating most fingers. The center
spacing between adjacent keys is within acceptable li,.iits--l8 mm. Key legends are
"resistant to wear and abrasion because they are molded into the key tops. Key tops on
machines located on board CARL VINSON showed no sign of excessive wear. Key top
surfaces are concave to improve finger entry accuracy and specular reflections are kept
to a minimum. Depression of each key is accompanled by an audible click and the keys
have a low failure rate. The keyboard lacks a tactile spike on the "T" key, for example,
for the right hand in the home position, so there is a tendency for the right hand to drift
too far to the right when touch typing.

The layout of the alpha keys corresponds to th: conventional electronic
keyboard. Alphanumeric keys are gray and are not differentiated from the few special
function keys by color coding. Commands for which uiintentional operation may have
serious consequences require a two-key operation, for example, Control-C to quit and
Control-Shift-C to leave ZOG and return to POS.

Pointing of the cursor and activation of some system commands are accom-
plished by means of bit pad and a four-button puck (mouse). The bit pat, 15.5 by 15.5
inches, was excessively large for use in a crowded ship enviroriment, but operated without
trouble. The more recent PERQ Model 1I is available with a tablet, 8.25 by 10.75 inches.
which is a size more easily accommodated in typical work settings. The bit pads on board
CARL VINSON were reported to be cumbei some for most workspaces. In fact, at some
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PERQs the pad was positioned in back of the PERQ monitor to get it out of the way. The
PERQ computer would not operate without the bit pad and puck plugged in. 'he smaller
tablet and mouse of the PERQ 11 would be a better peripheral device for shipboard
installations. Additionally, there should be available an interconnecting plug that would
permit system operation without having the bit pad or mouse connected. ZOG users were
evenly divided regarding their preference for input by means of the keyboard or the
mouse.

ZOG makes use of the PERQ flashing indicators, s, ch as animated bumble
bees, serial dots, and highlighting to indicate system modes: ZOG. ZED, SLED,
que/standby, and current window. The noise level created by the PERQ disk drives
exceeds a recommended 5 decibels increase over the ambient noise level in the typical
office.

While voltage supply fluctuations have not been a problem with PERQs at
NAVPERSRANDCEN, they did prove to be a source of equipment malfunction on board
CARL VTNSON. Provision of in-line voltage regulators with shipboard PERQs eliminated
the malfunctions induced by line voltage surge. The PERQ does not have a hardware
alarm system of either an audible or visual nature to signal a malfunction. There is,

* however, software generated feedback to indicate when memory storage file space is
exceeded, but not when system problems cause the system display to go blank.

The PERQ workstation emits sufficient heat when operating so that two
machines in a relatively small closed room will significantly raise zoom temperatures.
Heat and noise transmission of the PERQ Model I does impact on the shipboard
environmentai conditions for users. Moditfcations in the newer model l! PERQ machine
hav•z reduced both the temperature and noise emitted by the machine when compared to
the Model I on board CARL VINSON. In summary, the PERQ more than meets the
minimum human factors requirements for satisfactory user interaction.

3.6.5 User Interface Characteristics of the ZOG System

This section describes the evaluation team's findings on a number of issues
that affect the quality of the ZOG/user interface. These user requirements are discussed
in terms of the user's ease of use.

a. Logon and logoff delay. After turning on a terminal, it may take 2
minutes for the machine to warm up and for the user to get logged on to the ZOG system.
Logon to ZOG when the PERQ is in POS, while considerably shorter (approximately 30 to
60 seconds), is nufficiently long to alter the behavior of the users. This longer delay
makes users stay logged on the system rather than exit and logon at a later time.
Similarly, when a user logged off the system there was a delay of approximately 30
seconds while the machine statistics were written out to the statistics file. This delay
also contributed to individuals not logging on or off the system.

For evaluation purposes, this approach to different users logging on and off the
system effectively eliminated the differentiation of users on the same machine. Future
versions of ZOG should strive to reduce the time it takes to get the user into and out of
the ZOG environment irrespective of any statistics collection program. While the delays
were of sufficient inconvenience to the evaluation team, this criticism is by no means a
major system concern.
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.- .- b. Guest logon. As with many general purpose computer systems, ZOG was
programmed to permit any person to enter the system using a guest logon. With that
logon, however, individuals could not modify subnets to prevent unintentional damage to
"the subnets. What was enabled was the ability to browse through the ZOG data base and
complete on-line ZOO training. Use of the guest logon absolutely eliminated the ability
to distinguish one user from another in the machine usage data collected for this
evaluation. When this concern was expressed to the ZOG management group, they made
efforts to ensure that everyone used their own unique logon. However, the difficulty and
time spent logging off and on the system caused people to use the machine with whatever
logon was currently registered. The logon behavior displayed by the CARL VINSON users
is understandable in terms of individuals who are trying to maximize the effectiveness of
their time. Naturally, the system developers would like the detailed user information. A
proper balance between experimental and developmental needs and operational
constraints should be made in applying logon or logoff protocols in future developmental
systems implemented in the fleet.

c. Automatic logoff. For a period of time during the middle of the cruise, a
software feature was implemented onto ZOG wherein a machine not receiving a keystroke
entry for 20 minutes would have the user exited from ZOG and the statistics would be
recorded. This feature was implemented by the ZOG management group to induce users
to aid in the evaluation by performing proper logon and logoff procedures. The problem
arose because there was a software deficiency that would result in a user not being
permitted to log back on if they had been automatically logged off. In the event of being
logged off, a user would have to reboot the system and, perhaps, even then they could not
get back on the system for a period of time. This became of sufficient concern to the
CARL VINSON users that the automatic logoff feature was turned off after about 2
weeks.* wee-s. d. System response time. The ZOO system bases its functionality on a very

-m rapid response to the entire data base. Although the original system design goal of .25
was not met, the actual response time of the system, usually .5 to 1.5 seconds, was well
within the range of what users would expect for a menu selection system. The longer
response times occurred when the requested frame was resident on a remote PERQ and
the Ethernet system was involved. Even the increase of response time from .5 to 1.5
seconds is of sufficient concern to have the ZOG data base manager attempt to allocate
subnets on machines where they would normally be used. CARL VINSON users were very
satisfied with the system's response time throughout the cruise. Certainly the ZOG
system achieved its goal of providing rapid response to a large hierarchically structured
data base.

e. IBrowsing through nets. While browsing through hierarchically structured
subnets on ZOG is easy for an inexperienced user, there were a number of CARL VINSON
users who would get lost in the data base. The relatively new user would have particular
difficulty getting to a specific frame if they did not know the frame identification
number. Given the difficulty of working to a specific frame and faced with a complex
SORM subnet, users would tend to limit their excursions into new sections of the data
base. Several users expressed the desire for a hard copy graphic representation of the
data base hierarchy in order to help them understand the subnets.

f. Unique top frame. During the cruise, the ZOG software was changed so
when users logged on they were presented with their own unique top frame. This change
enabled users to be in subnets of major concern to them immediately and without a search
through the data base. This change contributed greatly to increased system use. The
evaluation team believes that this change represents a pragmatic approach to dealing with

-- the difficulty experienced by new users in mnoving through the data base.
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g. Limits on data base size. In the beginning it was believed that the
capacity of the system could easily handle any expected system growth for a substantial
time. However, the manner in which the data base had to be distributed and the need for
redundant distribution of the data base caused second thoughts. The system began to
show noticeable effects from the need to constantly swap large amounts of information
around the Ethernet. Delays in system response time, while still in the acceptable range,
were beginning to get longer as more information and more users were added to the
system. As long as the storage capacity remained fixed, delays could be expected to
increase dramatically as more experienced users were added to the system.

h. Use as a word processing system. The ZOG system was not developed as a
word processing system. It does have the ZED and SLED editors, and it could produce
hard copy documents through a printing program called Scribe. Unfortunately, Fcribe on
the PERQ Model I was extremely slow and was not functional to generate documents.
While the ZOG frame charts can be easily produced, a management system shoul,'
incorporate conventional word processing capabilities. Future versions of ZOG should
have good word processing capabilities and should have a good software interface with a
printer.

i. Document printing. The document printing program, Scribe, on the PERQ
implementation of ZOG was not at all adequate for generating hard copy documents
during the cruise. Future versions of ZOG should have much better interfaces with a
printing program. Inexpensive printers should be located at selected ZOG stations to
enable those users to generate quickly copies of work task lists to be distributed to
subordinates. Additional printers would extend functionality without greatly increasing
Svstem• cost At one 70C mqrhinp. the imcer h~ri An Anni, cnrnitft•r .AI An ineyr_-sive_ - _.. . . . . . . . . . . - _ ... . . . . . .. . . . .. . .r r -. . . . ...- _ r . . . . . . . . .

printer to generate exactly the kind of work lists just described. Unfortunately, the user
had to manually enter information from ZOG to the Apple to generate the lists, thereby
duplicating his eifort.

j. Documentation. Many of the ZOG users expressed the need for more ZOG
training documents. This need was felt by inexperienced and by sophisticated users,
although the need was for different levels of documents. One of the complaints that was
expressed by users was that the documentation that did exist was out of date.
DDocumentation for the experienced ZOG system manager was also insufficient and out of
date. In the ZOG management office, however, the evaluation team found the following
documents dated 5 August 1983:

(1) ZOG Agent User's Guide

(2) ZOG Primer

(3) ZOG Glossary--Alphabetic Index

•4) PERQ/ZOG User's Guide

In the management depart, icnt document files the following system docu-
ments were also found:

(1) System Utilities

(2) Agents/AIRPLAN

S-t . '.°
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(3) User Guides

(4) Message Reports

(5) Font Guides

(6) Three Rivers Computer Corporation/PERQ Service Guide

(7) Editor/Netserver

(8) PERQ Software Reference Manual

(9) Scribe Distribution

(10) Canon Printer Driver

(01) Three Rivers Computer Corporation/PERQ Schematics Manual

<k. The ZOG editors. ZOG has two editors which are available to users: ZED
and SLED. The ZED is the more complete of the two and is the oae intended for use in
building and modifying frames of information. It has a large repertoire of commands to
insert, delete, and replace characters. It also permits the user to access the areas of the
frame which define the menu actions. Because the PERQ hardware lacked special
function keys which could be dedicated to the editing function, a command system
assigned principally to the QWERTY keyboard was used. Mastering the use of ZED and its
command structure is no more difficult than for most other common text editors.

* - Nonetheless, it is a skill soon lost if not used frequently. Many of the users found ZED
complex as compared to the word processing capability of the Wang VSIlO, which has
dedicated word processing function keys. Most of the difficulty in learning ZED was
related to the training schedule and documentation. Users typically got their training
before they were exposed to ZED and were in a position to employ it. By the time they
were competent with ZOG and were ready to create frames, they had forgotten many of
the particulars of ZED. The document describing ZED, though useful as a training
manual, was not particularly helpful when the users relied on it as a reference manual.
The users could not easily extract what they needed to use ZED. A list of the ZED
commands is contained in Appendix K.

The second editor, SLED, was significantly easier to use, but could be used
only to fill in the blank slots of frames already created by ZED. All users found SLED to
be extremely convenient. SLED wo- ked especially well when used in conjunction with the
mouse to selectively indicate which blanks were to be acted upon. Where a significant
amount of data entry was required and the tempo of operations was rapid, as in AIRPL AN,
the process was greatly facilitated by the use of SLED and its options which permitted the
selection of predetermined default states or toggling between "yes and no" responses by
the user.

I. The mouse. The PERQ mouse is an input device which permits the user to
control the display cursor directly with his hands. The mouse is a puck-like object that, in
the case of the PERQ hardware, is used in conjunction with a magnetic board (bit pad)
which senses the location of the mouse on the board. When the mouse is moved on the
board, the cursor moves correspondingly on the screen. The mouse could be used to
position the cursor by its absolute location on the board (upper left board corresponding to
upper left on the screen) or by a series of cumulative motions of the mouse (reving the



cursor downward caused the cursor to move downward from wherever it was on the "
screen). Users could select options from ZOG frames by manipulating the mouse to move
the cursor to the option displayed on the screen. To make it easier for the user to know
just when the cursor had been positioned properly on any option, the ZOG/P1RQ display
could be made to highlight the selected option. To activate the selection, the user needed
only to depress a button located on the mouse itself. Thus it is, in fact, possible for many
of the user interactions to occur without using the keyboard itself.

In practice, i.e use of the mouse with its bit pad met with mixed success. As
mentioned in the previous section, the mouse was most useful in an application such as
AIRPLAN where the slot editor SLED was used heavily to input information into specific
blanks on the display. However, most users interviewed in the evaluation did not use the
mouse very much. The major complaint was the amount of space occupied by the bit pad.
On a ship, space is a premium. Since the individuals would most likely be working from
written notes and documents, there was little working space left at the workstation.
Because the use of the bit pad was a convenience more than a necessity, many of the
users simply stood the device on end, tucked it out of the way behind the display unit, and
feft it there.

The users appreciated the ease by which the cursor location could be
controlled by the mouse, but thought that an alternative which required less space would
be much better. Most people thought that a "trackball" device wouid be the most
preferred because of the familiarity most Navy personnel have with Navy Tactical Data
System consoles.

m. The tutorial. The ZOG tutorial served as the major training device for
several users. Typically, an experienced user would briefly discuss with a new or potential
user the overall structure of the ZOG/PERQ system and its menu approach. The
experienced user would set up the system so the new user would be positioned at the top
of the tutorial subnet. Other than becoming more familiar with the layout the keyboard
and the meaning of the more unusual symbols, the new user would typically have no
trouble whatsoever in going through the on-line tutorial. Some users would periodically
depress the wrong key by accident and be propelled a frame forward or backward
unexpectedly. On occasion, users would declare themselves lost at this point and would
seek assistance. However, early in the tutorial the user is taught how to move back
rapidly until a familiar frame is reached. Adventuresome users would explore options that
require them to do a little more to recover. The developers of the tutorial tried to limit
the ways a new user could get himself into an intractable position. Over a period of time,
almost all the traps into which the new user might fall should be eliminated.

The content of the tutorial is very complete and employs many of the
techniques which have been found to make embedded training systems successful. The
most important aspect is the use of the system itself to teach new users. By using the
very same system to train users, a degree of confidence and familiarity is established in
the user which is not possible otherwise. Most users found themselves going back to the
system which they had not yet experienced.

k3.7 Postdeloyment ZOG System Changes

Since CARL VINSON completed its deployment 29 October 1983, there have
been a number of changes in the management and operation of the ZOG system. Although
the activities of the system since the end of deployment were not within the original
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scope of this report, readers may be interested to know the current state of the ZOG
system. This section describes the changes that have taken place in recent months in the
software, system management, and maintenance.

3.7.1 Systemn Software

ZOG development group efforts since the end of deployment have focused on
improving the robustness of the system with software changes. Shipboard ZOG developers
have worked in coordination with the CMU personnel to develop and implement a number
of new ZOG utility agents. These agents improved the ability to manipulate and access
the data base and improved the printing capability through enhanced text production.

3.7.2 System Management

Since the end of the cruise, the CARL VINSON Management Department has
been reorganized to reflect the current state of ccmputer systems aboard the ship. The
department has been designated the Management Information Systems (MIS) Department
and still has three divisions. The R&D Division has the responsibility for the ZOG/PERQ
system and special projects that are components of the larger Technology Transfer
Project. The Shipboard Nontactical ADP Program (SNAP) Division is responsible for the
newly implemented SNAP computer system that supports the ship's supply function. The
Administrative Support Division is responsible for the Wang computer system, word
processing, and administrative support.

Although personnel within the MIS Department have changed, the ship is
continuing to support the ZOG system with personnel, maintenance, and parts supply. One
of the four officers managing the ZOG system during the cruise is still with the MIS
Department at this time. ZOG user meetings have been held with the focus on informing
users of system changes and enhancements.

3.7.3 System Maintenance

All the defective parts sent to PERQ Systems, Inc. for repair have been
returned to CARL VINSON. Because of the delay in. getting replacement parts under the
previous agreement, a contract was let in December 1983 with PERQ Systems Inc. that
will ensure immediate transport and rapid repair of PERQ components. The company
cancelled a maintenance course scheduled for February 1984 for CARL VINSON person-
nel; the course was conducted in July 1984. The cancellation of the course and the loss
from CARL VINSON of three of the PERQ-trained maintenance personnel have posed
some maintenance problems for the PERQ/ZOG system. The improved access to
replacement parts, because of the recent contract, is keeping the system operating
despite less available shipboard maintenance capability. This maintenance strategy, of
course, is placing a greater reliance on the exchange of components rather than on
equipment repair.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The ZOG Technology Demonstration Project meets its program goal of
expediting the transition of technology from basic to applied research status by
implementation aboard an operating carrier.
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4.1 ZOG Technology Demonstration Project Objective

The development of the ZOG project and its implementation on CARL VINSON
represents a notable research milestone in the acceleration of transition of research from
a basic to applied research status. While the system experienced problems during the
deployment test, the results of the test were returned to the developers and assisted them
in making system revisions that improved operational utility.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG Technology Demonstration Project met its program goal of
expediting the transition of technology from basic to applied research status by

. implementation aboard an operating carrier.

S4,2 Planned Functional Support

4.2.1 Management Planning

The ZOG system support of CARL VINSON management was notably effective
*. for planning. Hardware and software problems experienced by this developmental system
. did interfere with development of functional applications. As the system matured and

achieved increasing reliability, users developed increasing numbers of planning applica-
tions. These applications affected ship operations during the deployment and will
continue to support ship operations throughout its postdeployment period and into future
deployments.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG system implemented on CARL VINSON provided significant
functional support to shipboard management despite experiencing an initial high rate of
hardware and software failures.

4.2.2 SORM

Certain subnets in the SORM data base represent extremely useful manage-
ment support; use of the other SORM subnets was minimal. The requirement to access
the ZOG system from the SORM net proved awkward and constraining to the users and did
not justify the SORM being the organizing structure of data bases for similar ZOG-like
systems.

CONCLUSION: The SORM was not suitable as an organizing element for all ZOG
functional applications as was originally conceived. Some SORM subnets provided
extremely beneficial task plans in support of the performance of major ship evolutions.

4.2.3 Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training Manual

The Weapons Elevator Mainteoance Training Manual represents an excellent
application of vh ideo'dis no-- gy in conjunction with the ZOG system. In
combination they provided a training format to the CARL VINSON not presently available
to most maintenance personnel. Software and hardware problems prevented the ZOG
system and video disk from obtaining maximal effectiveness. This application of the
system could be directed towards other shipboard maintenance and training tasks.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG system player was an excellent mechanism for development of ahigh technology Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training Manual that allowed immediate

on-line incorporation of system changes. Aipplication of this training technology was
limited due to deficiencies in the data base, the interface between the ZOG system and
the video disk player, and the reliability of the video disk player itself.
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4.2.4 Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training

Two major ZOG nets were cre-ted during the deployment in support of WELV
training. Shipboard personnel reported that almost all personnel associated with the
weapons elevators experienced the video disk displayed training to familiarize them with
elevator operation. Data base and electromechanical deficiencies were observed by the
evaluation team to be extremely limiting in the real usage of the system for trdining
purposes.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG system and the integrated video disk player provided an ideal
technology for presenting WELV training.

4.2.5 Additional Training Applications

Other training applications of the ZOG system focused on scheduling of
personnel and resources for training purposes. Development of additional training
applications in the future will require the involvement of shipboard management personnel
directly concerned with training. The training applications on the system could be
numerous but will need management support in addition to the actual development of
instructional material.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG system supported training management.

4.3 System Extensibility

4,3.1 AIRPLAN

AIRPLAN is a prototype "expert"computer system designed to provide rapid
information to Air Operations Officers during flight operations. The AIRPLAN system
was integrated with the ZOG system and provided the AIRPLAN output information to all
ZOG workstations. This information was used by all command level management
personnel to keep current on situations during air operations. During the cruise, ZOG
subnets were developed that enhanced AIRPLAN's effectiveness by providing aircraft
emergency information to system users. Although not within the technical scope of this
evaluation, the effectiveness of AIRPLAN warranted its inclusion in this section.

CONCLUSION: The AIRPLAN extension of ZOG represented an important new functional
application that provided on-line information about carrier air operations throughout the
ship.

4.3.2 Additional ZOG Applications

During the cruise, the ZOG system experienced increasing growth in functional
applications. These applications ranged from routine personal plans end lists to
development of a small information data base describing details of weapons systems of
the United States Armed Forco,. A number of applications involved development of task
plans that could be used by managers or their subordinates. Additional use of ZOO by
general ship's company was limited, in part, by not having printers available at selected
ZOG workstations. In general, all these additional applications resulted in l'acreased
information sharing and improved communication among CARL VINSON personnel.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG system supported an increasing number and variety of ship
functions as the system matured and users became more familiar with ZOG.
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4.4 System Use and Characteristics

4.4.1 General Svstcm \ýcceptance

During the ship visits, the evaluation teari noted an increase in user
acceptance of the ZOG system as it became more reliable. There was not only an
increased use of the system by individual users, but also an increase in the number of
active, primary users. Interview and questionnaire data indicated that the majority of the
users believed that the system was contributing to the performance of their job duties.

CONCLUSION: CARL VINSON users accepted and used the ZOG system increasingly
during the deployment to perform their duties. As the system became more reliable,
users became more active in applying the system to support their job tasks and believed
that the system was aiding them in performing their job.

*4.4.2 ZOG System Usage Rate

Use of the ZOG system increased over time. Early in the deployment, system
use was much lower than was expected. The evaluation team was able to determine
several causes for infrequent use. The principal reason was the lack of enough available
applications which individuals could use immediately. Secondly, initial system unreliabil-
ity contributed to the frustration and lack of confidence of new users. Lack of available
time to learn and use the system effectively prevented many potential users from working
more with the system. Additionally, training and documentation were believed to be
insufficient to support new users in a shipboard environment.

CDNCLUMION: ZOG system usage rate increased duri ig tVe deployment as More"
applications and subnets were added.

4.4.3 The ZOG Menu Selection Characteristic

The ZOG system users were able to use the menu selection characteristic of
the system regardless of their level of experience. The selection options of the ZOG
system were easily learned ar' provided ample guidance for even a naive user. Users
employed the menu selection ttchniques with little concern for constraints in maneuver-
ing through the data base.

CONCLUSION: The menu selection characteristic of ZOG was readily accepted by
system users and, generally, gave ready access to the entire data base.

4.4.4 The ZOG Rapid Response Characteristic

The rapid response to keyboard input was one of the best features of the
system. The response time range of .5 to 1,5 seconds was well within an acceptable range
for system users. Future ZOG versions should strive to maintain this feature, because it
clearly makes system use efficient and satisfying to the user.

CONCLUSION: The goal of providing the user with a system capable of rapid response

was met by the ZOG/PERQ system. Response times of .5 to 1.5 seconds were well within
the range of suitability for beginning and expert users alike.
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"4.4.5 The ZOG Hierarchical Data Base

User cornprehension of the ZOGnet structure is necessary for accurate
maneuvering through the data base. Inexperienced users occasionally got lost while
browsing through the subnets. Shipboard changes in the software system enabled users to
enter the data base at their own top frame, thereby improving the ability of interacting
with ZOGnet structure. Experienced users had no difficulty interacting with the data
base.

CONCLUSION: The large-network, hierarchically structured ZOG data base was
generally acceptable to system users. Customizing entry points into the data base greatly
facilitated user interaction with the system.

4.5 ZOG Training

4.5.1 User Computer Skill Requirement

The initial computer skill level of CARL VINSON users varied from absolute
rank beginner to expert with master of science degrees in computer science or operations
research. Most of the users had had minimal familiarity with a microcomputer, either
through personal ownership or in their Navy career. The effect of prior knowledge of
computers seemed related to the level of attained skill with ZOG during the cruise. This
may have been due to more experienced individuals being able to work around system
problems that would deter an inexperienced user. System managers in the Management
Department had PASCAL computer programming abilities and needed them in the course
Of vii system sp,.

CONCLUSION: ZOG did not require the user to have any background or experience in
* computers for a majority of the system's use. Prior experience, however, was beneficial

*- in using some of ZOG's more sophisticated features. ZOG system managers ronust be
experienced and expert in using and programming computers.

4.5.2 ZOG System Training

ZOG system user training, provided by the Management Department, involved
individual and group instruction throughout the cruise. User training provided by the ZOG
system included on-line tutorial and on-line documents. The same documents were
available to users in a hard copy format. Because of the relatively rapid change in ZOG
software, most of the on-line and hard copy training materials were not current. Efforts
to maintain the ZOG system interfered with the ability of the Management Department to
provide user training. Both beginning and skilled users expressed the desire for more
training. Additional training should have been directed specifically at target populations,
for example, at beginners or at experienced level individuals.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG training provided CARL VINSON users during deployment was
adequate, but was not updated sufficiently to make optimum use of evolving system
capabilities.
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4.6 System Reliability and Maintenance

4.6.1 Hardware Reliability

The ZOG technology demonstration project hardware system, cornorised of
PERQ computers, Ethernet networking cables and connectors, and Canon printers, experi-
enced severe and frequent malfunctions. "'hile some commercial off-the-shelf equipment
will work quite well on a Navy ship withouý )ecial ruggedization, the continual vibrations
and sometimes high temperatures in a ship will cause some equipment to fail. Some of
the hardware malfunctions were caused by the extreme conditions placed on the
equipment because of their placement of the ship. For example, the malfunctioning
power supplies were most likely caused by excessive surge of line voltage, because the
frequency of power supply malfunctions decreased after line voltage surge suppressors
were installed. Still, the PERQs experienced frequent malfunctions of memory boards,
displays, disk drives, and cabling and Ethernet connectors. The hardware system was not
sufficiently reliable for use in an operational setting.
CONCLUSION: The hardware suite used for the CARL VINSON ZOG system was not

sufficiently reliable for sustained operational use aboard an aircraft carrier.

4.6.2 Hardware Maintenance

Because of the high rate of PERQ hardware failure, maintenance of the
computers became a significant factor while the ship was on deployment. The ship did not
have an adequate spare parts supply at the beginning of the cruise and it was quickly
depleted. A contract to procure a sizable number of spare part- was not co..plto•d Until
after the cruise began. When the parts shipment arrived, most of the computers were
able to be brought back on line. Technicians on CARL VINSON had to complete a 2-week

. course in PERQ maintenance to be reasonably competent in their maintenance tasks.

* CONCLUSION: Hardware problems necessitated a commitment of ship's maintenance
"* technicians beyond what was reasonably expected, thereby placing an unanticipated
*i burden on the technicians and the spare parts supply.

- 4.6.3 Software Reliability

ZOG system software, written in PASCAL, employed a distributed data base
1• and was implemented on board CARL VINSON at the beginning of the deployment. The

ZOG software experienced extensive problems, in part because of a negative interaction
with the POS. This was a developing system and not a prototype ready for operational
implementation. The software did work well enough that the users were able to take
advantage of all system capabilities, particularly during the end of the deployment. While
development of the distributed data base software was a notable accomplish-nent, this

. being the first instance of it occurring on an operating Navy ship, software and equipment
. problems resulted in a significant limitation in access to the data base. System problems

caused by Ethernet interrupts also contributed to diminished user capability and satisfac-
tion.

CONCLUSION: The ZOG svstem was clearly capable of providing beneficial s5,pr.or', to
'-' shipboard managemnent, although the software must be improved and stabilized before

being implemented on other ship 'management systemns.

|8
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'.C. 4.7 The Technology Test-bed Concept

The CARL VINSON has been serving as the test-bed host for several
technology development projects. The ZOG system served as a management tool to
monitor and guide all the projects. CARL VINSON command and personnel have been
"extremely supportive of the development efforts throughout the project's life. Associa-
tion of the Navy personnel with the civilian experts who develop the systems seems to

"* have resulted in the development of systems that are better suited to operational needs.
Additionally, the Navy personnel have profited technically through this association with
the technology project personnel, thereby bringing into the operational Navy an expertise
that is not commonly found.

CONCLUSION: The technology test-bed concept aboard CARL VINSON resulted in the
development of systems better suited to operational Navy requirements and led to
improved technical skills of the operational Navy personnel associated with the projects.

5.0 I' ECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are based on the evaluative information
gathered during shipboard visits and onsite observations. These recommendations are
directed towards both the operational Navy fleet and the Navy research community.

5.1 The ZOG system merits immediate transition to advanced development as an
automated management system in support of shipboard planning, management, training,
and evaluation applications.

5.2 The technology test-bed concept should continue to be supported aboard CARL
'VINSON, and other selected platforms, to ensure maximum benefit from applied techno-
logical developments and to provide an efficient alternative to the procurement process
permitting iterative system development within the context of research.

5.3 The research community should consider developing future versions of a ZOG-
like system using the Department of Defense language, ADA, to take full advantage of its
transportability and its capacity for supporting concurrent processing.

5.4 The Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training Manual project should be transi-
tioned to advanced development so additionaM iStructionaT sequences can be developed,
interface deficiencies can be eliminated, and the maintenance training lp)rtion of the
project can be further developed to provide a broader maintenance application.

5.5 Future installations of ZOG system prototypes should have a substantial set of
general applications in place so new and potential users can perceive immediate benefits
from the system.

5.6 The ZOG system should be interfaced with other shipboard computer systems
to ensure maximum effectiveness of all systems.

I..
, * 9
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SZOG I.CHINOLOGY I:VALUtIION ArIUNYMOW(IJ 1SlI ONNAIR1.

Patc the degree to which you agree or disagree ,ith the follow.ling statenernts"

Strogly .Strongly riNo
Agree Agee DPiSagree P)i sagrec Opi nio n

feel a sense of real accom-
Cishment when I do a task on

-. : 0 . I.

Ciga joh--rci ated Uask onilii

Saves r"e ti.e, aiter the
1.1 i tia, ZOG fraires arc wade.

c. Creating the ZOG frames is so
hard and time consuing that I
prefer to do a task away from

j tihe ZOG computer.

d. Ia now using the 7OG system
to help plan :;,y own personal
schedule of activities.

e. I see no benefit to the ship

by using the ZOG system.

f. ZOG/PERQ Malfunctions are so

frequent that I can't use the
. system productively.

g. Since the ZOc0 software was changed

in early August, ZPG is much
more reliable.

h. The ZOg' management group gives
re all the help I need in
keeping the system "up."

The ZOG managemeht group gives
me all the help I need in
developing new, applications
for ZO(•

j. Te!,e PERQ computers are now
sufficiently rel iaole as
th•y are installed on VINSON.

k. thirnk MOG is a good idea,
1) tut I will be glad to get
away from usino it.

,•l• I w ould like to take ,.G -It

-. 1t1i inc to uSC in y next. I
-iob. _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'-.rite any commrelt.s (positive or neqative) that you have ahout the
7 ̀G system.: on the back of this questionnaire. Turn complletel form into
.te lPI<PC int.erv1ewer- only. 'his information will riot he provided to ship
management; you cannot be identified.

A-i
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6 NAVY PLRZSONN[.L RI SfARCH AND t I O M NI CI Pill ?
SAIN [) _GO, CALIFORNIA 92152

Day

Z7G SYSTLM USE. [AA: OBSFRVLR FORM

1 Observer:_

2. Time logged on____ or observation begins:

3. Time end:

4. individual observed:--

5. Work Station location:

6. Purpose(s) of ZUG session, as c-xpressed by user at beginning of session:

7. ZOG system capabilities used: __i

a. Review ZOG net for information._ -

b. Use ZED to enter information.

Descri be:

VI
C. ___ ______ _____---,_

10

A-2
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8. ZOG ua ;ai lity us. as deeImi Id by obucrvcr.

9- Apiroxi'iate systc:,! rcspurxr timu ( scco•ds) from Lteystfuke to I.hegirynil
of disp. y of IIex! fr.:fe.

10. Approximate systcn respaeot, time (scconds) from keystroke to cLnipleet display
of next frame

11. Cneck facility of use with ZUG system:

ExLremely capable

Ca pa bl e

__. A few difficulties using ZOL,

Major difficulties using 7OG

12 How long (weeks) dues User indicate they have used ZOG?

- 13. Describe ditficulties, ii any, that. User has with system. If none,
check here.

14. Describe ship functional use of ZOG.. (Planning, e-,altiation, training,
sending/receiving information, examination/updati ii of SDHM, etco)

A-3
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15. Otheur uhserva ti ols:
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3 UkVY F-_RSO V, S RE5EA Q A!WL D__'F LTOXIE T CE! T ER
:.D: GO, CALI i-OR:;'A 9 2 1

Sept 1983

ZVOOE PN U S ER I ~T E R V I E F CR!,,

a c S ~ t Of cij Las 0O /E ~ c s

:~sers a,~ i r,,v~cdýai mames. ~ . 4
e-se an- r r i a ci :'pLetc.l Tý -3 o)-,. tn&s

CuL-ct ts~~rc /,~' 2 eSyjstemr cwzl f) V!' j 1 :

so 5(; tks.. -e ~.acortact yo4 a,' a ae rCT2

Fe0:a L;~ az e. .., t~a e/ ewa7uI; n

~~* ~~~ ~'-h AssinnT-.ent: ___ _____

I. this Positionr' (Mn ),s)

>~ cate ,e ex~tof' you-r e-xperi ence with any ty7pe Qf oon~putc-s:V '.c~_ prev';cus experience.___

rocca. icr-ally w~orked on som-eone's personal compu~ter.___

stany pr-oyrarinning languages you ha.v.e used. No ne. _____

-. -e you curr eitly usin Vi te ZOG SySt C.M? ;." i o

iaany hours did you eorcz on the ZGG/PEP.Q system; yesterday?____

A-5S



4. How long have you worked vith the ZOG system? Nlo. of weeks i

5. What other shipboard computers do you now use ?

6. Check the type(s) of training you received on ZOG.

I~one

On-line tutorial

User's Guide

_ lielp from another user

Other (Specify) :---

7. Do you need more training or practice at this time to feel comfortable

using the ZOO system? Yes _ No

If yes, specify the areas in which you feel you need more instruction.

(For, example: need help in using ZED, creating a frame, using the SLED

editor etc.,. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

S. Describe how you think :0' training might be improved.

9. Rate how easy you think ZOG is to leain:

Extremely easy _ Easy __ Difficult Extremely Difficult

10. Rate how confortable you are using the ZOG system.

Extremely comfortable using ZOG at any time.
Fairly comfortable using 70"G. ! know I can make it do what I want.
r-ild discomfort using ZOG. I am not sure what to do to get it to work.
Extreme discomfort with ZOG. I don't like to use it.

A-6



11. Check (,") the folowng tasks for which you have ever used ZOG.
A!so indicate the fre,-,ency (i;er week) of those tasks th.at you now, regularly
perform using ZOG.

Have Used Nlo. of Tir:nes
Att y Per week" "n

-I::-e Use ZOG .a sk

I n _______I___ Initial familiarization '.th " -hips procedures-

regulations. Describe how ZOG is used:

Initial trairng i n the use of ship's procedures.
Describe.

__Reference and resolution -r, performance of slip's
"procedures. Describe.

".__ _Determine what actions to atake concerning ship's
procedures. Describe.

A-7



Have Used No. of rimes
At Any Per Week Now

Time Use ZOG Task

Update shiF-board instructicnal/procedural directives.
Describe.

Planning long-term activities. Describe.

-- Pla nning the week's activit es. Describe.

Plaanning specific operatiors. Describe.

.Gu_, dance in carryinq out specific operations.
Descri be.

A--8
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Have Used No. of Tiv,ýes
At, A ny Per- Week Now

TimeUse ZOG Ta k

______VeH- fy that o7ýerations ha:ve Leicor:.plcetocd,
Descri be.

I__ Eaua te pir fcorm~ce on --ecifi c operati Ons /ta sks.
Doscri be.

____-,_ rf1a I a ~aI on .,ti; h zý-e aports el eva tors.
DesIcri be.

______ Initiall trainir.c in the ma.tnneof weapons
el evators, :rcsc ,,e

___Refe rence a nc r-sollut ion ofi. ai ri enance procedures
for thý eepn i o va tors. Oc ri be.

A-9



Have Used No. of Time:s
L- at Any Per -lek :;o',

Time Use ... Task .

Performing corrective and preventive maintenance
on the weapons elevators. Describe.

Update of weapons clevator mai ntenance procedures.
Describe

""__ _ _ Trainring in any other area. (List each area and
describe iho." ZOG is used.)

u-""

".-__ anagE any aspect of training, Describe.

Scnd worr: related messages to individuals or offices.
Describe..

A-1O
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-ave Used INo. of Times
at Any Per W'eek ;icw

Tme Use ZOG Task

Receive work related mes,,3q(js fron: others -

Descri be.

_-___ Eval-uate individual work performance. Describe.

__ Other task. Oescribe.

__"__ Cther task. Describee

0 t__Otl'er task. Describe.

?Aoi

.•2 .'. .1
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12. How frequently do you use the SORM on ZOG? (Times per week)

How frequently do you use the hird copy of SOkh? (Times per ---..-.

13. Have you used the ZED edit.•'? Yes No

If yes, how many times did you use ZED during the past week?

14. Rate how easy you think ZED is to use:

Extremely easy _ Easy Difficult Extremely Difficult

15. Have you used the slot editor-SLED? Yes _ N No

if yes, how many times did you use SLED during the past week?

16. Rate how easy you think SLED is to use:

Extremely easy _ Easy _ Difficult Extremely Difficult

17. Which editor do you use the most frequently? ZED SLED

Why?

18. When you use your preferred editor do you have to relearn how to

.i.ake it V-? Ye- sometime, I have to qeL some help.

N o , I use the editor without any restudy.

19. When you use the least preferred editov, do you have to relearn how to

make it work? Yes_ , Sometimes I have to get some help.

"No I use the editor without any restudy.

20. Why do you prefer the editor?

21. Compared to the first of the deployment, or whenever you first started

using ZOG during the deployment, are you now using ZOG:

A lot more freqently 11,.ore frequently __ About the same

A little less frequently A lot less frequently

A-i12
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22. For what general purposes do you now use _ _G_

23. Sioce us ig ZOiG, have you chnua he way yo- pe rform;n cer1-n n tas sk.
Descri be..

24 Oes "he use of ZOG requ;ire you to spend mere / ', less L7 or,
abou- tne same a3/ amount oF time to perform a given task. Describe.

25. yn our experience, how frequently has tne- mal functioning of the ZOC/PERQ R_
sys'cst;ý i:,Aerferred with. t'_ performnance of your job during the last two months?

"' i~ / Hoever -

,/- ]nfrequently, about once per month

•3' About i a morith

// Al'ncst everyday

" 6. Describe how the ZG systc.m has helped you .perfoi-- yo-r job.

27. JOSCl b ho. 7 %ho ha-, hinclred your joi r . ; ce.

A-13
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28. Indicate the number of times that you performed the following ZOG activities
"YESTERDAY, AND DURING TIHE PAST WEEK.

Yesterday J Past week

a. Browsed through the ZOGnets.

"b. Created a ZOG frame.

c. Madified a ZOG frame.

d. Used the ZED editor.

e. Used the SLED editor.

f. Used ZOG to make a list of tasks or things.

g. Used SCRIBE to print out a document.

h. Using ZOG, commented on someone else's frames.

i. Used the ZOG find utility to locate frames.

j. Worked on creating a ZOG ý.ubnet, but used
paper and pencil and didn't enter anything.
in the computer at the time-

L, Monitored ATPPLAN disAla _.-i __II

1. Referred to the SORM on ZOG.

m. Used ZOG to manage the work schedules of
my subordinates.

n. Used ZOG to manage my own work schedule.

o. Used ZOG to check on the activities of my
colleagues. "

p. Used the "Help" feature of ZOG to understand
how to make ZOG function.

q. Used the mouse and tablet to move through
ZOG. D

29. To improve the ZOG system on VINSON, we need more support from:

The C.O. __ X.O. ZOG management _- ZOG/PERQ maintenance

"Our own su'-ordinates ZOG devclopers PERQ r.anuiacturer

"Cther (specify)

A-14
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3 NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92152

JULY 1982

Day_

ZOG/PERQ USER INTERVIEW FORM

YoU aVc requcs .ted to comp .tc -Le "i in ttrhicw/quc-tion;airc
as part of an evaluation of the ZOG/PEIQ systc,. Althoua

some of you may be new to the ZO.C/PAERQ systom, try and
answer all of the qu'stions. The ikZfo27mation that yoU
provtde will be swwnarizcd with information fro,: all other
users and will not include individual ncnes. According ly,
please answer frankly and completely. It. is only through
your assistance that the system can be inm)roved to meet
your nceds in a better way. Idcntifying infonnation is
needed so that we may contact you at a later date, after
you have had more experience with the ZO)G/PERQ system.
The obtained information will not be placed in your
records and will not be used to evaluate you in any way.

Full Name: Rate/Rank:

Division: Job Assignment:

Time in this Position (Months):

1. Indicate the extent of your experience with any type of computers:

No previous experience.

I occasionally worked on someone's personal computer.

List any programming languages you have used. None.

2. Are you currently using the ZOG system? Yes L7 No /7

A-i5
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3. How long have you worked with the ZOG system? No. of wceks.

How many hours per day do you now use OG? -_"'--

4. What other shipboard computers do you use?

5,. Check (/) the type(s) of training you received on ZOGo

None

On-line Tutorial

User's Guide

Tutoring from Another User

_____ Other (Specify)

6. Was your training long enough? Yes £ No Li_!

7. Were the training objectives clear to you? Yes L No L7
p-

8. Was the emphasis of your trainin5 right for you? Yes L_ No 5

9. Do you need more traini:ng/practice at this time to feel comfortable
using the ZOG system? Yes £ No

10. Describe how you think ZOG training might be improved. (List areas you think
need improvement.)

11. Rate how easy you think ZOG is to learn:

Extremely easy L0 Easy _3 Difficult Li Extremely Difficult

A-16
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12. Check (/) the following tasks for which you have used the ZOG/PLRQ system.

Also indicate the frequency (per week) of those tasks that you now regularly
perform using ZOG.

Have Used No. of rimes
At Any Per Week Now

Time Use ZOG Task

Initial familiarization with ship's procedures/
regulations. Describe how ZOG is used:

Initial training in the use of ship's procedures.
Describe.

Reference aný resolution on performance of ship's
procedures. Describe.

Determine what actions to take concerning ship's
procedures. Describe.

A-17



Have Used No. of Times
At Any Per Week Now

Time Use ZOG Task

__ __ _ _ Update shipboard instructional/procedural directives,
Describe.

__Planning long-term activities. Describe.

Planning the week's activities, Describe.

Planning specific operations. Describe.

Guidance in carrying out specific operations.
Describe.

A-18



Have Used No' of Times
At Any Per Week Niow

"Time Use ZOG Tas k

Verify that operations have bten completed.
Describe.

Evaluate performance on specific operations/tasks.
Describe.

-- __Initial familiarization with the weapons elevators.
Describe,

'Sr

Initial training in the maintenance of weapons
elevators, Describe.

0I

__.___Reference and resolution ul, maintenance ;-rocc-dure'.

for the weapons -elevators. bescribe.

A-19
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Have Used No. of Times
at Any Per Week Now

Tirme Use ZOG Task

Performing corrective and preventive maintenance
on the weapons elevators. Describe.

Op

Update of weapons elevator maintenance procedures.
Describe.

Training in any other area. (List each area and
describe how ZOG is used.)

II

Manage any aspect of training. Describe. [

Send work related messages to individuals or offices.
Describe.

A-20
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Have Used No. of Times

at Any Per Week Now
- Time Use ZOG Task

__Receive work related messages from others.
Describe.

__E[valuate individual work performance Describe.

________ _____ Other task. Desc~ribe.

________ _____ __ Other task, Describe.

Other task. Describe.

- A-21
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13. How frequently do you now use the SORM? (Times/Week) "'---,-

Indicate the relative percentage of times you use the on-line or
hard copy SORM. (The numbers should total 100%.)

___Hard copy

_____On-l i ne

Total % 100%

14. Have you used ZED? Yes /N O /I

If you have used ZED, answer the following questions,

How many times per week do you now use ZED? _

For what purpose do you use ZED?_

WThat capabilities of ZED do you find most difficult to use? _ _ _

Rate how easy you think ZED is to use:

Extremely Easy 03 Easy LI Difficult /_/ Extremely Difficult -/-

15. Compared to the first month that you used ZOG, are you now using ZOG:

A lot more frequently / More frequently / / About the same /9

A little less /. A lot less frequently /.
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16. Fur whar. general purposes do you now use ZOG?

17o Since using ZOG, have you changed the way you perform certain tasks?
Describe.

18. Does the use of ZOG require you to spend more /7, less L7, or,
about the same /_I amount of time to perform a giver, task. Describe.

19. In your experience, how frequently has the malfunctioning of the ZOG/PERQ
system interferred with the performance of your job?

/_/ Never

_/ Infrequently, about once per month

/4 About I a month

/_ Almost everyday

20. Indicate, from your own personal experience, the relative percent of time
that the ZOG system malfunctioned due to:

____equipment (hardware) failure.

____-programming (software) failure.

Total " of times 100

A-23
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S21. Describe how the ZOG system has helped you perfonr, your job.

22. Describe how the ZOG system has hindered your job performance.

A--

"-..5. _

A-24
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6 NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AhD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92152

JULY 1983

Day

ZOG SYSTEM USE DATA: OBSERVER FORM

(To boe used during obosrvation of
tc-i um ue.

1. Observer: _

2. Time logged on or observation begins: _-

3. Time end:

4. Individual observed:

5. Work Station location:_-

6. Purpose(s) of ZOG session, as expressed by user at beginning of session:

L 7. ZOG system capabilities used: ___

a. Review ZOG net for information.__

b. Use ZED to enter information.__=_

Describe:

C.
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I

8. ZOG capability use as determined by observer. .--. '___i

9. Approximate system response timae (seconds) from keystroke to beginning
of dispiay of next frame.

10. Approximate system response time (seconds) from keystroke to complete display
of next frame,

11. Check facility of use with ZOG system:

__ Extremely capable

Capable

__ A few difficulties using ZOG

Major difficulties using ZOG

12. How long (weeks) does User indicate they have used ZOG?_ _ _ _

13. b. be difficulties, if any, that User has with system. If nore,
Che here.

14. Describe ship functional use of ZOGo. (Planning, evaluation, training,
sending/receiving information, examination/updatinf of SDRM, etc.)

A-26
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15. Other observations:

A-2
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NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
10 SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92152

SJULY 1983

PERQ WORKSTATION ERGONOMICS ASSESSMENT

Work Station Location:

('1"o be eduar?.e tedl by ohox?Žvcr.)

Rate the following ZUG/PERQ workstation features:

Extremely f Extremely
Unsatis- Unsatis- Satis- Sat.s-

-- _________ _f r factory_ factory factory

I. Convenience of workstation

2. Amount of workspace around -
terminal

3. Table height j
4. Chair adjustability _ '--

5. Keyboard adjustability

6. Illumination level

7. Illumination adjustability

8. Freedom from glare

9. Surrounding workstation
termperature

10. Surrounding workstation
noise level

A -2P.



"-. -. H" Ease of user relocation.

General Observations:

$.".
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5 NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92152JUY93

Day_ _

ZOG SYSTEM SUPPORT OF TRAINING

To be discusced with appropriate
functional area supoervisors.

A. ZOG Support of Weapons Elevator Maintenance Training:

(Individual Interviewed: -

1. Number of persons trained using ZOG supported training (including
videodisc.

2. Range of rate of individuals trained. to

3. Ratings of those trained.

4. Number of individuals onboard PQS qualified for elevator maintenance. -

Number needing PQS qualification____

5. Does ZOG subnet list individuals receiving elevator Training? Yes f No , m

If yes, what is subnet name.

6. Discussion of statuslhistory of Weapons Elevator Maintenance during
current deployment. (Meet with Weapons Elevator Boss)
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B. ZOG Support of Other Training Areas:

S-" (Individual Interviewed:

1. What other task training areas are supported by ZOG?

2. Describe the support ZOG provides for each training area. (Include subnet
name for each area.)

3. Describe difficulties in using ZOG to support training.

4. Describe benefits/assets of ZOG system to your training requirement.
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NAVY PERSONN[L RLSEARCtI AND DI VELOI'MENT CLNILR LI
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 921b2

SEPT 1933

Day

ZOGOP/RQ SYSIEM USE AND RLLIADILITY t10

Work StatLi,, Location.-

r'tMalfunction During Session
.I Describe Prohlem

_ime on System 1;clude
o Off Name Purpose of ZOG Session Yes/No Tim.. System Down

A- 1I _ __ _ - - - _-

-. IV _ _ __

_-- _-'------

---- -- -- -- _. --- _
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3 NAVY PERSONNEL fESE\RCH Aii'D DEVELOPMENT CENTER
NSA DIEGC, CALIFORNIA 921b2

Sept 1983

Day__

ZCG/PERQ USER .'ITFRVI['. FORM

")A , t1 of an e Lp' at' n . •,'
vc~neof uo ~be no nw L '-:,P•Q ~.Thswer 0 lZ 2 a5 tIe " i& [n'o!.;, tti t u

-C', idO wii be sw;U?:aP"Ze ::' ;: r '" .. a)) / ' . 1. t, o rC2
ran will not include iOiZl eC'.s, ',',x;rdi.ng y,

:ýease answcr franrUly an c .Jp etelUy. t i0s n:roa~gh
c!0,o assistance t;at the y.3t,', can be irn,)vovw.' Z-) mcet

W:'•r necds in a better wa-,. -ietztfyn7g• info:..ion -s
needed so that we may con.aaz'.t °ou .t a clater c•ste, after
:.o. have had morye eaper,{e w:th the ZOO/PER .':jterno

,-,e obtained irforration nil ot; be placed in yor
records and will not be "uscd -c evaluate you in any way.

Ful 1 Name: Rate/Rank:

Division:_ Job Assignment:

Time in this Position (Months):

1. Indicate the extent of your experience with any type of computers:

No previous experience.

I occasionally worked on someone's personal computer.

List any programming languages you have used. None.

. Are you currently usir.g the ZOG system? y L- u /O

3.3 'low miany hours did you work on the ZOG/PERQ system yesterday?
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4. How long have you worked with the ZOG system? No. of weeks ._.-_.-

5. What other shipboard computers do you now use ?

6. Check the type(s) of training you received on ZOG.

..one

jn-line tutorial

User's Guide

! el p from another user

'Other (Specify)

7. Do you need more training or practice at this time to feel comfortable

using the ZOG system? Yes N__ o

If yes, specify the areas in which you feel you need more instruction.

(For, example: need help in using ZED, creating a frame, using the SLED

editor, etc...) ,__-___ _ _ _ _

8. Describe how you think ZOG training might be improved.

9. Rate ?.ow easy you think ZOG is to learn:

Extre-,ely easy Easy D__ ifficult Extremely Difficult

10. Pate 'to,' coimfortable you are using the ZOG system.

_xtremely comfortable using ZOG at any time.
Fairly comfortable using ZOG. I know I can make it do what I want.
:-i ld discomfort using ZOG. I am not sure what to do to get it to work.
Extreme discomfort with ZOG. I don't like to use it.
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... Check (,/) Lhe following tasks for which you have ever used ZOG
Also indicate the frequency (pet- weuk) of those tasks that you ow regularly
perform using ZOG.

Have Used No. of Times

"At Any Per Week Now
Time Us 7.OG Task

Initial familiari2ation with ship's procedures/

regulations. Describe how ZOG is used:

Initial training in the use of ship's procedures.
Describe.

Reference and resolution on performance of ship's
procedures, Describe.

Determine what actions to take concerning ship's
procedures. Describe.
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Have Used No. of Times
At Any Per Wleek hiow .i

T Time Use 706 Task

Update shipboard i nstýructioaii /procedural directives.

Describe.

Planning long-term activities. Describe,

Planninig the week's activities, Describe.

Planning specific operations. Describe.

Guidance in carrying out specific operations.
Describe.

A3
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Have Used No. of Times
At An~y Per Week Now Ths

I iine Use ZOG T

Verify that, opera tions ha~ve, hcen compl eted,
Descri be.

___ Evaluiate performaunce on spcitic operations/tasks.
Des cri be.

____ ____ initial famil iarization with the wqeapons elevators,
Descri be.,

initial training in the maintenance of weapons
el eva tors. Describe.

___ ~Reference arid resol 'ition of mmci nten~nce procedures
for the weapons *elevators. Descri be .
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Have U's 'd tio. of Timics
at Any "e WekAov"'
T i~me Use ZOG Tak

7 ~~~~~Pet-f ormi rg correc t ive 3and pre-v ert ive ma intenanIcep
on, the weaponis el cvators . Desc r i 'e

U____ Upd at e of w e 3po ns eI e va o r ina in t en a nce p ro c ed ur es
D e sc ri b.

__ Training in any otfier area. (List each Parea and
describe how 7OG is used.)

____ _______ Manage any aspe.ct. of training,. Describe.

Send work related messages to i~ndividuals or offices,
Describe.
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____ Ctrtask. I~ese( r i be
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12. How frequently do you use the SORN on ZOG? (Times per week)
How frequently do you use the hard copy of SORM? (rimes per we--T -..-..

13. Have you used the 7ED editor? Yes No

If yes, how many times ,:;d you use ZED during the past week?

14. Rate how easy you think ZEnD is to use:

Extre:nely easy Easy Difficult Extreiiely Difficult
15. Have you used the slot editor-SLED? Yes No

if yes, how many times did you use SLED durinq the past week?

16. Rate how easy you think SLED is to use:

Extremely easy _ Easy _ Difficult Extremely Pifficult

17. Which editor do you use the most frequently? ZED ___ SLED

V•hy ?

1S. When you use your preferred editor do you have to relearn how to

make it work? Yes _, sometimes I have to get some help. P'.

No , I use the editor without any restudy.

19. When you use the least preferred editor, do you have to relearn how to

make it work? Yes , Sometimes I have to get some help.

No , I use the editor without any restudy.

20. Why do you prefer the editor?

21. Compared to the first of the deployment, or whenever you first started

using Z73 during the deployment, are you now using ZOG:

A lot more frequently More frequently About the same

A little less frequently A lot less frequently _ .__

k/V) e
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j2 Site us i; Pr :I: Jo U -JI'* "h'2 Way you cr hr c'Lr t.1 a,-s

2. otIC. s a ~ ef '0 k :' to) spec') ;'(,re //. t r
ojoout the Sailte (J J ~eon i i~ o per formi a gi von ta sir. D r iLe.

25. ini your' experi ciice, hrow freon e~ntly has the malfunctioning of the ZC/P LPQ
Sys terna in oteferred wit h thre performandce of your job during the last two months?

j /Infrecquently, abo)Ut orce pe9-rmonith

, / AbeL 1 a mo'nth

//Almost everyday

6.DescriLbe. ho-w the ZO sstG ha's YOU !ed ou prformI your' job.
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2 3 i nd ica -.e the riumher' of timus that, you performed the foil ovwi n ZOG activities
YESTDEEDAY, AND) DURING THEL PAST WEEK.

Yes terda v Past week

a. Brows od through the Z()Gnets.

L). Crea ted a LOG franio.

K ~~~c. Modi h ed a ZOG frame._ _~_ _ _ ___

d. Useo the ZED editor.

c. Used tie SLED Editor. ___________

f . Used '_0G 'o make a list of tasks or things.

Q. Use." SCi2'3L to print out a document.

h . Us ing ZOG , commiented on someone el se' s fraMies.

i . Used the LOG f ind utilIi ty to l ocate f rames .

S j.Worked on creati no a LOG suboct, but used
paper- and pencil and didn't enter anythinq.
in tih, computer at the time.

W1. Referred to the SORH on LOG.

fu. Used Oý.G to manage the work schedules of
m,,y subordinates.

n. Used. ZOS to managp my own work schedule.

o. Used 7,G to check on the activities of my

p . Used the "Help" feature of LOG to understand
how to make 7OG function.

q.Used trie mouse anid tabliet to move through
ZOG.____-__

29. To iiprove the LOG system on VINSON, we need more support froin:

The CA' X.. 700 madnagement ___ZOG/PERQ waintenance __

Our oin sitrd noe __ OG devel opers ___P[RQ nianufacturer _

Other (sne: ify) -- _____________________
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Directory of ZOG Software and Netware

ZOG Dual-Document

"25Mar83

USS CARL VINSON (CVN-70)

"This document was created via the ZOG agent AgDoc
from the StarShip ZOGnet beginning at ZOG frame Directoryl

B-1
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Directory of ZOG Software and Netware

This subnet contains a l1sting of all the ZOG software, both sytems and
applications software, as well as the major "core" subnets for the ZOO system.
The names of the maintainer(s) of each module and subnet are listed, so that
this net will serve as a reference tool for finding out the person(s) to whom
to direct bug reports and requests for updates.

- In addition, the name of the author(s) of the subnet or module are included in
square brackets ([1) after tile module or subnet name. This is to point the
maintainer to the "prime source" of information on the module.

B -2
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Directory of ZOG Software and Netware 2

IZOO Software

ZOG Software naturally breeks down into a number of categories. These are
displayed below for ease of selection. Note: The person in charge of each
software module is also responsible for maintaining and updating the
docu~aentation for that software, as well as its ZOG Code net.

1.1 System Software

1.1.1 Basic ZOG system

* UEI

* ZBack

X ZBHIO raz

* ZError

* ZlnitExit

- ZInitOthers

SZIO raz

SZLogin rpl

Wi *ZOG

* ZParse

* ZPolI

*ZSel raz

* ZTrace rpl

x ZUser raz

X ZOOVersion [dim] rpl

* ZVideo

1.1.2 "System Libraries"

1.1 .2.A-BaseLib

1* 1.1.2.B-FsString
.. I .2.C-letefs raz

1..- 1.2 1 •
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Directory of ZOG Software and Netware 3

1.1.2.D NetLib (Contains Subrnet Libraries) =.g

* Netilandi meg

X NetInsert m--,

*NetMakeDel meg

*NetOption meg

*NetPerqCodes meg

*NetStack meg

X NetString meg0

1.1 .2.E-StatsDefs rpl

1.1.2.F-StatsLib rpl

1.1.3 Access to Actions, Agents and Shell Utilities

*ZAction [hrpl

*ZActUtils [hi-pi

*ZAAction ftirp]

* e.~~jtiuri [rpl

*ZDActior [hrp)

*ZEAction [hrp]

*ZFAction [raz] raz

*ZAgent trpl] rpl

*ZXAAgent [rplJ x-pl

*ZXl3Agent [rpl) rpI

*ZShell Mdrs] rpl

*ZXShell [rplJ rpl

1.1.4 Statistics Processing

9 StatsDefs

*StatsLib

B~-4



Di rectory of ZOG Software and Ntar 4

*ZPollSnap

ph * ZPutStats

*ZSnapShot

X ZStats

* 1.1.5 Interface to PERQ Screen

*incDisp [razi i-az

* ZCanvas [dim) i-az

L ~* ZKanvlftils [i-az] raz

* ZDisplay [dim] raz

*ZiUser [dim) raz

*ZiWind [dliu i-az

1.2 Netserver Software

*NetServ [ggr,dim] meg

I: *Z-ccess-Procs [F~gr,dim]l meR

* Net (ggr,diral meg

*ZNet.Procs [ggr,dim] mreg

*ZNetServer [ggr,dilm meeg

*ZOGMSG [dim] meg

*ZOGMSG~efs [dimi rmeg

x ZOGuNetServer iggr~dim] meg

i.3 Editor- Software

1.3.A ZED

* ZCrFram~e i-az

- ZiDsplnc raz

3* ZEDDefs i-az

*Z.EDFram raz
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Directory of ZOO Software and Netware

*ZEdit.raz

*ZEdltem i-az

*ZIEDUtiI raz

1.3.B SLED

* ZBrEd [p.11) rpl

* ZEnvEd [pjl] rpi

* ZEnvUtil [pjIlj rpl

* ZSled [pjl] rpl

-X ZSledUtil [pIl] rpl

1.4 Agent Software

. Ik 1.4.1 ZOO Ut ilities

I.4.1.A-AgArchiv [razi i-az

1.4.1.B-AgCopy [mdf] rpl

1.4.1.C-AgDirectory (i-az] i-az

1.4.1.D A&Find [razi raz

* ~1.4.1.E-AgrIndex fi-az] i-az

1.4.1.F-AgOlcI [tdf] rpl

1.4.1.G-AgPar [psf] rpi

1.4.1 .H-AgPost [indf]

S 1.4.1.I-AgRestore Irazi raz

1.4.1.J-AgSubnet [mdfJ

1.4.1.K-AgSwap [wdf)

1.4.1.L-AgTest rpl

1.4-2 Dual-document

* AgPic [mdfl rpl

* Ag)~oc [rndf]
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Directory of ZOO Software and Netware 6

1.4.3 Programming Environment

1.4.3.A AgCode [roial rpl

* I.4.3.B-AgOps rpl

* 1.4.4 Planning and Evaluation

* 1.4.4.A AgkdjDt (rplJ rpl

I I.4.4.B-.Aglnst [psf] rpl

I.4.4.C-AglnTask [psf] rpl

1.4.4.D-AgTiPian [zndf] rpl

1.4.4.E-AgcUpTask fpsfl rpl

1.4.4.F-AgZPlan lodfi rpl

1.5 Agent Libraries

1.5.A-ArchLib [razi raz

l.S.B-EnvLib [mdf] rpl

I.5.C-Franilib [mdf] i-az

' ~1.5.D-rormLib E~mdf] i-az

I.S.E PlanLib [psf,mdf] rpl

1.S.F.-SelLib [mdf) raz

I.5.0-S.tackLib trazi i-az

K 1.6 Utilities

* * Exercise rpl

- * MakeStub rpl

* * Utility rpl

*1.7 Airplan

X~ AirCoin Ipsf] rmeg

* * AirDefs (psfi meg

X AirLib [psf] meg

.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



Directory of ZOG Software and Netware 
7

*AirOutput tpsfl =40g

Y, ApPagePac [psf3 meg

* ApTestOut [Psfl WOO

* ApFlOver [psf]

I * ApLover [psf1

XE A~ppsFile [psf]

* ApPlover [psf)l

* ApRover [psf I

* ZXAirPlan Irpl]
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Directory of ZOG Software and Netware 8

"2 ZO3 Netware

ZOG Netware also falls into several categories.

2.1 "Core" Subnets

* ZOG

* Help cgg

A GPADS

* Schema cgg

* Slots mdf

2.2 User Guides

These subnets contain the various users and programmers guides for parts
of the ZOG system. Note that the individual agent writers are responsible
for the writing and maintaining of their agent's user's guides. Local Pad
tA points to the agents frame with a list of responsible parties.

2.2.1-Agent Writer's Guide [cgg] cgg

* • 2.2.2-Management Applications User Guide VIM) [mdf] cgg

2.2.3-Pocket Guide [mdfl cgg

2.2.4-Primer [cgg) cgg

2.2.5-ZOO Agents Guide (ZAG) (top level) [psf] cgg

2.2.6 ZOG Maintainer's Guide 6dlm] rpl,cgg

"2.2.7-ZOG User's Guide (ZUG) [eay,rmal cgg
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Directory of ZOG Software and Netware 9

3 Index by Maintainer

*Rob Acksyn

*Paul Fischbeck

*Mark Frost

* Mike Goodside

*Peter Lieu

*Ron Lupish

*Don McCracken

* Hal Powell

tRuss Shoop

36 Bob Ziruermann

B-10



Directory of ZOG Software ard Netware

"fable of Contents
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1.1.2 "System Libraries" 2
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1.5.A ArchLib [raz] raz 6

1.5.B EnvLib Emdf] rpl 6

1.5.C FrarLib [mdf] raz 6

1.5.D FormLib lmdf] raz 6

1.5.E PlanLib (psf,mdfJ rpl 6

1.5.F SelLib [rndfl raz 6

1.5.G StackLib [raz] raz 6

S 1.6 Utilities 6
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In t oJuctign Paie 1

In i Poclkat Cuide Is designed for all users
oribocrd the aUINSON. The guida -11 honeu;ll

rorvde a re=dy refer'rce to bcth the

beg:oner as well no the exoe't 20cgFR. 1;

there s esom I toa th3t LOu would like to see
added. just let ths Mzmnogaent Denartment
know. N;a-. versions of this guide will be
released cs chanrgs come in.

PERU Locations

SAirOo... ....... 7. 7 . . . 03-170-1-C
* Aur0utPut . .. 7 ? . . . 03-170-1-C

* Coo.. .......... 700 . .. 03-84-12-L

SCcAonr. ....... 7494 . . -1? -3-Q

* Canor,0 ....... .. 7009 .. 03-94-12-L

* Cot . .......... 798 ... 03-119-4-0
v Co•ae.......... 269 ... 03-118-3-0

SCv .............. 7009 . - . C3-34-12-L

* tngo ......... ... 73 4 . 2-1qG-O-Q
a Haod .. ......... 7633 ... 2-120-0-L
S[Ido. ......... 7453 01-190-2-0
* nutA..........7807 0-?-0-1-C
a [nI ut3 ........ 78G ? . .. G3-173-1-C

* t .. .......... 791S . C..0 -165-3-0"a o .vO ......... ... 6222 09-159-1-C

Geaw ......... ...731 03-138-2-C
Pars .......... 6412 3-113-0-"

* Reoc .......... 7752 2-181-1-
*Soare ....... .013 . .. 03b44-121

* S o.. ......... ? 6 . . 2-119- -0
* Trn ...... . . .  7949 ... - Z - -
* &vr ......... 7001 ... 0,0-i6 -1-C

. .a ............ .93? . . . 2-204-1-,J
* .elv.......... 32a 9 ... 02-170-1-fl
* Xcde...........?! 2S ... 03-170-1-C
SYrv ............. 998 2-180-2-L
, 2zoo .... .. . C-26 2 - S ~ -

•cnonA s the r:soary orinter
is the -•coidor or:ntar

igTO the Mtster

F\-
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H.t v .GPage 2 1!' to Lie-IN t m.Poge 3

Whe u.ý rrveat ou PEý- sctin 02O PER U. s ot
-a- hveaditictvetfo wndwdisplay. 1if -P a e nter yj ae de o

or ctuiurs:nt hnc~lt h olwn aooobor in the second 2Z;G window, thin type a
croceur:::control "a". This is done by hoid-ne dawn the
14t P0i fbakdsl!:control key ndaceras "".The
l~ ruePER 'eoff blnk ispay:control key is lalbeled -CTRL- and is Incaited

*Turn t:'e PERO en. Push thu aewer switch,. ' the lower- leFt-hand corner of tekryboacra.

lcoatd an th& the fracr~ ap-e of boss unit. This will log-off the previous user.
to the rig',t or ON o05- tion * mOne "Pleaose enter qaour noqe:" appears in

vYo,#shul hear tha fan3 star
t 

and the dslythe seccond window. sieply typs in your
shouljd disoht log10in followed by~ a carriage return. Yaur

shoul liuh 00.login should be the scee as yo-ir FMS3

* The Cancuter tZ;kes0 about two winutes to (federated manogement code). If yaLi do not

boat after b eing t urned C n. ifthe d Isolnyhv nus ordprmetllgi.
hoe not cleared in two cinutea, try
reboni.ing. 'this is done bu Dressina the *The proect, 'Pnsswjc'rd*-. should aopoar.
reb~oot button locoatd on tile rear- of the Sisely type in your Wong. poesword folloied bsy
6L IsL;booar d. a return. I; thi gystoa does not recoenire

either your log-in or yocur password I t will
* Once the macchoe is boated. it should a~ek ouuto try aaing n. Reenter thum Just in

outuacticolly gist tnos correct dote and times. aee you moa J typintj error.

nowever. thr ,aoosit hattit

e1mmziy tvos thorn in using tnc eioa'coi log-in. use the departmental login and
foriot. if the dote is correct but not the contact the Mnongement Decarteerit (ext ?00O31

rtMee, onl-y th4 tier, noed be entered, to got your los-in entered into the stj-3tes.

A Onceste ac nohetedt on tis Once loggud on the systee should dispacy
*~h itcn will thentcl do ito 20d thies. your too franc in thim u.pper wi~ndow aid your

it wllitk bcist p cinut or itwo oftr Thes coil froal; in the lower window. If thn Syste"
displa has~ ocleaore.nuso fe h IS unbbe to find either cilia, z defeult frzame

dispiy ha clered.will ce used.

'. tno PEkO is on, but not in ý
dIf tm's P620 is on and running, but not in

2C5 ( ýfo .ej rare occurranzel. sirntoly tycea
"Zo3" ,il.jouad by a corriymo re~turn. It
ehculd toge aoout ones or two sinutes for
the tyipical 2013 display to oooeor.

C-3



Globql Pcdi Fage 4 Core 2Eo Coa-anda Page s

3h Pod's cooscr ct t0e botto. or every frore. Even though tnars crc Ove- S0 a fierent

ihe• ec tfl sescuted by either tyvi,-: the commca-ds inside a; the 222. thid 20G editcr.

Cirnt letter of t-9 ,crd or by s•lecting t-,ne wtato on' a haondf l o; nsic ccI.:i-ds onI the

with tn: •ius. Wm'e, in the edit a,' sled vodu. Cause it is 93ic' ai tr ecka can reouired

c ditXerent set 91t0 o oo s .j atpir. actarat~ons to -- froa'. To enter the editor.

I sicglýy 3elect the 110001 cad •edit- !hi 5 con

" "d;t . . . run zed. the zag ad, tar be done throj-h tra key oor(ti bi tOO'f'3 -a-. :."

by using the souse to se'Ict the field. Once in

* hlio ... dispola to•P roae of ZOO Users edit the glob-el pods will 
dhange. 

Thi new

i glcbal cods are the bio, Cflnf tht you should

I be familiar with. Likm all other global uads

buck . bOck-P one fro@ on Path I they mao be activated by sithor tvo#rs the

itirt character or sleact'19 the field wto th.

Fr nzt..ieo next optiaon's selection 1 a ,u5 a.

from.
rliI - help ...... ... d,3plc a index hel trcea that

S rgy .. d,3pi M provio~j3 act on-9 1 wl l direct yoj to onl in e ,r-forprtion. Se lect

salection frogs I the edit 9aobal Poo at anytima to return tO

I tne edit cJae on the fromt you Lere editing

too ... dislacy too roae of nat I whe yaou selected "helD".

90to .t.. dIsDlay 3 secific iruesid: sjste I * Quit ........ quit the editor without savinj

prompts ;or frosaid your cnanges.

'l sed . . . run sl44, the slot od.tor * exit ...... .lavo the editor. saving cdl
your changes.

Can .... resote screln dunm to the Conon I

laser Crnter I I insert . . . . c.lao ycu to ti9nrt chirocter3

I To exit thi insert code. hit the "NS" key,

rat d'IPlcy backup stock upper liFt corner of the kPeot'aard or too any

I couso button.

a utl - . d,sacly index to all a3ents and I

utilities ..... .. . deI, to hatever character is
undo,-nmatn zh meursor.

3 dic .-- redsplay current frose n
P xtend ..... put you in the insert code at

- iuSn ... odepny ;ull screen user displcV I the end of whatever iiela the cursor is in.

0.0 . . . save a copy of the Curront fro3e I * Just ..... j.sti #ly the right hand sor3.n

info .

o. whatever ti eld the cursor is in.
J inf .-. OyP) frome informat-in; w rners I

who o'd wae created. etc I - InslteI ... al low ou to odd another itee

b tiks the one the cursor is currently in:

win .... sove to otner window, other window ii oPtion or 1ccol pod.b cc 0, 2 the cwr r ant w, ndo w1

-. cret o. * slte ..- dejots theo entire ;too tiat the

• ., .. doloy zu rtrent ndoy in the : C OUrIOr I1 In: frogs t;t1. froCa test, Cation.

other v.10•c. or local pod.

, X-"ddOpt . old another out Icr oni in 5Ciz cv.

Hit -IS" twice to stop uddang options.

r nxtfr . ... j.ik or Opt-on or . Gcol pod to

c speciiC. olruods created troas.

posit ..... atllow ou to .. ve Option.

local ocds. and ;,rns toe.; rcllw trio

preidats an *i's bottom line.

Fre•t .... . tns cation teject.-c
characterS, eand aenlo I j ca ina zot.oai.
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t!EU Caa,c.-s1 ccc.a e~c i pose 6 a1 d'4~ctaiP2

* ." r CI t: dI~ 3  $~g C t

*d deqleste cH- ters id- udeljat e r"nEor zd

*~~~49u' a' etec SO '!ClIb and adjust sOiroc- betwqen

I ¾f-rd ne,,t octurrerca of string9 * C WdS 4F globo1 Pad froze

ar otayhelp -or zed I ': In~,rt q ,SlC t onr

* insert text J P ,:t -f~i fr73e text

* .stdfv orý 'tat K ~
k.I~: tciji to *x-: delete text to '"Ys L: Coal tiI CLursor to frflme text

a Ponition cursordto baginn~ig of Itemo

"a *t X.rc to m dlete text to "x *UN:
rinsert ntew text

a me ed ifs next froce of selection,
aP

* a'codi~ pi'tcn O itm U : Ot Rel destroying 0,l choncee e*Ga

a R: -*piece 'tee; delete ordirj .

-- ' 0 aJr ttRe oe i o nga Lnvo ng eA an St; 2earCh to $election chu;roctmr- z"
chai-cottrs T:

Ix -5 'aeoc to '.O. c.s it~on CursOr to 9 S
'ext ccc.re-- cc x"

* .-ons.oose next two c¶-orclcteors- a O t: ccnerewmo,,t ooj u.o

* n,ort tchzte at ,c cinse ta eand 0; b.ord X: ON onted s el ectios add Option or joco

r . 3 S.,t tee e'toam .; kzog :Cc; 63Z2~3po

x a xtd tee .xt , teM d I Roel -.1 ;ra00ex7 *nr, on s tr~n

* sodu eel a%-or.n corc:utar &C select-a near1 . oantentsl o orle'ccj o~

movc forwo, ý one wor-d

0Cc6 Zdzu:ward one wora

* undert-.- I ColOco frcnie



e o-'e oei tiz3~ -. zt run, mtodi ao; Taesoi Plc-i5p ? 
t
hqne Qoroi., '-3 z bee, z-ig ned to ~o~e

,J ':n ,zo re c ut-, -ý -seants ore used to i fliese ore t'C agent5 that Cr, used to create
cte:,.: the d.sl.,y - ý S~eet anid the Cat'!rg I the various vIrna used around the ship like

a'ds'- c, CheaI ,dlst. ;l 
3

s mtuoa ar s Ia)i ae to .cur, I the dily~l Cren Sh-eet.
=-a Q--i U~tiens zo'a up. aný onlin-e guide isI

;o~l~1e~ r scabcagent . Thease guides can be I aAgAdjOate . .. sadify etort/due doats fo'
* c con the =aent rivronmeant .rcee. under the socci? c task trim

' G - Side local cc!...gS ancreate a generic to.5 trio

I Seilect ma thIs laent: rll cge-its cen be fromfft c ease fric toek tres
iccocec cq selecting the g"lobal cod "util".
Tfli s..'ili ploco tme 20.4l froso in the ot:'Sr a A9Ingt ... .. ...create a so;ciejc task tris
uirdow . Ey %aeiitti?' the- first aot;on. a menu Ifrom a generic task trees
3.snc. ing the vcr:ofl tic:es a4 ogents wl
cncect S-iect the des~rad categor,, The neit I - AgInTask . .. . I n iti-al izen a epaei 

4 i1c to,'w
frece willý list ¶rnmc~o c~oentt. Select tna tree
=esiread agent. Thes etuironesent framea will
0008cr. .aAgTPjon. .create a 1rtaroccoP plan froi

speci IF-c task tree
s Tag Environment Frzce: Every ogont neaets toI

bs g i%*L.- cer toain sj -ce nce ou fore ait con bae AgUpTask . ... uocootes s tatus and effart
T: ran Y ahv to stell the agent where it Ifields far soec ifl task tree

*sh=.-i start, where It should go. and whot i t I
* shoul d do. A epe'o, ;,one, toe envirornsnt I aAgZPln . .... create a on-line clan from

; role. has been designed to co ju~st that. Cill I specific task tree
t-e information the:t en agent needs is an the Ctu

any roneenrt frose.- I HardcaayOupu

x F I -ng in toe Enirciment Frmees I These oaent. con be ueed to create 'ia'dJ~acy

:'v! .......'tt~e;' 4ii.e# ili in SLIO, docuaentotson ofi;,our on line 200 froses. oi-.

t-at is deis Ignesd t):: aso m ecc. ia , jtcs2 t o use a. a Ag~oc..........ou toaut de aot h -f irst doc u-aen t
-o 0 s* SLED. select toe global podciieled' by i rom tree of lrcase
either tyctnq ýs a' sling the iwause. NextI

* odec: towd cotian oat tie enivironeeifrt ;roest a AgPic .. .. .. ....utput a picture format of
you ..cnt tc fill in. Tn)iu oco be dare b~j a 200 frose

* o~tner t-jping tra ssilsc-iao criorcster o!
ý:e,,cting thSOp.ion a-Iththeesouse. The i C fGi~t 1litee a
=Jitcr will automajat icli po:zce the cursor inI

r I c 'rct ;csi j toun o~ proept on I Theje Gaents do clot oi the law levetl chores
-4tic t to l a Inea to r. Io , n film) in t he I to make net building juicucer and easier,N slo1:; SQectee tI aroept vi.appear i h

ut;t1"er~ wInmdoi - InI t hIie camea .jjt select the a Agoaw . .. .. ... cofoes a tree of fratem
I. ass red answer. Orce all the actions haveI

Do A a 1 'lio ;n. team 6"i to emit SL E3 a AgFind.... ....soorob for keywords or
changeis in Z00 emabnmts

- * rý,ezut -n tnie Age-t: After you are acnme
:n LED) zma have erited the editor, i t -5 v Agll1k~eccnd .. Conuar that the secondary

ti*a ta run tim egoe!- Select the lacal ccd CO~ty of a riot IV oascliltc
(. xu:ute' - Ini2 cc' be done witni either -ocuss
0"kTorr . e cge't -11mi 'st you know mýhot it Ii . Pgor..........ae ; Lies thea parent and too)

2 Oifl9 tA c53c~tjmfl ,naor.ution an tre botto'......................ode for a tree
-'a .t .IL ;i* - naw =f cry zr:obleos .: -%o,

* -. ._rereo Zt2 -.- .rrie5 i 003 jOckiO at. . a LsLde.u a an Inaom o euubnegte
ft. -i1 atU oOnd wiaj soer j n

tm .. ,tr ; iaAgrehir.- - rchiva tin to a flaoy a

Agkestoro a retore ;r3- -j 'jcovy a
sen. ej if fruT 3 ,

03 PSi-ca cs "n orsýr-tnc
rcriomcl-ent of a st-in2
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PEP:; t.P.. ej Frcast PCga 11

SPER.- "t ii a~OOCZ!, wthr.r r Qirlndsxl AirPjan roases.

zc: ýtqelt. T;hgad can Us founJ ;w Tel acting9 the

G!CnQI OZ'd. 111l. .,is wil solay the IGC;l - CjGlaoblt ... the S0Th

;rliin the otre~ window. Noew select the third

opt'0. a 3.- U't)! Ut 11t4,~ Th.s wil . * Iiaes ShipesSpotss "at

'.5c'Ih c c f roasa riC n lit! tiai the utili ties
ova, Ioloe. Select the c-ia you wont to use. CiJPlon'---------- .the Shi-,s Plans1

* d :racitc -y. ... dieticyz conteants of currorit .CBS.. .. .. ....Index of cli st-br.:ts

diM retr ..ll... .. ....Index to oIlI mo.Ilboxes

K -oti ... .... ...... chureae current path 'p-cept~
I *Shiplnfal .. . . Online Jonm~t Figh1ting Ships

*a s. .. .. .. . .... se search path list
Epr',ptsj I .L .o.lu.----------L~opang Ele~ciatar frames

* icur. .. . . . . . ..... mrt the Z'LýVy dm.S& ZG~i...... .. .. .. Agents andi Utilites.

*discount . . .. dssojrPt thdl~g

*tyze... .. .... t._c,; file to the ecrnen
Carotcts] I Usrir Guidjes

*or 1nt.... .. .. . . .ornt file Cii acann pri.nter Asa20 jnt Users Cu-ea: How to use each 2CC
(eraprJI agent (frame ASOudal;

-eaz......reraces fileEs) tarmots] I 2G flran3aeemnt Users Guide: Ha. to do SO'RM
I plarnnin3 (frame rjucn

* ocyf:.~z Zrcno: *2,- Pocket Guide: This gQu d; a aj-Ck & dirty

* ea........ C, 4atea f -la ( 3ip (r:at t. I manual (Uncut New'-ocl)

A ~* E'~Pi-mr '-hort and sor 'La untroducti,o

A ito 2CG (fro,:i Primieriil

* Eý Tutorial: How to b:arr' about ?CG

I If rate Tutorl)

2 OG U%.ri Du~de; H'O to USA ZOG and 2EC;
czmciete ronual (fresm Eu3:J,
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how to Cranie c Suanet. Page 12 oil S';;2te aQpage 11S

It is .. oortont to keso p.j~ntsm3 from gettlr.3 to
beq o~o-awidia I e m" 3u s-'e Nr" 8Of a pi alc~o~ soil Ssgte' ýo ha )so uS dued to F05.

4 bnmat ia 33001 frcsles howe.'ae - f you find il, I pim-cry urers hove tnor own1 mallboxes.

yorŽ th rats cz=cOocir 9 101 hoes, it -:ycr.e can tend ra:j, tot only those with

tn,nr 4: tim to stcrt bloeav-ng t %do'f rintoa -ic.Iboxes con, receive -t IC you wou-ld Ilike to

5r utmts. Ot.- ub'e shu I ov it, - r'nve ri mailbox ccli thea Manosement GOearzeent

ot-: thiee, rr -eo. lu crecte c subset (I0) Iin Odd~'oi to the cersonol Mailboxes3.
lit.os Q~ced-Sthere in, c B8oord miiio for genaral

sinoi falowthos grcedjel rinounoeeeants obout thek systsa. and a Gripe

G o t's "231 rcos: Seject ".i5 " util mailbox. where users con cost their caxolamnts

sloc~c aed witr the mouse or t,oe w.". This and comments obaut then 205 system.
will1 a-at the 2r121 frame in the other w Indow .Hotosn l

z Sm iact th~e "Cren te a ne ameucne l ocal Dod:

%eotthis local ood1 with mensue t.10Or t90e9 The -11cili" frcne: A11 soil is sent

"V n hekeoad.starti.ng from, frase ;a ,I I. I f you hove0 your
on the kboo~d. own &aoilIbox . i t sgh-.ulJ occeafr i n the 'lciuer

a AnartheproP-3ord u 11 da " r ose20C window whon y~u ¼9 on. Cn c,1l cersanal

Th. Sslstee will csk a series of promats. miIfaatslcQ-d.Sn

Enter thin name of thes zu~mat gou wont to points to fr-,me nicil. 
T

old M o.l framea has

create. TF you des'ee any soecil c ihbtal"ost llelbes

capitolization. eitter it ncw- Numeric Mailboxes noses1 ror based uo;on Federated

ainorcaters are not peretitteo in an :Libnmt none. Management System CFMS) codes. therefore

It will prompt yaw ;=r a 'C' frame. For eas all ceople with mailboxes iýarkinq in the

usea the default frame. 2COZ. will be Reactor Departmlent can be found under 'R'.

copoooriate. If i,au cre dair'3 a tcsk tree.
Ithen instead o; AU'. typo im (cochins C rafting a messagmi Selec-t the mailbag

-s thepromptli.you wont, Tou will next be praomteid to set

r~cee-3c*wfram Mtm orzuerinow btax th omte frame protection. if yoau wonlt your meceage

zopcq "3 u frame C# irne ttne codeu 6at to hove limited acces so that only yo, c:%d

nosetir. Tfcuwl 5i ýdthe miat coecda the person you =ar sendini it to can either

Scthisa tise. make crly oditn, cnorigef your read it or writs on it. tean tyjpe %m. else

Hi hit a carriage return.

aRetur~n to the 2A"ice fter the * ocolotin!o the meesoagmi After a fen
S i C.,c ay W- a ,e-------- a a ".o~ n ies~~ r)p p g .-rt,,s ad eq or mnd ret -n to tnes" frame ow Sllaleay isin thin.~a e ed~ it ;ds.er Youn

p- ufli'3in-ic "uti" goaIl cd cm before. wl led mi h dtmd.Sml
us-sins"Ut.- 50bahit "x- to pomit ion thre c-armor and go untoý

loo ii d* the input amode. All ZZO causoande apoly. Tnam
5- e~xct the "Create o me~ "' first 2U characters of the subject lin.

*.icue hefist rae i:ai'ne nt .> will iom used am the message title.

* rs - r the prc zt an d .ci r0 a niot h ro-e a Transmitting the mess ag ei Aft e~r you hove
,rj~e m th c S w'lts to1 cote! .o fsutrt Lr;0;;nished composing the smessioge select

7oss7: aucom iu wi'on to use0i t.s s<utnom '~Transiit". This will cloos on oction on
.rc' astho.ros t c~~ s .,st i athe receiver's mailbox caonting1 to your

c-rý'cl e et!% .rZace'orc~pteso ins' ni~t essge. It will automati-cally tuemetasm

svO3' .t ccci a~' bein .,Il be retirned to) the no.1 fame

How to delete null

a [elete one .re-inge at a tise: On yaur
personal soil frame, select "Dealete no.-V.
You will as porncteti as to whuc~i optir. yo,;
would luk deleted. The rcoual meesoso
f-ame will oaaour ni t!h otresr wimauuaw am
verification. .-no, program .il, repeiat cs
often or you like. Wihen come. the orogroas
w-11 aster to rafausa jour earl frajea.

del ate allI your mesbj~ageu On your
aersauio1 -uij frc!se. selta: jealets i
tlao -I> hi wj adejlea t-sZ'y 

4
rcee in uaur

nail subne'. Co this i:rnpj ; there are :,D
'3eqsOeose tnaot you wu~s's to Sava. BE
CiRETU;i ii
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ExP3s1. z:.LT .. Page 14 ;yO~aTS OnLY ... Page 15

How to clear unattached fra&me, (loatern) fram ho, to Make a EgFroee
a cueost "I.agramees ore fromst thut toys up both windows.

OUling the construction Phase cf a complcoted T,,ough they may seem to be extremal qseful.
tree. traze5 often get cut free ;ros the muan trey tLst not be used too freaay. It is
bodl after theq become suocrceced. Pfter the roortcnt riot to hove too much inforaot:on an a
tree has hben completed, the creator ecy wun t Froe. If ;eosible, several loysrs a; regular

* to erass all these floating rnice. There ia no z , ; rames shou -J be esolouyad
d~reac way to do this. However. itill2ing the I
COP9 a0ent, it can b3 done. Enter "8igFraem" in the from! expansion area

C;oy th5 good subnet to a dumsy subnet: a While in edit type 'T" to enter the ;rate
See:t the 'util" ylbool pod to disploa the expansion areo. Copitolrzation is important.
2351 : -oe in the other window. Seoeet the
first oation. "Use ?G" rgxnt<". On the next u Tsoe "I" to go into on insert mode.
frose select the fourth option. "Use 0GG
U-l 1tics". Trim cons agant s the second I Type "8igroaee', capitalization is
Option. Fi1l the environment re-reo into that I importont.
"the subnst that Is to be clmcneu i, cored
into a tooorarg or dusmy oubnit, his damma m Hit the INS kew to eint the input muds.
subnst sust nlreody be created.

I Hit the INS key ogo.n to return to the

Oelete the good subnet: Once the cooy agent normal frome.
"has finished and you havy veri=,ed that the
entire tree has been saely cooied. delete ntr the BrgFroms global pod set"the original subnot by typing a control "d'.
followed by on x-, followed by a corr,age * Lhie In edit, type "G" to chonru the
r"return. It wil nexs orcpt ;or c subnet name. global pad set.
"T..T, -ill per.onently dejlete al froest by
1 "thd :rO freae for a subnmt. T-e ubrnet a The machine will proeot for an entry.

Am ccný h= n-nrc-i,,.,5 Tu~s "C~tad.L Thi. L!,11 ta- ct!
"-i re. the Aoabol rooi tha.t will appear in

".Crcc the dunn• sutnet back to the 9oad line 48 vice line 24.
tuorat: SisDjy uae the ccan agent ajoan to
"copy tne duaes tree bcck to the origrnao Socilo ror es:
"""in•t. ce�C this s finished celets the
iumej e-rnet. It shold b. noted that on4 U Once gou hove made these two chanrgs cnd

c-in: org iroa otinr f;rogR in other subnetyi want to sem the froan in the exponaed mode.
ntc Speci;fi froame in this Aubntt soy rot you wil hove to exit the editor. The frome

match an-4 ore The ;roses will most 1,ke:y j'lI still appear rsgulor until gou leave
hois new 4roan-id3. the ircns and come boor to the frnme.

aThe "parent" and lto" 130 pads .ill
hove to be moved.

C-9
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EXPERTS CNLT ... Pa. 16

Ho. to Build SLEC Fromaj

Hew to build Slat fra.,s: Se a iaxeSlotn
;or ;' index of alreody ao,.lt slat fromes.

slot irOan hs5 five o•ticrs. Thnsa options are:

- Ne... ..... the name of the slot *oy be

entered, however It is nut required.

v Type: ..... aoni of the following tupes
must be entered: PStrims. Toggle, Case.
Booleon. Fraseid. Subnat. Slot. Intrqer.
Real. Character. Dote. User. Time. When the
user inputs a slot value. the editor will
do error chsqcin3 to injure that the entry
agrees with thie type field.

* Default ... this entry will copeor inside
"[I' oater the oreopt line. If t.en tyoc is
"Frceeid" thun a "/^ wi1l use the froaeid
froe t;ne other window. If the tvpe is
"Dote" then a ".' will use the current dote.

e Prompt .... there ore two tyols of
Prompt&. If thare is a menu froie from
.hen the user shnuld pick an slot value,
link thct frame directly froc this option.
Else enter a string that will aide the user
in filling *n the slot.

* Help ...... Is not currentlW impeliented.

How to connect Slot fromes: blot frome, ore

cI, the noreol "'extte murer. 
T
a uolIc a

slat fran. while in the rorecl. non-edit eade,
hit the "INS" kaj ;ollowed by the selction
cortaocter of tne Cation you wish to hove the
hioden slat from'. The tyaoa prompte far too
dOwn fra;e orhotion will apear. A-nwer thes
occordingly. Once the fro@e .s created, the
cc,-acter that follows the ewloataon charocter
.D cn unl;nkea iroae will not disappear since
the frese is linkad only threugh the expansion
0,40.

Hew choneo slot froaeI: To chon" e the
niddcpn ' rk to a slot fro-e. so :nto the edit
Mofn an env;raleont frame. Ss1sict the slat unove

cc uau ws, to eod.,y with either the rouse
ýrr** key!. Tyos b"y to enter the coition
eu;o.si~on o'aa. There should be a line
'Fraoa!d: <;I`o16id> In 'th13 ecasrisn arao.

TI-iL (fra i 3) i the old hir(- Revlýce wit;-

t-3 tromeid : :hi -i ew slot ZEiD'J edit
cau-o'c3. Typ-e ':' to exit the option excGnrilon
cr eo.
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ZOG Users Meeting ZOG Users Group-

-..J Zog Users Group-

Periodic meetings are a great idea. During tc -mc- 's ,c•tng, several good ideas

-were exchanged. In general, users want to continue to get together at regular

intervais to discuss new ideas and problems.

2 Executive Cfficer-

We have spend a considerable amount of time building depth into the SORM. Now

it is time to concentrate on the lateral ccnstr,,ction of the nets, i.e.,

ra-her than working on the "Depth First" appraoch, it is time to fill in the

top levels of the SORM and wcrk on a "Top Down" design. He would like to see

us institutionalize our planning schema using the "True ZOG users" and

inspire the other departmenm heads to get involved.

3 AIMI) Office, -

Wiould like to be able to create plans for -roups of accomplishers, i.e., he

wants to be able to create a single plan that includes all his Division

Officers' tasks.

Answer: LCDR Shoop - The capability to create multipl'e plans

and plans sorted by accomplishers and multiple accomplishei-s will be

available in Version 19.1 This includes the capability to create plans

involving mul,.iple accomplishers.

4 Senior M.edical Officer-

Had trouble wi'. creating documentis from subnets. FPz finds it necessary to

manually edit the documerL cutside of ZOG and ciean up the indentations. Also

rioted the "busy 'umbering" sy:.tem at th. begin g of each option.

Answer: LCDR Shoop Pepper editor should riot be necessary in creating nice
D-i.



documents from subnets. This can be accomplished by using Scribe. Version

19.1 has features that itimize leaf nodes with an ", thereby eliminating

the nu;,bers from the leaf nodes.

5 Senior Chaplain-

It is very frustrating to try and ar-cess other machine's subnets when they

are down or not in ZOO. Aiso, the Perc, seems to freeze while its inside ZOG.

It sometimes requires actions from the Management Depart,.w.mnt to fix tne

problem.

Answer: LCDR Shoop - There exists a problem at a very low level in

the software of the PERQ that causes our Ethernet/Memory swapin- errors.

There is a plan to try and get Three Rivers to help us solve that problem.

6 Strike Operations-

Would like to be able to create Green Sheets without having to mani"ally edit

oLit uinrie1.,td . hp ahleP to include Denartment subnets in the nlan

but only those options related to tihe Green Sheet. Answer: LCDR Shoop -- The

present plan is to implement n. agent that will sort by accoinplishers, i.e.. a

plan created from all those frames whose ACWAPLISIIER: field includes a [GS).

This us(, of 'I * ] is a standardized method of identifying accomplishers.

Examples include: (ZZCO] [IMLX)0 [IXID*] where the "-" is a wild card. Version

19.1 will incluje this feature.

7 AIM) Officer/Executive Officer�

Would like plans to contain only one instance of a task if it occurs daily.

I.E. Eight Oclock reports happen every day and Six day Plans are sometimes

appear cluttered with six instances of it. l~e would like to see:

Task Dayl Day2 Day3 Day4 Day5 Day6

8 O'Clock 1801, 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800
Reports -1900 -1_jo -1900 -1900 -1900 -1900

An.Srl 1CDR Fihcop - f otirn Nonm to bn nice if yow hcd only Ia ,mR
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number of tasks included in a Plan. But when you have uiany tasks on a single

day, you may want them sorted by time, to be able to read properly, and find

conflicts in schedules. Suggest the user inake one or two day Plans, lile the

Green Sheet.

8 Nol" from the PERQ CZAR

Plans will be institutionalized hcre in the near future. The intent is to

have the Data Base Administrator (me) and the Commanding Officer review the

Evolutions for a given period and build the top level of the Ships Specific

Task Net and using these new Planning agents to create all HOD's Plans from

running this agent on that net. This r.eans a cooperative effort from the

Strike Operations Officar for the Green Sheet, as well as the lHODs. It .JII

ultimately take the detail of creating the Plans and make Managemc-,t

Lepartmcnt responsible for their creation and distribution. Whether they are

on line plans linked to the Organizational Net, or hard copy plans

•i* distributceJ manually.

D-3
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k'ol.I Issue I

1. ZOG Enhancements

1.1 Electronic Mail

Electronic Mail is ncw availible on all PEPQ-S! When you log in to ZO(, with
Version 20.1 you will observe that the bottom ZOG frame initially presented
is your PERQ mail frame. The latest mail sent to you is immediately visible
on your mail frame in the form of options. Older rr.iil (i.e. mono than 9
options) is pushed down and is available via the "Old Mail" Local Pad.

Add'tional Local Pads are available for: Sending Mail to other PER'%s,
Sending Mail to a gene-al Pulietin Board ('or all users), Sending oiail to a
spoecial Gripe ý,ubnet (for user encountered ZOG problem~s) for MGlO Acti~n,
Readins the lBuilctin board and Re. ling the Gripe jubnet.

You can review the Guide documentation for 1Kail by selecting '11" belGc,; or-
by selecting thj local pad "M" on your- PENO mail frame.

1.1,M Guide for- M_`11

1.2 Additionvil ZCG Actions

Some add.ticnal Extended ZOG Function~s (ZOO Actions) are now availahic in
ZOG.(' e Z%.'I. option 2 crgoto Z007). All the old ZOO Actions r-err.7n

- * unchai.-ed. The following NEW11 Actions have been -added:

* ~ .'ince Subret Allows complete sLubnets to Le read, wirite or UNprovtec~d

Protect ion:

* Aid Frame Ownc~r: Al lows the Fr-ame Owner to add C0-Ow'ners

Noe he .. Wýrite zLfi' ;,nd "Red zbh" ;%ctiorns hav:bnadetohi

section and rei-coved fi-'c.a the top fr'ame, ZOGI.

1.3 Additional PERQ Ut;:Iitie-s

Under ')0 Version 20.1 additioniJ PFRQ Utilities have been inccrtpcrlted.
(See ZOGI, option 3 cr otZO4)Thsuiliealouw for simple fil
manipulation that is normally accomplished in t!,e PENQ Shell. 1> incilug

* these utilities i~i 'ZOO thie occc-sional necessity to leave ZOO for file
man~ipulation in the Shell has been celiminit-1-d. Definitions of the new 1IERQ
Utilities are listeu' below;

Directo-y: Displays the contents of the current I'ERQ file directory P~at:
Changes the Directory Path to 7 new path Type-: Type a file. from thc- current
directory to thie sceren Mount: Mount a floppy disk as an Fdditionain! I:
file p,-rtition Disblount: Dismount a floppy disk fromn Lhc l1E1ZO filo
partit ion~ Rename: Rename a file in the cur-rent PERO, file directcry Co---:
Copy a file to aP~w file in the urn ROfldreoyDlt:iole
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a file in the '-urrcn~t PERO f ilI directory

Set Sýeai-ch znd the Print fun-ction are the san~e as before

1.4 Automatic Los-Off Feature

* The ' utornatic Log-Off Feature has been incorporaied int~o z*.OG Ver:Aon 0.
This n~ew eintancement allows for unattended terminals to he a1!(Ttr :c-a.1v

* logged-off iif the terminal has not Leen active iii 7.(Y6 for t~wo stitistics;
gathering sessions (approxinciel 21mnts.Ag rcice t~o oct into
is alw.r,'s logging out of ZOG when you have terminated a .TOGgirg session
(control-"c"). By doing this the PERQ w iIl runa i n i n Z, 3, but co.1ers w Ill
not have access to ycur subncets as they are r-aquired to log-in with their
own ID and password.

2. AGENT News

2.1 Generic S~bnet Creation (AgGenr)

AgGenr creF-t-is a gerncric subnet fr-om a specific~ swinct. It is 1-.eful for
preseirving specific subnets in a form that allows the subnet to he r~.useJl
at a later tirc wit'; different dates and tiffes. When you initially ci-eate a
specific subrict Uti~i~e AgGenr to create a copy of the subnet in a gen~ric

form or strage 'nd fture use. When you desire to use the. p-ri~ia
subnet for a difftnea~t event all that is necessary is tLhe in--tantiaticn of'
the generic subnet !Iich creaLes a cop;' of the larticular siibncet in a

`pC11fiC for.1 WIth Lites and tijr-ýS Th~at yV Uaeet~e {o~~-
* Aglnst.

Notle that the generic subnet that is U%3~ted by runnig A-gCnr i-jill r ~'Iec'
date -.nd timpes in "T" + or - hours an:d mir-It~er. "T" tii,,e niormally is tihe

- -. target time that the event is to st?.rt or is 6.e. Minus ( n")rormiaily
indicates eveots that occur prior to "T" tima and Pius ("g)irdkt('S
events that occu- after "T' time.

Ag~enr is lecc:-ted wvith the 7(-G Plann~irl. Ant(ZO, pto h; Z002
option 1 then ZOG3 opt ion 7 "Create Gencric Task TrcY'" or goto A-OeIr'2.)

*2.2) Multiple Plans (AgTPlan)

*-Multiple Plans can now 1:3 prcodutced from cne e.,ccutiu..i cf A.,_Plan.'A.1 that
is racessarv is to enisure that the "ACCOIMlLULhEý:" slot on your bie

the r -per cr,!e(s) for a particu'lar accoaiplishels). i

bracke-.s (i.e. IMGTO] lIYXOI etc.).

If *olultidle plans &;'e desired si'ply Soto fr_.:ne "Av1l'Hn13" and create a
list ofe accomlishers using the proper F11S cc,*..-. AgTi-ian will th2;i crc;.1, -plani for evey; ac'-,mplisIher listed annd place the plns in irxdividual files.
Thsa file namze, havý the convent ion: "CODEDate. Plan". (i.e. MLI.u~3

Phan).

To print a pirticular plan LsC the ZOG Print Action 'i-ýth the filc,. nan..
(Note: thL filc, n__e will appi,3r in theý User !)ispikv~).

D-6
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The small amount of overheadl inv-.ived in archiving critical fd~car, pay
-- off in a big way should the unexpý,ctcd happen!

Note: The Mana,,crient Department r.lutincly Archives all subnets of f eachi
PERO on a weekly basis and archives a change file for each nuichinc daily (i.
e. only ch.- es to subnets are backedup daily). This allows reconstruction
ofl files shuuld a problem develop with the hard disk. Files areý only
maint~ained for a tuo week period and then must be reused. Althoul,o~ the
Management Depa,-tment backups arc available, kcepir- your own backups is a
good idea especially for critical frames or subnets.

AgRelotore is locateu with the ZOO Utilities (ZOGI~optioa~l ZOG2,option4l then
ZOG6,nrptionb "KPStore Archi va..).

2.7 M.ake Seccnidar y Backups (AgMk(Secorid)

This agent will create sc~condary backup frames for Lsubnet !hat hazs been
designated to have a Secondary. It is uised to create secondary franv's that
have not been created during an editi,-g session due to the un~va !3b: ity
of the secondary machine (i.e.,tho secondary PERO) was not in Z03). UL.lize
this agent to ensure all pertinent backups have Lbeon created.

Ag1,kr_-econd is located with th., ZG(X Utilities (ZOG'I, option I then ZLCý,2,
opt on 4 and th-3n ZQCGO, opt ion 8 "Make Sccondary Bickups" or goto

* ~Agl~kSeconM2.

-3. Software Issues

With the coming of ZO(O Version 20.1 there also comes some PERQ Operati~ig
System modifications _D fix solae ofý the "system" problems, we havw biý,cn
encounteri ng. Spec i. icalIly the "Frozen KeyBoard an'd the I i-. erriot s dL! -i ng
Swapping" p~-oble;.,s have been resolved. V,:at -chis mc~ar.s to the ujseýr is that
system reliability has been improved and fever ,.,stern hang ups will 00
experitonced.

4. Hardware Issue-,

The Mar igement DepartmrEnt R&D sectioni is precently v.-,itinv on a nl,-ir to 'hard
wire" ail the PER~cs to the "on" posit ion. This will altow the '~IQ toccT3
back on immnedia.tely after a power faiilure et~c. anda reinitialiZe directly into
ZOG.

The E-10 is presently working on a modification to all Ethernet boa!-,-! to
eliminate the transmission of "Lung, Packeis" (Long, Messz.ges sent PiTSQ to
PERQ). This will reduce the collision of information on the Ezher,1 zt and make
PERQ access mor-a r;aliable.

5. 2CCý Training

* Assistence and training, is always available on a p.ýrsonal basis f:-~n
* Ma~gt:,nent Departmpent pesne.Plaecl 7009 f.or assistenc-, cr to ralke

an appo intment. Additionally the following 70G training classes t .Thoduled
p _for- the Month (1 A,.gust: CLASS DATI:/TIME LCCATION ZOOG Begi nners 10 AU1G

* - -93/O-0`00 Conference R&_'m 13 AUG 82/013-0900 cenfcrence Room

ID-
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Ag7Plan is located :.Iith the .1OO Planring .'ernts (7001, option I then 7002,
*option I and then ZOG3, optioni "Cre;ate lla~cý'cpy plan" or Coto AgGertr2).

2.3 String Ruplacemient (Agslvap)

AgSý.-ap will go th~.r~uh a tre- of frames and replace all instance- of o;na
specified string with another.

--his agent is located with the ZOO Utilites (7001, option I th.:n ZCJ2,
option 4 and then -7OO'5, option 6 "Global Strin& replacement withir tree- of
frames" or Lto Ag~wzip2).

2.4 Fina a Str ing (Agi i r'id)

Although i- is easy to move around in ZOO's suibnets trying to find a
particular' fne or set of frarness is often very !lmo-consuming. To make
this task er!sier, AgFind was devw;oped. AgFind autom-atically searches

*through any. subniet to locate a spre-cific 'Set of frames of interest to yC.i.

Sometýimes, you might want to look for all frames dealing .with a specific
area of interest, such as frames corncerned with using the ZOO editor, ZED,
Or, more commnonly, ý,uu i.ight wish to scar. tnrough al, fram~es in p~ar icular
subnet which have. becn modifif-d since the last tinie you looked ti-rough that
-subnet.. Maybe, you are particularly ir'-ýerested only in thost frames
modified by a particular person. Arin isU Lteto 'ic nbe Out
perform these searches through the net.

Arvnd is located with the &ZO0 Utility Agents (7001, opt~ioril theýn ZCT2,
a 4 trien ZOG6, option I "Search frames; find rz-:ent charges" or goto

iie Subnets to Off line Storage (AcArchive)

alsoill copy ý-:bnets frum any PERQ onto a floppy disk on your PERQ.
AI soallcev you to re-read those sitnett xhich have L-en placed onto

afloppy destoye may. bertree; n aiG.whc

Thus, frames which are valuable may be stored out of h~rm's ujay; f-rries

no oncr ari tohn-a ~iyour disk neled not be P:ýrmanentlw deleted.

Ag~rhiv islocated with the ZOO Utility Agents (ZOGI, option I t'len Z002,
opt~on 4 then Z006, option 5 "Archiv,ý Frames to floppy disk" or gotoo
Ag~Xrch i ve2) .

2.6 Restore Arck-ive Frames from floppy disk

* ~A:Restore perform th:- reverse of AgArchive; It r'elczd's archive!d i'r~mes or
subnets; from the flcppy disk to the hard disk. 1-hir. allows the user t-.
restore framies or subnets thait have been mistake:nly dama.,,,d or destroyed.
'it should be noted that you can't restore frames. or subnets thzi laven' t
baee,' a-chiv.,d! In o~ther words it is gnlod practico t,- s,.ore ba~''copies of

*critical frames or' subri:ýts offline (i.e. Arciiv'ý the f kles to a flnrpy).
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ZOG Advanced 13 AUG 53, S-1000) Conference Room 20 AUG 83/08-1000 ConfOrence

Room

6. ZOO Customer Service

The Management Department has establish-ed a ZOG Customur Service Center. The
ZCSC will be responsible for ensurtng th- LOG, users receive fast efficient
service concerning trouble/prob'..m calls and user •t•sistance requests.

To assist the ZC.WZ in resolving 'h- problQ;ms that arise concerning Coe r'Q
a;,d/or ZOG a ZOG Service Request (ZSR) and ZSR Tracking Syste-m has been
inplemented by the Managemenz Department. Thi s will allow for the fcrmu.
tracking of not only problems, but of requests for system enlhancements.

For assistance in any area concerning ZO or the PIERQ minicomputer system,
please call J-7009.

7. ZOGs Cerrner

Welcome to ZOjs Corner! For each issue of the ZOG Users Group News I will add
seze conm'-nts, pointers or just general tid bits of information ti-_t all good
ZOGGERs sK.'uld know. This issUe I present a few -;ointers cFn how to 'rouble
shoot yo'r PERQ if thin~s aren't working right.
if you a'e in L ,'4, .o.in oor ". -tiJnets and the csysteu

freezes on VOU (i.e., the cursor will not respond to the mouse and Utý: global
tS pads do no, fur;:tior,) don't curse ca.d go lookr.g for a big hairmer to fix the

FFRQ. Simply reboot tlhe system by ij.rssing the small Lijtto;n on the bark of
the PEF'4. After about a minute (,r so) the PERQ w:ill reinitiaiize and ask you
to login. Eniter your BD and p,.ssword (each followed by ta carriage return) You
Will then see a prompt cursor. Just type "702" and a carriage return. Z.I;
wil' no. reinit::lize tahout 20 secondt) and you are all set to gto! Wasan't
tl.at easy?

i should note at this point that w'e have implemented some ch-.ri-,n,m to the P•RU
Operatiri, Systen sent by O.U and 3t1CC and thus wi ll cxpieriece fcwxr system
freezes and c(,r.scqwnt'y improved system relit.ility!

7.> More Info

How about riouxe problems? No... Chee:Ž is not the aný.-r ror is thrtw-lng
the poor little critter on the floor and giving it a c'ose up ':Ic of the
underside of you;r shoe! Inszead 1 wo.ild supgest 'zou check all the plu'-s on
the bi• pad (3 to~ai- l in frc-t and 2 in uack) for a snug fit. If this

does not solve the rroblem then. -y t!,:. bit pnd reset button on the right
side of the bit pat. This reinitalizes the paJ.

Should your troubles persist aft.tr all this ... Wcll its still 10tL tine to
pu.•. the mouse o, resolve to using the bit pad as a base for thc, ccfee
mess. Just try rebooting the system as I descrbed iJr the prevluus irame,
Oftenl lust reinitallzee ("boot;.io" as they say in the copute- u:., Id)
cures this kind of problem (i.e the F1LRQ starts over with a clean ,,late).

D-9
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If all this fails then its time for a coffee break! F71' first call for
Customer Service from the local ZOG/PERQ Troubleshooters (Maildgement Dept.)
at 7009. By tfe time y•i are done with your coffee we will have your mousesitting up and doing tricks (That is if your mouse doesn't reqire major

surgery!)

r-
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1. ZOG Enhancements

1.1 New Login I.D.s

The new version of ZO- soon to b3 released (version 22.0) will allow the
user to Login using his FIS (Federated Hanagement System) Code as his user
I.D. Ey utilizing the a:ppro;,riate I-S code to log~n (and individual
password), the user will be able to observe his mail frame in the lottom
ZOG w indow and his Top Frame in the top window upon initial entry into ZOG

* (See ZOGNews Enhancements 2 and 3). This means that no matter which PERQ a
user logs in at he will always observe the same initiai frames v.;ien
entering ZOG (in-other words, the user will not be dupendcnt on a particular
PERQ for display of the initial ZOG frames).

Note: Only F',,S codes will have this unique capability. Using the c.!d login
I.D.s will result in the defaulL frames 6f "CVgIoball" and "h-Board".

1.2 Electronic Mail Imp.-ovement

New enhancements to the ZOO Mail system will allow the user to delete maii
from his mai! frame when it is rno longer required (Salect "G" bclc'- for
details) and access the user's mail from any PEPM Lv simply lo~girg in with

* his de:signated FMS code and passwvord. (See ZO.News Enhanceents 1)

1.2.G Acgent Mail Guide

1.3 Department "Top Frame"

* The new login format will initi-Ily display the user'u ir:ail frame in tie
bottom windc.- of 2(2 and in the top window of ZOG '.ill be the user's "Top
Franc." The usar's top frame has been reserved for the user's ind-x. The
index should b, utilized for quick access to frequently used nets, current
projects etc. Crganization in this fochhion allows th" user to enter the
zognet data base a.J locate pertinent subnets in the most expedit-ous
manner.

1.4 Standardization of Pesponsibi~ity Nets

- The Tc? Frano structure for SL:;,'s Plans has been rdjusted an.`, a standard
convention establisned for Department (or individual) lResponsih." ty Task
Nets. The Root Frar-2 of a Department's (or idivid .s) Plans is

Sidentified by the fremcid: #0hPlanl (where #### is replaced wvith the FMIS
Code).

.. The root frame (###4Planl) will include two options. T1he first option
provides a link to the Department's Specific Task Net and should bh linked
to frame "*###Taskl"."####Taskl" can be formatýd as dcsired, but it is
recommened that it include options (links) to Specific Tasks and Personal
Tasks (####Pt.r:) (See "Formatsl" for an example) or options for Periodic
Tasks, Unique Tisks and Personal Tasks (See "MGTOPIa,,l" for this example).

*:- T.,e former s5ruCture was the, origina; ZOG for-mat anv will allow tho.en with --
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the structure in place to conforin to the standard. Th;(e latter structure is
recom,rendeu for those just implemcnting their Task Nets as it vwil allow
distinction between recurring arid unique (aperiodic) lasks.

Cautiri shou!d be exercised whea creating options on "##$#Taskf'l as options
that link to nets outside the deiartment task net will cause extraneous
inserts in r.cpartment plans. Peceimmennd local pads for outside links.

1.4.> More

Th-e seccnd option on "###WPlani" should be linked to "####Ptan2" (See
"formatsl2" for an example of v.'hat ####Plan2 should rese!,,ble). The
"####Ploa2" frame is an inrdlex for the departmental "On-Line" [lens that
have been created using the agent AgZPlan.

Note: Lnen initially buildi ] your too structure it is recommended tnat
you copy the frames from t,:: "fo-.-ats".or the "MGTO" subnet. Ew;ure that
-all links -e disconnected after you ccpy a frame ("n" ".-- ii ,ED). T/An

r.. utilize A2S•wap to rpaice t# or "MGOW" with your appropriate BME code.

2. A3ENT News

2.1 Green Sheet Agent

* The Gre,!n S.heet A•oent will allow a user to enter a Green Sheet item on th(.

Ops and printed on the daily CARL VINSON Green Sheet.

To utilize the Green Sheet agent the user sirply ha; to select "u" or uti I
from the global pad set. This action places the 'rane .OGi" in 1-
opposite winuo'w that the cursor is in. On the Z7Gl frAme is the !oc:l pad
"G" for "Subu , Fra!.le to Green Sheet". Selecting "G" will activate the
Green Sheet agent and the user will be asked for a frame ID. Note: if the
frame you are cutbnitting to the green she'A.t is in the Window with the
cursor (i.e. you just built it ,)r pathed dovn to it) then simply type s"
for frameid.

The- Green Sheet agent vwil! auton.&ticaliy brea." al II ihks to the frre
idc;:tified whin it is copied to the Strike Ops subn:;t. Strike Ops is Azso
added as an :r.er of the copied C,,-een Sheet Frame.

Utilize the local pad on "####PlanI" , "#### GS" to link to the SLr;ke Ops

Green Sheet subnet for quick access tc you Green Sheý-t items.

3. Software Issues

3.1 Selection of Nodes at Creation

The selection of primary and secondary nodes at the time of subnet creation
was suggested cs a system improv.c,:enL at a recent Z(.^ Users meeting. T;.:
suggestion was a Good idea and has tcen passed to our support group at
M.ellon Inrtitute. They are in t!-,e process of irtcgrating this syste;m
nmcdif icat;,on into the ZOO cbde. We e pect to see this enhancement in the
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near future. Keep those Suggest Wns coming - ornly with gocd user
participation can we put together a wirth while system!

3.2 Frame GOrbage Collection

This is ancther Good suggestion that was submitted at a recent ZOG User
Group meeting. The a-jility to reclaim unlinked franes ti.e, Craw.s deleted
in the midd!e of a subnet) allcws the user to e"ficiehtly utili"e ;ncmory
(in other words, unused frames that .:re floatings in the zogrnet art,. "really
deleted").

Unfortunately this is not an easy task to implement.. 1o unlink a irz.me ;nc
return it to "free" me'mory req:iires that all links to that frame be
identified (i.e. just because it is deleted from a particular subnet
doesn't mean that it is just part of that subnet). The ability to identify
ALL links to a particular frame requires th-it each irame have an "Acce~scr"
list. An accessor list is not presently implemcmted in the ZOGat.,
structure •rd to Jo SO would re!iu~rt major surgery on ZOO.

This is r.rt to say that Frame Cartea-: Collection will never be implernente•:.
for it is really a necessity as ZOO, grows, in order to efficiently utilize
memory. It will just ';e a w.',y dwn .he road before this action can be
,adequatel' suppoted.

"4. l!ar'"are Issues

. 4.1 I{SL has Arriv'FIJ

The PERQ RSL has arrived (finally!). 1' now ha.ve t.h PET' support p 1.,'ts
that were ordered at the beginning of the year to supply onboard I{L2Q
repair. Unfortunately our shortage of PERQ parts is so critical t.hat even
with the arrival of the RSL we a-re not going to be able to get all PFRQs
back on i .-I. We are in the prncess of replenishing the RSL, but it is
anticip-ted that critical pE:-tls will oe not be available for some ;.achiris
until we return to Alameda.

4.2 EM1 Maintenance

As of approx;mately 15 Aug 83 the 110 assumed all responsiblity for the on
board maintenance and repair r,'f the ?W2Qs. The Mana-g:,ment donrtwr...t and
the E£MO have established pro-:-lures, EMS. etc.,to hopefully provir' the best

.- possible sevic- to the users.

If you experiince any kind of lroble-m with ZOO or the PFI-Q minicomp,.•uter
systen (hardivare o- software) please contact the Mannwament R&D CenLer Pt
J-7009. We will record your t:i-nble call in our tracking system cnd provide
initial trouble shooting. If ;. problkm turns cut to be Lardi'are reiated

* then the Marngc.nrent Depw-trer,. will contact the E1,4 for the apvrCipriate
ass; stance.

"5. ZOG Training

7Z0C Training for the weeks of 5..-p 33 and 12 Sfp 83 have been cance:lled due
"to the Subic port call.

D3-14. . . . . . . ...
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Persn~ ssisanc ..nd cr- trai-ning can be sch-dulrd by Ippointwan during

those weeks b,., contactir- LCDR Andletson or LCDR Fischh)ec.k at. J-7001).

Thezo. Usr Coup Me,:etiwns will be scheduled as roquilred d rin tose weeks.

Watch the Bullet in Boai d (EBoard.Ma ii for arinoljccnmentý

U-i
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Vol.1I ssue No.4 19 October 1983

1.ZDO Enhancetr:-int s

1.1 New Login .-!.s

The now versiotn of ZOG scon to be releasedt (version 213.0) will aillw the
user to Login ,s'ing '11.s HMS (FederaLrd Manpgemenrc System) Code as; his user
I.D. By utilizing thci appropriate FMS code to logini (and individual

p isod), the user will be able to observe his mail frame in th, bottom1
7.0X w indow and his Top Frame in the top window upon initial entry into ZZOO

*(See ZOGNews Enhancements 2 and 3). 'Ihis mean,~ th-at no tiatter whir-h PERQ a
user logs in at hrc. will always observe the saeinitial fr a es whea
entering ZOO (in other -.o!rds, the user will not ibo depe2ndent on a particular
PERQ. for display of the initial ZOO framas).

Note: Only FMS, codes will have this unique capa~bility, Using the old lolgin
* I.D.s will result in the default fram!es of 'CUgloball" rrd *BBoardi'.

Also, if you are a new user and login with your FMS code anA it dcesn't
work then you need to contact MICTO (7009) so we can enter you~ code and
create a mailI and top frame. Only current u~sers have h,ýd their FIS codes
added to ZOO and have a mail and top franre availabte.

1.2 Electronic Mail Improve~ment

New enhancements to the ZOO Mail system wiill aowthe user to delete rnai
fromn his mail frame when it is no longer reqtired. The usei n the opt ion

* of deleting selected mail or completly clearing all mail from his maii box
* (Select "G" below for details).

Adi ionlly a user can Send either read or write protected mail, When
"Send M~ail" h"as bcc-n selected ZOO will automatically ask if the rnail to be
sent should be' protected and if so what type of protection. Note: A user
can acccess his mail from any PERQ by sinmply lorging in with his cdosignated
FMS code and password (See ZOGNews Enhancements 1).

* ~ Agent Mail Guide

1.3 Department "'Lop Frame"

Dihe new login format will initially display the user's mail frame in, the
*bottom window of ZOO and in the top window of '1.OO will be the user' ","op

Frame". '.Rc usý'.r's top fra~ne has been reserved for thie user's index. The
index shOUld be utilized for quick access to frequently used' nets, culrrentL
projects etc~. Organization in this fashion allows the user to enter the
zzogrnet data base and locate pertinent subnets in the most expeditious
Manner.

1.4 Standardization Of r~k:sponsibility Nets

The Top Frame structu're for Ship's Plans has bcee!a z'j-.2Tei 1 ,n aSti-ndI3r

ccnveýntion establ ished for Department (or individu.l l 1espms bi 11ty Task

D-16
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Nets. The Root Frame of a Departmient's (or individual's) Plans is
identified by the frameici: ####Planl (where #.rI# is replaced with the FMS
Code).

The root f rame (####Pl anlI) w ill i ncl ude tvo copt ions. The f iSt opt ion
provides a link to the flepartment~s Specific Task NeL and should 'oo linked

* to frame "####asklI". "####Task I" can be formatel as decsired, b-t it is
* ~recommened. that it include o~ptions (links) to Specific Tasks iind Versorial

Tasks (##~4ers) (See "Formnats," for an exawple) or options for Pe-riodcic
* Tasks, Unique Tasks and Personal Tasks (3ee "IGTOPlar.1" for this exiruple,).

The former structure was the original ZOG format Lnd wjill allow th:;s. with
the structure in place to conform to the standard. The latter strUcture is
recernended for Lhcse just impl.ementing their Task Nets as it will allow

* distinction between recurring and unique (apr-rodic) Tadsks.

Cauticn should be exercised when creating options on "M#1#lTaskV- 3s nptkýns
that link to nets outside the department task rot will cause oxt, aec.us
inserts in department pl.,ns. Recommend local pads for outside links.

2. AGENT News

2. 1 Grec.n Sheet Agent

Th. Cr-er.m S:heet Agent w il -I-Il-iIo w a ticer to enter a Green Shee-t it on the
0@ Strike Ops Green Sheet subnet. These items will then be revio:wed.' by Strike

Ops and printed on the daily Carl V'inson Green Sheet.

To utilize the Green Sheet agent the user simply has io select "u- cr ýjtil
from. the global pad set. This action places the. frame 7flGl" inthe
opposite window that the cursor is in. On the ZOGI fran-e- go to 70 AM i~
then Planning A\gents and then select option 8, "Subnit an item f:r- the
Green Sheeat". The user will be asked for a frame ID. Note: if thc -ýn~'U
are, submi-tting to the- green sheet is in the opposite window then sirply
type '7" for frameid. The Green Sheet agent will automaticilly break 31l
option liniks to the frame identified when it is copl'Žd to the Strike Ops
subret. Strike Ops :is also added as an owner of the copied Green 81htcet
Frame.

Utilize the local pad on "'"#4#Planl" Go##~ S to link, to the Stkrik- Ops
*Green Sheet subnet for quuck access to your GrE~en Sheet itc.i~s. Note: whecn

the Green Sheet agent is executing it .,ill identify the frame on the Str i ke
Ops subriet in which your item is being placcd.

* 3. ZOG Actions Added

3.1 Add Subnet Owner

Add an aidditional owner to a whole s'ubnet is I,) n ýaw ~' 17ble ais a ;MK Action.
To locate this action goto "ZOG orslcAh lbl a '" oZ
Select option 2, ZOG Actions. Ther. sele:ct q-tion "Q" '-or "'Add Subrct ;'-r.
ZOG w il1, then ask for the nam~e cuf the sub.,-t to -4di an o.:1-~ to arnd w,

D-1 7
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ask for the new owner's ID. The new owner w i II then be added as an own'.r to

all frames in the subnet identified.

3.2 Remove Subnet Owner

Remove an owner from a whole subnet is -now availahle as a /OG Action. To
locate this action goto 'ZOGI" or select the global pad "u". On ZOGI relect
option 2, ZOG Actions. Then select option "B" for ".Qmove Subnet O.;ntr".
ZOG will then ask for the name of the suLnet in which to rei.ove an owner
and will ask for the owner's ID. The identified ow:ner will then b.-. rczoved
as an owner to all frames in the subnet identified.

4. PERQ Utilities Removed

Some PERQ Utilities have been removed from Version 23.0. The PEQ Utilities
that are not available are: "D. Display contents of Current Directory" and "S.

Set Search Path List." These are only temporary deletions and were
implemented in version 23.0 due to some memory problems that we are
experiencing when calling these P'ERQ Shell comminds.

Essentially what is happening, is that when these PERQ commands are executed
the overhead required in the ZOG memory segment iL -ore that ZOG can hanrle
and ZOG bombs due to a full memory error. The memory management involved in
linking these PERQ utilities into ZOG is difficult and ,e have forwarded the
problem to C.U for assistance in its resoluticn.

D-18
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EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC TASK PLANS
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MGTO's Inl'rt Task Net

Created 09Sep83 142'ý

MGTO L.)O InPort Schedule

.sk -Accomplisher -Frameid i2Sep Je
_____________________0000 0~800 1600 0000 0800 1600

1 LCEIR Shoop: Leave -ý [MGTO] MCTOlnPor-t48 LIJ r. - J U=

F , -hr.-o n: R e d0r t in g- A b oari-d (Psil! R rZ -S
- 1.2T? -MGTOInPort4O

NPJ Gerhart: Reproting Aboard - INIG10]
* MGTOInPort4l

SN Tanleton: Leave- - IM(GTO]- MGYO-InPct47 - 0730

LCDI'. Fischbeck: Le-ave - (MOT0] MOO
MGTOInPort49

PY13: MOGTO Monitor - [M3,T01 - KGIOInPort-38 U Z. V -

*Wor-k Facka-e Identi"ication: TI3A w IRMWGTO?

-MC 1TOlnPortJ7

Vandernvien) - LMGTO) - MGTOlnPort-74 i

* It-~al Da.-,zge Ccrtc1 lafldar,11orgaf, UQC' )

3hnson) - [MG1O] - !!G!OlnPort76

* Reveiw. M~essage Traff cIMGTIU]- 0645 (11'0
MGTOInPcrt69

De aitmenial Duty CFficer Sncurity:- - 0700 E: Ln 06591
(Cor~tol Ke-s v-, Al I MGTO Space!O -

*[MG71OI - W'.. On`U)rt62

* siin YaL -ý -C (MOTO] .W I Pc r t 65 0700--
0715

'WVorking liours - tMMT0 - kIGTIinPort9 0-/ 00 1600

17ust. i xpr MT]-MTO17r6 07151

3M Insp,-ction- t(1-M0Iiot ls L
DepatmetalDut Ofcer Meeig

Morning - [MGTOI - MIG1-nPort34

*Shipboard Conference: (1210O: Ensure 0900-
Conference Room is Clean) by 0900) -1100

IMGMC M3TOInPor-78



14GTO DL)0 ln~ort Schedule 2

ITask -Accomplisher Frameid I23ap 1 3Scp

0000 O0800'1600 0000 0800 1600

* Departmental Duty O-fficer inspect MGTO - 11 45 -
*Space,- - IMGTO] - (G)T0In-ortOD0 12(00

* Liberty Call: OffGoing Duty Section -1200 Un, 0,7001
[MGTO] - MUOTOinPortS6

O3ecurity Watch for Berthing - [MGTO] 1600 0700
MGTOInPort2O

Security Watch for Wang fRocm - [MOTO] 1600 0700
V.GTOI nPort2 I

*Security %atch for M~GTO Spaces - [MCiCJ 1600 0700
MGTOInPort22

T.-ouble Calls: Call Forwarding to Wang 1600 0700
Roomp J-7494 for duty hours - [M.GTOI-
MOD I nPort24

*Liberty lour-' - IMOTO] - l,3TOInPort8 1600 0700

Ur[i Jackson: Leave - (I.!GTOI G- TOInPort46 I 6ý -- ___.I

" "M SECTION: Clean Berthing P- I M0 1700-
* ( TQlnPort25 1800

DUTY SECtION: Clean Head - IMOTO] - 1700-

MGTO InPort26 1800

DUlY Sr.CTI0N: Clean Passa,'-cays - [MTO] 1700-
M MGTOInPo.rt27 1800

Sign Yoke - (MGMO - 1VPji'lInort66 1700-
1715

Farts Expectcd: Check Hanger Deck ON 10 0690
[14010] - MG~TOlnPort32

ILepartmzrýntdil Duty Ofi~cer Inspect K16.O 1900-
Spaces - [MAO] - M~fft-rPort~i 1915

Pr~rIt 8 O'Ciock R{eports -[(M~Ob]- 19-

MGOlD!nPorttS 1915

D'--partinental Duty fficer !.eeting: 11920-
Evening -IMGTO] MG'TO'nPort35G 19,45
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NMGTC DIX) InPort Schedule3

77 iTsk -Accomplisher - ra:aeidl I l2Sep 133-P
0000 0901) 16,00 0000 0800 1600

General Dam~age Ccntrol:(Turnipseed, 06(X)O
hermanns) - IMGTOI K G'(OinPcrt76

-Reverw 111essage Traffic - [MOTO] - 0645 0800
MGT0InPo,-t69

Derart~mcnital Duty Officer Security: 0700
(Control K~eys to All MOTO Spaces)-

* [MGTOI - MGTOIrPort62

Si rn Yoke - [MGTO I - MOTO 1 nlort65 0700-
0715

Working Hours - CM'MOJ - MGIOlnPort9 0700, Lr 1600

-Muster Report - IMGTOI MGT0InPort67 07!5

*E-4 Exam (Dicenzo,Kucera,Keen) - [MGTIO - 0,30o 1100
MOT I nPor-t3

* ~Departmental Duty Officc.. Meeting: Ot-I~~
Mo~fling - MT]-M InPort34 O

Mnorence Room is -WI K )
ý,ipboard Con'cer.-nce: ýMG-1: Ei~sure O

- L~MGTOl - MGTOInPort78Cla y00)10

Departmental Duty Officer InspFýct YGOTO 1 145-
Spa-e.- - [MIGT~i - MGTOInPortSO I1200

LiLc-rty Call: OfirGoing Duty Scxtion -10

[MIGTO] - MGTOInPortS6

Security Watch for borthing - LMGTO) 1600
VMG-T~liPcr-t20

Security Watch f'or Wang IPhom 1- [;I&l0] -!600

MGTO InPort2l

Security Watch for MIGTO Spaces - [M!GTO] -1600

MGTOInPorT.22

OTrouble Calls: Call Trwarding to Wang- 1600
* Room J-7494 foi duty hours - [M'GTO]

MGTOlnPcrt2i

*Liberty Hours - MGTOI VMrO-r VortS 1600
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MGTO DDO Inr-rt Schedule 4

17--sk Acomlishr Fanted. 2'.3p I3Sep
T~skT1onp1T00 10ae8d00 11600 00CO 0800 j1600

INITO Softball Game: Subic - [MGTOI 1600-
?MGTOInPort60 ISOC

*DUTYi SECTION: Clean Berthing - 1MGTO] 1700-
MGTOInPort25 1800

DUTY SEUfION: Clean Head - IMMOTO] 1720J-
MGTOI nPort26 1Q

DI'[Y SECTIGi'i: Glean Passaneways - [MGTCi~ 1700-
-MGTO~nPort-27 ~0

Sign Yoke - UAMGT - MIGTOlnPort66 1700-
1715

farts Expected: Check Hanger Deck - 1700
- [W3TO] - MGT0Ir.Port32

Departmental Duty Officer Inspect WO' 1900-
Spaces - rM11GTO] - MGTOInPcrt5l 1q15

Print 8 O'Clock i'eports - LIACT01 i i900-
MGTOInPcort68 I119!5

,artrnntal Duty Off icer Meet ing: 1 303-
ve'nina - MGTO] - MGT0InPort.35 1945
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Provide Com.Liand Religious Pr'ogrm Created 26Sep83 2304

Chaplains i-Ions:

S Task -Accomplishur - rameid Ol0ct O20ct 03C0ct C40ct O6Oct 06oct

Annual Chapel Fund Report to AIRPAC -- __

YXCH .- Chaplain Westling (YXCH] - CRP388

Audit for the -Third Quarter -SUPO - ~ T
Supply Officer [YXCH]. - CRP216

Conduct uaily meeting with RP staff - 0755-
YXC3 - Senior RP LYXCI] - CRP228 03G5

-ttend ZOG-Users Meet -:la YXCH- 0800-
Chaplain W.estling [YXCII] CRP381 1000

Execute Film Program - YXC2 -Chaplain 400-

Todd (POD] [YXCH] - CRPISO 1500

Celebrate Vji Il of Sunday h!ass - 1900-
S YXCI-Chaplaini Oddo [GS][POD][YXCH] - 193>0

CRP23

Evening PrLxer frc:-: the Bridge YXCH -. 2155
Duty Chaplaýin [YXCilI - CRF352

Brothtrhood Kour (Bible Study) - 20--
~ i Balliet (FOD] (YCI) - CiP142 0

Ior, -uct dai'y meeting with RP? staff -0755-

YXC3 - Senior RP ['."CHI - CRP228 OSOSc

Celebratfz Sunday Mass - .YXCI-Cha~lain 09100-
Oddo [GSM(POD)[YXCHJ CRP21 0955

k~unday Divire Worship (Protestant) - YXC-H 1!000-1
*Chaolain Westling, a:;d YXIC2-Chap!ain 11003* ITodd [GS1 I PC'DUYXC1) - CRP7

Provide music at schedultýJ Chapel 1000-
Servicts(Vcices r,: Vinson) 05O3 K. 1100

* Thiomas [ YXfl'E CRI-136

Provide Chaplains' Holy hcl viit ard120-
Divine Servic-s. - YXCH - Chaplain 1700
Westling [YXCff] - CRP-45

Sunday Lay S-rvice (L.D.S.) -AXI Ste-wart !00-
[CS] [POD] YXCH] - CRP28 1730

Prayer ai..:i Praise Service (Protestant) - 1920-1
YXC2-Chapiain Todd fGa) [POD] [YCHU CRP3 2030
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Chaolains Plans 2

Task - Accomplisher - Framcid OlOct 0ýOct 03Oct O4Oct 05Oct 06Oct

Evening Prayer from the Bridge - YXCH - 2-TE-
Duty Chaplain [YXCH] - CRF352

Arrarne for CO/XO opening welcome - YXCK
- Chaplain Westling IYXCH] - CRPISI

Conduct daily -,eeting witi IP staff - 0755-
'XC3 - Senior RP [YXCIII - .IP228 0805

Eam & i Lecture on ship's chaplaincy 0815-
servic-s - YXC5 - Chap.Office Mngr 0845
IYXCHI - CRP239

Mornin; Fellowship (Bible Study) - AO08 W. 0330-
Baker (FODI(YXCH] - CRP286 0930

Farn & I Lecture cn ship's library 0845-
services YXC4 - Library Manager IYXCH] 0915
- CRP240

Maintain acccunts for Chau I Fund - Y[C5 0900-
- Chap.Office Mngr [YXCHI] - CRP205 1400

Celebrate Daily !,,,ss - YYCI-Chaplain C-C.C 1100-YXCoChala" Tod (G ^ -DYChalin C-d 12O0IG$S] [PC] YXCH] - CRP22 1113010

Protestant Noonaay Vorship - 1130--YXC2-Chaplain Todd [GS] {•D]I [YXCII] I 120-ý

Navi-ators" Fellowship - Li Christ 1900-
:PUjJ]iYXCH] - CRPI7 2030

Corduct rehearsals (Voikes of Vinson) - 2100-
0S3 K. Thonas {PODL[YXCH) - CRPI31 2200

Evening Prayer from the Bridge - YXCH - 2155
Dury Chaplin IYXCII] - CRP352

Free New Testament Displzvs - YXC3 -

2•nior RP [YXCH] - CRP282

Order-all other suef'nes Es needed ' I r .
- Senior RP [YXC3] - CRU20S

"Maintain supply log - YXC3 - Senior RP
IYXCH] - CUP209
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Chaplains Plans 3

iak-AcconplIi she r - J-rarne ia - Olct 020ctl 0Oct 040Ct]jQct 060ct
1Condcuct dal--, meeting with RP staf~f - 0'5 - __

YXC3 - Senior RP [YXCH] - CRPM2 0805

E~dit i-aptain's Fa-mily Phone Message - 0830-
YXC4 - Library 1.'2naiger [YXCH] - CRP354 2.200

fHbmit to P-10 "Chapliin's Chat" for the 0900 1600
EAGLE - YXCI - Chaplain Oddo, IYXCH) -
CR.P295

Celebra~te Daily Mass - YXCI -Chap~i:n Odd.) 1100-
I CS] [ PD] i YXCI! I - C:RP2-2 I113-

Bible Fellowship (Prctes~ant) - AZC I 230-
Viladesau [POD] [YX,.-.j - CRP15 1300

Set up r.,.teri&.is for Seinai~) YC 1500
*Senior RP & Facil itQ-tcrs MYCH] - CRP180 19X0

Conduct CUr'LI StudIeS - SN John B. 1900-
Wrgt[POD] [YX^CiI] - CRP359 200,0

Execute lre-Reunion Fam~ily Seminars on10-
board - YX~h -Chplain Westling LYXOHI -23

SRP,100I

JChurch Lepadership Seminar - YXC2-
jChap!,in Todd [PC-DýIYXCI., - CRF360 1210~

Duty ý.al-i rYC,]--y:ii-I2

Lfeo-heioi oud (5ible Stuc!y) I-013 20
Dalliet [PcJDJYXC}11 CT.71140 2330

IEvalUate Seminars for Future Planning -230W

YXCH - Cnar~ain Westling [YXCH] - CRP101 .2'.W

S Prov'ide Certificates for
ztterndees(Pre-Reunion S,2minar) -YX:C 1iS

* Chap.Office Mn~gr EYXCH] - CRP182

Corduct daily meeting with R.P staff -075b5-

YXC3 - FŽnioi- RP (YXCIHI - CIRP228 OO

iiorniri-.g FellowshiD (Bibl Sudy) -AO., 'W.- 030-
Bake,- [FO0DI(YXCn,~ CRP2--3 i-30
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Chaplains Plans 4

T ask -Accmp Ii s'.1er -Frarneid 1 0c 2Oct 03OctjO4Oct OS0ct 060

Celebrate Da,' 'y Mass -YXCI-Chaplain Oddo 110
[GSH1POD][XCH] - 0RIP22 1130

H~oly Conmmunion (Protestant) -1130-

*YXCI{-Chaplain Testling [GSJ(POD] [YXCHI 1200
-CRP12

Provide scheduled training o" U~s based 1600-
on syllabus. - YXC2' - Cl.aplain Todd 1700
(YXCH] - CRP224

Mionitor- and supervise courses for I6GO-
advan 'cement for RPs. - YXC2 - Ch-7plain 1700
Todd IYXCi:l - CR1357

L.D.S. "Home Meetlng- - AXI Stewart
[GS] [POD] YX.CH] - CRP/09 1900

Officers' Chriýtian Fellowship -LT 19_30 -
Maugans IPODIIYXCHIJ - CRPIS 21,00

Conduct rehearsals (Vo1~es of Vinson) -2l00-I

* 03 K. Thomras I[POD] E YXC] CRP I72 2200

Evening Prayer fr;, the F;-id~e -YXCH -2155 (I
-Ljl-iy C_.. plain LyM.A.j - C R1PJ5 I r

Condu~ct dý.ily mneeting wit.. RP staff -,5
rY",C3 - Senior RP [YXCI{] - CRP2-28 0805

Print B-ulletin for Sunday Protestant 0930-
senrvice'-YC Chap.OYfice Lingr IX'l10

CRi>219

K. Celebrate D~ il Mass - YCI-Chnplain C~do 1100-
[GS][IPODIJ IYXk..±{ - C.RP2? 1130

Review Daily OpSurns for Chaplains 1200-
Availability & Requests for :Ioly Helo 2200
s-Lpport -YXCH - Chaplain Westling
(YXCH] CRP346

K Bible -Fei -owship (ProtestAnt) - ALC 1230-
\'i -Je s au I PON Y F11]I - CRP16 !0

Conduct Personal 1)6velopment prcgra~m i r 1400-
ship's brig - CRP229 I1530



Chaplains Plans

f as~ k Accojip I i s Fer -Fram~e id OOct 021)ct O3c 4Qct. O5Oct Q6Oct

Eoy Benediction of the Bless-d
Sacrament (CaThclic) - YXCI-Chaplain 1955
0ddo.VCSHIP(D)LI'1 XCIIJ - CRP297

* Caplain's Bible Seminar - YXC2-Chaplain 200W-
* To~dd iPODI[YXCII]- CRP358 2!45

£\erling Prayer from the Bridge - YXCH -2155

~ Duty Chaplain [YXCH] - CRP352

FrJthe-rhocd 113ur -(Bible Study) - blS2- 2-200-
Ball'et [L2ODIEYXCH) -CRP141 -. 2330
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* _G Arojecct lke w Cre atecd i rJuIS3 U I 3"k'

Froposcd Plan

-]ask - c3flbr1ramitid ~ 5J"1 6u [V _YTJiI Y'iuT 19,Ju1 20J~

Rre ak f ast I :Le2 70
0530

NManaoefP.(-nt flepýr-tment llricf - Mana&gement 0830-
Of f i cer -OTR-\7I61.1c

Airflan: LCDR 115schbeck - 0Nld~evI3 lo00

MANI -L( S hoop - ONRuv 16 103(0-
R771~l LDRý - ON1 100

Lunch - QNxiev1 I I _ 1100-

11300
Technology 1r.6nsfer ProJecs S COr-,[Wnand ing 1300-
Of f iccr - 0>RRtv 12 13303

ZOG Prorcct c0atus - LC(DR Slhoop - C.ARdev9 1330-
1400

Plannine. a-,-'4 'lan Imlreta4.ion - LC:DR 1400-.
*Shoop I - 1Vhv0 1/30

*Weapons E'le.ator Manual - LCUPý Anderson 1430-
ONiRR-.vI4 1500

Dinner -- 0M'1Rev23 1700-

RIOD Meeting- introduction 111LL, ONIIc.Rcv22 1330-i

Breakfast - 0NRUev_. 11073C0-

Hardware Issues - L.CIDR Sho~op *J%- 0NP:kvl8 0900- 1
1 100

*Lunch - ONQ~thw11 -_100__

1True ZOO Users Meeting - Nd artir~ent 1ktzJ7 11300-.
I- IRecvI6 - See Note 1 1500

Djinner - OIk~ev23 l 1 0 0 -
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S27 March 1983 Fight, the ship1

1 Fight the Ship

ACCOMP'LISH~~l ComImandinlg Officcr

1. lVeterriie rcquiyctaents for righting the chp(stethreAt. Ani CffCIzi~.VC Strikes) (.et p. 1,line 1)
2. Cowl mnunicate reqiirrentuts, for fighting the ship face p. 1. line P)
3. Re$Jpcid to rrqurment., for fighting the sh~p ('ecplond to tbivaiq anid *;rike offen.~i'el'1 ("te p. 2, ltint 4)

A(CMPLSH R:Covin sanding Offictr/Commnand Authority

1. l)Mernmine the rc.qujrrocnts to defend the chip (no offewsive stnkf I (4rc p. 1. huea -1
2. Determeine the rcquirr-ewen4 to ztrile offrun iely (see p. 1. line 7)

Del, .t~erm~nr--:be-re-quk~nemt& tosA cie dzcn-hh (nock-offe-nafxr...nirke) 2
ACCOMPL lSi~EL: Comnmanding Of ficcr/Comnma nd Authority

~iI. j~ D~etermnine requIrement, to derend the ship by setting General Quartcer :3
W\(COM1PLISHlLF: Commcnandin~g Officsxr/Corninar.d Authority

:iii ; Determine requirement~s to defend the suhip with missiles and guns 4
.. CCOQ!PLlI1CR: Tactical Action Officer

;t11: Det~crwlln raqul.-c.-ents to defc-nd the ship with airbor~ne ai1- assets 5
.xCCOL~fl.R T.~c?Ž !iA~on ()fficyr

:I 114: Determine requlrcnhcnts to defend the r-hip with alert air, assets
.\CCN1'l~I E~:Ceynma ndiri; Officcr,"'Commanard Authority

ACCONIPI ISIIER: Comnmanding Officcr/Commnand Authority

-\CC-MPL1SlM.R: Corrimar~ding Officer/Cirmmand Authority

& ~ 1. Cnzrmunicate rectuirenuenth to defend the shit) bv settine Cenersi Onariprm tinP n 1. UI,. 01

2 . C ¼..sWzuu.tzti jij;t tv d~rlfeu "~ SiAp 4Li kusile '3anssd giull (%cc P. 1line 12 1

~.Comnmunic.-tt rrquiterap-it- to defend tie shiu, with xirt-ornep air asmets Isee r 1 line i.1)
4. Commnutirate reqtir'emneot% to Aefend the shiip with alert ascset (gte p. 1. line 14)
S. Commnuzic-te requirement. to strike offensiiely (see p. 2, line 1)

.CC\WL~lIR:Commanding Officer/Commrand Authority

!2iRecommend setting General Quarters to thie Commanding 0Officer/ Coinmand Aut.hority 10
.\CCOMPI '1SHlEI: Tac~iccil Acti on Officer

j-,:2; C ommunicate order to 001) to set General Quarters 11
N( CONIPL1SzlEP.: Commaneirz; Officcr1 'Comrand Authority

C!n~rriunlrate..requrtrement&.ta-do-fendAthe-jddp!wlhb m~asiie&.and.Gujn-.. 12
ACCONMtS.l!Eft: Tactical Action Offi-cer

i: C-ormimleate i aquIrme-rnrts to Letcind i~he-shp-w)1tbarbc~rnenior-itiset&. 13
A(C COI'LISHIER: Tactical Artian Officer

'i C nanm mu ni ate- re-quirerr ent& to -dete-nd-th sbip with.alert, .stats.. 14
AC'COMPLISHIER: Commanding Officer/Command Authority

i Contmunleat.c rcquircemnnts to defend the ship Awith alert ar--sts to Cornmznndirtg 1
Of"Iccr/Command Authority
AL ( OMPI.IlILR:t Tactical Action Off sccr

* -i L! Drert OOD to enil LAa the l..unch or alert aircraft on All St tionz) of'I MC 10
QNII'LISMA;LE Comimanding Officcr/Cornmnand Aluthorisy

-. Comnmunkcatc requiremencts to defend the ship with alert a~sts tt') Stie Lrtin 1 7

0 MIcer
ICQOlPI 1ý1lrR. Commanding Officer/Cornmanord Authority
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* 2 Fight the Ship 27 March 1983

ACCOMJLISI!LR: Commandidng Officcr/Comrmand Authority

*Direct OOD tW call away the Strike Wartaie Board on All Stations of 1 MC 2
V C'0NlI'LlSIII. R Cc rnmandinglOfficcr/Command Authority

ft'.Notlfy Operations Officer tW convene the Strike Warfare Board to determilne responisea for 3
the requiirements to Ktrike offensively
*\tCtuMIILkz1i.Y Commsranidingj Offlct, '/Commanad Au~ltvrity

Ii.' RL!pond-to requiremnents, for-fighting thre-hllp (xe~pand -o tlircata and-Mtr1ka offeaalvuiy) 4
V, )ZM~ITAL R. (Calt?7tandiflQ Officecr ' Cornmand Authority

1. Priori itit reytiarnem its ('Ce p 2, line 51
2- DeIteUMP~ rerj'on'es (see p 2, line 8)
3. Direct (order) re j-oes (see it 3. line '6)
4. Execute re~jpoxises (see V. 3. Une 17,j

2"'rIar1U~ai-eqrimii en1&. 5
&.C*0tPLLSIILI': Cormmanding O~ft cc-,'Ccrnnand 4ttfhvr ity

L.. Prioritize requiremenits for Immecdiate reap-onset 6
*'\CCOMP.L1SHU.1 Tar:ical Actio-z Officer

~JLPrioritize rteqtuirein e ri for Strike \z:.eBo rd responses 7

16 NCCOMfPLISH!L KCorrirniandmn; Officer,'Corznan~d Authority.

I Deruii re ;onoes for immreliuse requiiremesnt! (sre p 2, line 0)
1)etermiw' reo; :n-ss for r-quirementi i~rolded to the StriI~e V.-rtare 13-arl 1,ee p. 2. line It!)

-.CCU0.LTlE!SIL. Tactical .4cticr Offtcc.r

I l'eterr''ne rý*yIor-rs uvins Sr'reamlrng FLsgle I .4CHtU (-et p. 2. line 10)
2 Detertumre rý;.onoes ii~ng Standing Procedure'/TACi'R.Os (,re p. 2. tinie 11)
:t. Deterzz~ne rcsp.uL(b usij~g ruodilracaton c! Standing Procedur",'TAcT2cs (see p. lin jqizfl

* ACCOMPLISIILI' Tactical Action Officer

lin ý2. Datermn re..,eeonxeu~g~adxg1t~draTGRn.1
.. ~C~iC~'L~cblfl Tldcal Action Offic-tr

Determine k -o. t-vallble P-Irborne and In alert
.. wO~iL~~ti:Tczfic4l .4c~ior (ffsiar

i Pi~n rebpc.-.bu-z. Starding Proceciurer/T AG1Pflz'A
A. COMI'LISIILR Tactical Act bor& Officcr

2-i1; Determine new Air I'ian (If required) 14
A(QOMPI.NlPzl- Striht Op'etatic n'* Offircc

it'.- Determinc..r~epoase-& using niodi flca~ar.1 of-Standlng Rrare-dv're!1/TAC1-AP-s- is
ACC OM'Lsl-f Fit: Tacticci Action Offi ccr

1 I3'--3 1: Determine A53cts available airborne and In alcit 110
AC(OMVI'bl .I: Tactical Action Officzrr

-- ;rLn responses using modification or Standing Pro.-cdures/TACI'H10m 17
v:AOAlH: R: Tartiral Action Offici.r

D!itterrmiric new Air Plan.r (It, equired) i
.%t ILSUR Sic Olit ra'ivTis Officcrr

* . Iinc- -csjensts for. requtirerrcn L.* I-rayldeci tot-he Stii V fuefo7,.d 19
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27 'March 1983 Fight the 3hip 3

1. Consene Strike WVarfare Ilosrd (see p. 3, line 1)
2. Determine assets Jz-em Aircraft Handling Officer (see p. 3, line 4)
3. flecide if cancellation of next event. sorties is ju't~fip.d (gee p. 3, line 5)
4. Decide if reca!I of aircraft i5 justified (see p. 3. line 0)
S. Decide bow mzn-.n deck L-urched alert aircr-aft/ tanke rs are needed if flex deck is required and deck wil b
lockv3 w~hile spotting and launclhing new mission aircraft (sete p. 3, line 13)
G. Develop new Air Plan (see p. 3, liue 14)

7.Provide options to Cozmmanding Offirer/Comnasad Asiahnrty (see p. tne iý)

. 13 2--n Cconvene-Strike .ar fare-Board-
m ACCWAIFPLHER: Operationg Officer

1 13221.11] Ensure 001) calls awany the Strike Warfare Board on Ali StatlonB of INIC as d*irected by 2
the Cornn-anding Officer/Command Authority

ACCOMPLISHER: Operations Officcr

]32.]Meet with the Strike Warfare Bnard Ira Strike Operations O~frce 3
A5CCOMTLISIIER. Owilration8 Officer

Is322 DI t~inprs-t -fo A- rf 4
ACCOMP L`SI;E. Strike Oriratiort" Officer

ACCOL!'HiER: Strihý iGr fare Poard

'3 31 Deterrmine 1if arcr-f t frcm next event are neededc for ewstrike requiremernts
AC~~r!~1~:S.er~lh IWarfacre Board

Df-trmrne Impact on later events

.. 5 trike 11'arfare Board

.ACCOMPI'1>ET: Stri:ke 1i~ar fcre Boa~rd

* ~ ~ ~ ~ D~etermine imparcrat reci alter nevedentnw-rkerqiemns

ACCC:SIFU SIIR: Strike W~arfare Board

Vnl?4Z-Mae cost/berieflt Judgement 1
ACCOM.:PLISHER:f Strike W~arfare Joarr4

jJ_,,! D.er3a_1iiw ud~lusue~ct.eL ttna~. -rent:-e if fley d"Ir is -quir-ed 13
and dek slbic~.wh~otn znd IntiA n c. ting-ur-w nkI -,t' Ikra

.. (C~.q'1c{~R S ri P -:nnizg Bcard

tt D.PvclonnwL_...!121n 14
ACCOMWIi'.SIIR: Striket Rannirzg Board

1322] P~ax3 d..oalan In~in andng ffier/Gmm~nd.Au~oriy..15
ACCO'!PLIS'llER: Opt'ratiorus Officer

11,o.] Direct (order) xrAs_.ons~ts_
A(. c N!!kkiii:R: CoNr~aazdrirzg Officcr/Cornmand Austhority

t:3 E~xccute rspnn.&efs 17
AC ~Cc-n,7rs~nd-i-,r'Officcr/C' id lut hority

I Vxecutr Scrreawriz E.-rle rtsporn c
I' ru'.rI rpspon~e itsin, ~in 4. lrinec
i.\vcute resp~orc-e u~i1:; niolil~ied cxiL ;n -ce 4i , liv' G
*LEcrut Vtesrcn~r uins Stik F,;fc f~aelew Air FLin (set 4 line _ýo)

V ~~tus Stg.agnriken Ll

.~sil: 7a~~a1 .lccnOfficer
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4 Fight tht Ship 27 Mairch 1983

(134111 Order General Qua-tern (it required) 1
J .4ACCOW4LISL1ER: Commainding Officer/Command Authority

11.34121 Carry out ScreernIng Eagle TACPRO 2
~C(~tPI~lER:Tactical Action- Officer

11%0 ae-ut-r.Wantie u-Ing-exist~ng-Alr-MArL 3
.4,C(ONPIN.BER: Com.-anding Officer/Command Authorithy

11334.lý Order General Quarter- (if required) 4
AýCCOPI.IUSHER: Comma ndirig*0Officer '/Cornmmand Authority

[147,Lzunc!./direct aircraft already assigned to mnissions
xCC0%!1ThSH ER: Commanding Officer/Command Authority

[1 34-,' F~C 'sn

A-CCC)\M1L!SHEjR: Co-mmending Officcr/Corn mand Authority

Order General Quarteris (if required) 7r
* .~-C*,MP',i-~ isi-R Commanc rding Offtcer,/'Cornmnand Authority

;11.'' *Aodf existinig Alr Plan 8
* '~ "-i~R Stz):c Oer~onsOfficer

ul,- rodified eixisting Air Plan 9
CCL 1HER: Strike Opcerationa 0Officer
"I U ' .'c mi.nor rrode, othcrr.viec delivc,

*-b te modiifed c;.> tng Air Plan to TAO 10
\CO''P 'iSER Strike Oporc~ionj Officer

ittri D~.bute moeined ex'stlng A-Ir Plan to FL-A.G
'CCO ICE~:S7r:c Opro.tione Officer

.' I"ULISCtLR: Str'ke Overotioru8 OfficEr
* :~:4 D~trbut ~oi'ed cx!t~ng- a-ir Plan to Al.- Operationss 1

A(?COMNPLIASIFR. Strike Opcrationrs Officer

* 14~.JDistribute modified ed:sting Air Plan to Weaponin 14
ACCOMPLISHER: Strike Opera iorw Officer

j23. Distribut~e trrodified existlig Air Plan to Pri Fly is
1!Cý, Str"k 0-cra7icGfl Of jGcr

i: .:t ributc. modified exsgA!.- Plan to Squadrons
C'YI.St~f: Sriz Ok. c~in~Officrr

D Iistibt modified e3~igAir Plar. to Central Control. 17
A(C~!'L.HE: Srihe 0pera~iona Officer

Dlitrlb u~ modi'cd eylistir.g Aki. Plan vo Bridge 18
M (-r Iý:- PI Srri'r 0pr~rc.-iona Officer

!i. 434, L1n:!h/dIrect a~ct Kned to mnodified Ar Plan i
V f MPLi5Ii!.R: Ccr:rcrOfficcr/Comn,. and Authority)

ii 4 ij Excruta Responreus Ing S trUke iWarfarr-oar d Sei-ain&. zew. Air-Pian. 20
'Cc ) :PI~1'R C'MMa ndiný, Of ticcr,'Gurnr-naad Authoritv

* r c- i er.ýA Quaiier. :r rc';uirtdi s~; 4 L-10- 21)
2. DL)iributr iiew :u.r 1-:-n (,cc 1'. 5. Iirw 1)
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27 MArch 19S3 Fight. the 3bip 5

1344-2] D~striburt newAi Pan I
ACCONMPTL1-'R: Sfrik;e Opcration.s Officer

* 13442.1 ] Dstribýute new Air Plan to 'AO 2
ACCONUt'L15S.I-F Strike Operativi8 Officer

0-11-2 Distribute new AIr Plan to FLAG 3
ACCOMPL!Si! EP.: Strike Ope-ra tion4 Officer

54Mi2.31 Dist.-1buze new Aijr Plan to Air Operations4
ACCOM1P!,Ii;ER- Strike Oppra tiora- Officer

* %'.42.4ý Distrib.-;-e new Air Plan to Weapors 5
ACCO)MPLIS~iZR: Sirihe Ope~ra tio- Officer

13442-1 DIstr~bute- new Air Plan to PrI Fly 6
ACCOMPL!.-: Strike Opcraticn~i Officer

'I 2412.6] Distrlbu-e new Al, Plan to Squadrone 7
ACCGMPVS1,!!--R: Strik& .9perations Officer

427Distrloute new Air Plani to CVIC 8
ACC~.2L!KM. ~ri1eOpc.ratir..n Offirlcer

* ~ 442. r Diýt .- 2 new --Ur Pla~n to Centra! Control
N.CCOMPiL:ý:t-i Stsr aJ. Oxrafi•nr, ')fficrr

* 4~Distribute new.4 A.Ir Plan to Bridge 10

C ( C. %.1Ls2F i A I~r lWing Commnander
1'.".1i Stna-ion 'Mirsicn Expert in Pri Fl 12

1ý5.21 S~tut'on -''ision Expert in CDC 13

* 12.4;3.31 Station M1i~sson Expert In Air Operations 14
ACCONiF'LISH R! Air Wing Comrnnad~er

[w143.4] S tation Mirslon Expert In C;VIC (debrief) 15

*~1;; *. B f alrcrcws 1
CC1LISH 1: P: Intcllgcnce Officer

Si4.2ýA, r mlssion aircraft 18

ii Corn~m.unicate aircraft vrssignme-,nt,5 to ready rooms from Flight Deck Control by 19
Fquadron Mlalnt-enance Controcl

rp. Surdror . .,r2~ Officer

i ni i1-2 Communicate alrcrz-ft/nircrew aisslgnments to Air Operations from Squadron Ready 20
Roý-mn~ byound powered phone

SL.:;i~jSqu,-,dror: DIQJ Off imirs

* Cc~7-mincate P-Ircraft/raimcrcw, a!-sIgnments to PrH Fl-, fromn Squrý.oroni :Ready Rooms by !,I
S J~!l po%%,red phone

\(Nu .. UGV7 CC O&crA
:1 -!Cc:in.-!-nicate n'i-craft z'ir~nment-g to CDC fromn Mr Opcratione: by 6ound poywcrud 2 2
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Fight the Ship 27 March 1983

[13444-.•] Load weapons 1
ACCO.PLIAIIER: Weapone Officer

[13441.] Start misslon aircraft 2
ACCOMPULISHIER: Air Officer

1134-t4-S] Catapult mission aircraft 3
ACCOMPLISIIER: Air Officer

F-
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27 March 1PS3 Table. of Con tents v

Table of Con-tents
1. Fight tile Ship

[1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t de Dernth ju'rnih iend the-sipjnna i"es n -hstrike1.1
1i Determine requircnients to defend the ship by Setting Gv~ereal Quarters

Determine requircnments to defend the ship with rni~ssi!s and guns
etriereiuirer;;t-nts to defend the Ship With airborne ti- assets

[I:14, Determine requfirements to defend the ship with alert air assets1

112] Cnr~un icat r'flerlr- nt for Oht~np the ship.

r211 C -,riijirnun~tercquir!rnLnls-La-&eLna~d-tiesp y 1i tne1Qirters 1
S -I-zonmend Settl-- General1 Quarters !0 the Cwnn-ar-jir!; Officer/Coiramand Authority

(Utnmunicate c.7dcr to OEŽD to set, General Quartersi

Er L5 -Ae -__M

C ommurirýate requirmc jnnts to defend tbe ship Aith alert a-ssets to Commanding I

P',rect OOD to ea~ 'i a the launch of :i~et aircraft on ANU Stati-ns of IXIC
Commrunicate reu:mnsto &-'end the tship Ait% ale:rt as>m ts tc, Strikle Oper tio;.-s rficer

'>ŽtCOD c a!' U S~ri'e \Varfa.-e Ioard o: A" 5~:3.Ozs or 1MIC2
*NU L. lUth R t:,' L Ue iu 1 % UI:11V 1 .t!rL r J ...... LAr Lo tC-.tllhe rcop.1-,rSs bor tn~e

-,ai~iervrnents tosrk o!Tcnsively

CFP.oritize- requirt-rnents for immed~ate responses
j >oritize icquir-ernrus rtcr Strike )% n.7ore Board resr, 2~'

*h Le r,~ 3

~ 3
Pj:c ttde:- hux iati:ny- Ln-L- Iani .led icisu LiL-L !S

-.Tkcidfi.rccj irrti4skic

m D~~~~~:cidtxh~~~A~ Pla.Jc n-..e. '~cii~~ trsfj:.k.sa'c-L~l\dc sr~ieJ

.ntrc'ckvii l -,:jj edwitVsntga3rzbn ms' ~~a
D''.Ir i•wirPh 3u
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't:;.'2< Modify existing Air Plan 4

,-:- Distrihute modified existing kir Plan I
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UccAa elnih eto uple tMy18

1Underway Replenishm n f rupietofsuple 1MyIS

.kCON1PLISHE1CR Cornm y~m Officcr

1. Corventioinal Repleuibliment (CONREP) of Siipp!jes (bce p. UNREI'3. line UNREP3A)
2. Vcrticnl I l~kni (VE1-ýTREP) of ý7upplics !!'ee p. UNREP15, line~ UNP'EPl -A)
3. CONPEP/VERTIZEP or Sup;)Ifes (see p. UNR*1'F*217,, line tJNHEP27A)

11 c.nntl naL RepknL-dxm.Pnt,(Cf -aRE. SupM les- 2
ACCOMPLISHIER C-immanding Officer

1. Prepare for CONIEP or Supplies (see p. U-NREP4, line UNREP4A)
2.Conduct CONREP or Supplier, (see p. UNREP5. line L7NREV5A)

3. Perform Post CONREP operations (see p. UNF1EP2O7, line UNREP2O7A)
I Wi Frepar-for C0-NRFl.PAiLSnppflu,

ACCOMPLlSqHER- Commcnrding Officer
111l1] Conduct plznniing meeting for CONREP of S upplies 4

ACCO0:JPLI5SHE1Rz Emecutive. Officer

~11-.)] Eztermine Ships r-equirerments for CONREP o~f Stinplies
WC()MP1~i~lLS;ua'i Officer

1!] 1 Determine Reniezvous iVosiln t I: CONRE? of Supplies G

Hil I; Send Required 'Messages for CONREP of Supplies 7

[lI~ I 5 erform Operational check of equilp-ent for CONREP of supplies 8

i ]1I61 Prornulgatt- required notices for CONREP of Supplies 8
ACCO'MPLEsn: Officer of the DECK

.XCCO'MPL1S1i,'EE:' Commandu.ing Officer

, 11 I Coripiete CONREP Checklist 1

:I 1'-J I' Perform the * DA-r' CON-RE? checklilst
ACCOMPLlISE ficro the Deck

)-11.11. Establish Uh1F Communications with UNREP ship
V I!.*', 1.21 Determine FKoreo Corpen and speed 1

~1 ii.Si Make INIC announcement for -nitnrulng stations
11'211.41j Estz-bli,-h Bridge to Bridge Radlo, Communlcat~ons

1112'. J Perform the "N IGHT' CONREP checklist 17
j11221 'Maneuver the ship for CONREP of Supplies 18

I i'-'21 j Rendez!vous for CONREP of Supplies 19
ACCOMPLISHIER Nlavigator

i~1Cornduct Apprazuch for COINREP of Supplies 20
ACCOPL~aiLILCotnningi fficer

* ii 222.11 M1.aneuver CAJ1,L VINSON to a wuitirig stationi 2000 yds aa-t,-crn the delivery shlp 2
A(:O~i~lSlLRConning Officcr

* 1L~.IF CARL 'VINSON Is In waiting ctati ort 20DO yds. astern the delivery ship THEN p -
VMC announcnient 'TIlE L NCINERATOR 11OOM IS CLOSED. HOLD ALL TRAS I ON
STATION'

* .V(O.MPISHEIZ:. Officer of t'he D-cck
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11 %lay 1983 Underway Replkrishment of Supplies

I 1122%2.31 Check the course of delivery ship "sIng the AUX CONN pebrrus by eighting the mast In 2b line, with the stern on the delivery ship. At night &Igbt the task lighits in line with the stern
light and record Information on status board In AUX CONS
ACCO'MPL!SI1ER.t Nv~gatnr

11 l2ý2.41 Vc-Ify ROMEO AT THE DIP to port on the delivery ship 3
ACCCNIPLiSIILR Of ficcr ofthc Deck

1'_`231 Conn A~r'Jcnrsde for CONREP of Supplies 4
111~2,3.11 Manliever CARL VINSON' to a position 143 to 180 ft to the left of the dellvery shlip by 5

alltering ships hEnding In increments of 1/22 clegree. Distance abez.-.n is. 62terrnilned L y
sighting through to 'rake' and noting the relative position of the 'T-bar' a~z~nst t.,e actual
waterline of t~he delivery ship. Determine distance abeam by roting the position of the ' T-
bar' relative to the colored pins on ths I rake'. The outer most pin is 180 ft. The distrnce
between the pins. Is 20 ft. The bridge-to-bridge (B/B) phone/ diistance llne pro-vides bot~h a
sound pcwveied S/P phcne circuit and a ed!,tance between ships %-sual lindicb.,ing EystCM.
The B/U 11ie has colored flafts ttta-ched to It which are spaced 20 fP. apart.. The colored
flags corresporid to the colored pints on the 'rake'. Examnple: The outrr most pin *n tile
arake* is -white and represents 180 ft of distance abeam. The B/13 line flng is white with the
iiurnber 180 painted on It. NNhLen the B/B line 13 being tended prrp;erly, the reference pc!rt

,cr detcrrn';i-'lug dittanzf- rbi.-n- us'rig the BIB line asIs the !1fL raft*brc:ctil~c
of th-! nt~.rbc~ard cat,;alk forwrrd of eleva-tor no. 1. Caut! )n: 1-ull ccontour or the
delivery/reeeivirg ship a-nd Imnprop~er tendling of the B/B line cat- ca-use a disparit~y in I rake*
zind B ' 3 line distance &bennn reading. At rnil;ht a clu-t#er -of 3 chtia ~t ilbe

F-tached at the GO, 100, 143) ar d IbO ftL m rarkLcrs. There V~t .e : chemicra llght at all[ - ~~other fleg markers~crir fie

F Ii 12__4'1 Ccnduct Norrnai Brei~k~wa'y al'Ler JC'.1-LaE ot nupplies
ACCOPIPL.ISI ILP Co~rning GOfficer

* ~111224.11 IF all lines a-re clear betxeen CARL N INSON and !he dFityreevn hip THEN -
order HAUL DOWN PREP
ACCONIPLISIIER: Of ficer of the Dcck

'112'24.21 No-tify Central Control 'BREAK TIE A-LONGSmE 'MANEUJVERING 8
COMWINATION. ANSWER THlE ORDERED BELL~ ON AL FOUR SHAFTS'

ACCOMPLISIWR11 Navigator

'9 3i14., Verifyw -ith the Cf1,1cer of the 13rek that C ' L VINýSON is ccro' suriacc c;cntacts to 9
* port

* ACCONIPMS111M Navigator

ill22I.41 Order rnew course to the left to clear t!.-: dellvery ship utling incre.mentl of 2 dogrees. 10
When CARtL VINSON ia 300 ft- to port of the delb.-ery zlilp order new, course to the left
using lricremnentt of 5 degrees

* x.cco hPLtlI :R Conning Officer

'i22F! Conduct L.-nergency Breakaway during CONR!&P of Supplies 11
ACCO~l~~lll?:C.-nning Officer

;112*25.i} Order Quarterma-ster to aound six short blwits with the ships whistles 12
kCCON '>i Erý Officecr of the Drr.Ik

1122i. M-2 u 5MGC announcr-Lri. '03N C.MT1L VINSCON EMRECY£EKA A:
EMERGEN-CY BREAKAWAriY, EMERGENCY DREA1KAV;A.Y A.LL li.ANIi STAND

C~lROF THlE STARI3O.ARD SIDE'

z-11tfyal r-hips In the fc.rmaU,',. a by b:,ldze radio commur.icnt-tns that CARL, \I'S N 14
L'. CXCu-t;g an cmergrricy brea-kaway

AC('(I!.F- I'f: Officer of th e Dcck
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Underway Rplpnishn.cnt of Supplies' 11 May IMS

* -.. [11225.41 Order bridge replen",sment, stations sour~d powered phone takers toasthwrdt

ail !rtatlons I EMERGEN CY BREAK AWA Y, EMERGkENC i' 13REA.KAWAy,
EMERGENCY EIREAKANVAY'
WCOUNIPLISUiER Officcr of Mhe Deck

111231 R.ig Y~equlred Statione for CONREF of Supplies 3
e. ACC( '. ,' LEIIER: FirA tLirutcnant

1112 1 Cor ncct Required Ship to Ship Stations for CONTREP of Supplies4
Ak'CO MPLISI1EP: First Licu teriara

P12.-,' Operate Required Staticnts for CONREP of Snpplies 5
ACCO :I1lLISEIL Cor-itnanding Of ficer

1112511 Transfer supplies from Ship to Ship 6
WCCOMPLIS-IMIL First, Licutcnonit

1112-52] Transfer supplies from CONREP station to Stowage7
ACCOMIPLUSILER Sup~pl Of ficer

I 1. Planning - Deternirie physical lay out. and [)etcrrniin~ 1\hat iS coming (see p. UNREP119.

2.S13cing and jrt'fr '~stores (see 1p. UNREPI20. liioi UNJPEP12OM1i

V( NPLiSIER: ISUF15 Supply Oiff-cer

* I 251!Determine Tr ansfer Points for molvI.-g bupplies

11 ]1252.12 Detc:n Ine Sagregatlon Po~ntz for holding supplieeL of vinknowr. destlnatton 10
kCCOMPLEMElEZ. VAI.,? [sUPO

* ~ ~ 1 [I l2.i 3' Detcrinlae Stalrg Po nt~s for suppl'e 1

11123'1.***' S-t.2.7r"'rra ntrase iItrx

ACCOMPI4 SHER: is'-0 Sup ply Olficer

I. eceve istng f -ores to be received (sete p. UNRlEPl2i, line 1tNREPI2IA)
2. Identify sunplies as tbey arriveaddtrieil Staging Points they sliou~d go to.
seep. UNIIErI27, hr.e UNREI'127A)

3. Move supplies to Staging Point (Eee p. UNflP,123, line VNRE1PI23Ak)
1. strike stores to surkcTooms (see p. V\NREP135, tin-~ UNlI1l35Alk

Inventory stores by matching STOWN copy with R~OB 'copy of initial fisting. (see
p.UREPISO lin 17NREP13(CA)

G. S~urvb', ltity l~ and Post r(ecct ý (svc p. UNRLT137. Ene URLPI37Ak)
Verify U.NFUPfb evolution xvithý spot chiecks (see p. UNRI'ZI,3S. line UNRUPI38A)

: 125 2i .1re R ah isting cLstc~rP~to -rccived. 1
ACCONPLISI-fER. jSX;Ol As~sistzant Suppk 1 0 T. c c

AC('ONMPLLMI[ER: S2,S.9,56, and S8 IDit'isonal tcprecr:.tativc a

1. IHandling of stores that. go to stotromorns(see p. UNICII'122, line UNI{LP122A)
2. h1-tdiing of MSP arid Flight ,.ear c'tores (seep. VNRPI.`2S, lineUNiTS)
R lh-riding (J DTO -totes (see p. 1UNl',11l 29, line VNRZrI[129k)

* [Ii2'32 Ll andiling of -toremthat-go to-stortraorni.
.%CCONTLISIIlF.l?: SC, 58, 5G. and SS Pit'ision 1Rc,-ruenta~t.1s:

1. lj-.:uk,% 'n lihich storcroonfl 1'iHN' towv( stores (see p. UNRE1-l -ý 1, liriv VI Nl-U1 4 1A)
2. 11' not llnown v~hiili .st(JrcroomT FIIL.N segrpgate (sev p. UNIIL'1 1 7. l;nek' I. .NIE1 14 A)

1'25 21" L~ nown *hic~h stcirernam-THEN-ra aye starts 1
A'CC() Il4 1.HlF: Forklift Ojrrator



* 1k Ma~y 19613 U~nderway fleplenishment or Suppijes

121)-..22~l111 Move stores to transfer point2
ACC(J MPIIS MI[L. Forklift Olxrator

* [112221j Move storetu to staSgrng point for that storeroom 3
NCCONIPLISIIER. F'orklift Opcra~tor

-2.2- - - -no-nw-~lhRr

.VCCOMP.I'SMILIt /SXOI .Xs~i:tant Sup)ply Ofi~icer

ji 2312111Delerxnine Etoretoorn

Ill NiLIS I IEJL jSX0l Asksistant Supply Officer
-i2:2."221.11 Move to segregation point

AC(( OMPLILEHR: Forklift Opcrat-)r

II22222.1Determine location from NIMIS7
XC( O P~kII~j /SOI Asistt Supply Otficer

1 2;2.'-21 Mox c t storeroom
\0N IPLIS I Mf Forklift Orerator

I 2221221J ove stores to transfer point
kC C0',, ~PIE~R: Fnrklift. Oyrralcr

LjMve stoc -ostIng -,o*--t '-. that storcrcý, M-
A(( 'NilLIILR:Fo I%.i ' t CTcratcr

11 12) 2'"21' Trarisrcr of supplies to SO storeroornis
ACCO > :111-1-11I: ISXNOG SS Divizion COfrfco-

AC(" MPL!SLII U: "ISA~t SO Di% i, on Officer

-W(CONPLBHUlL- LDivirional Reprtescrtatit crA

(1152221:Segregete stores by department 1
ill-lMZHER:I~ Sf, SS9, SO, anid SSFcpcitaie

1112-;2.22?K' Notllty department to ;ztrtke stores 1
Ac~oxP~i~4ERSS Divie'ior Officcr

'II-.-,*.& I'-nory:and prcpýýre p~.po!r'v.-ork-for Si
V *&C ~Dcjl; trnf -'! Sur-;2', Po

.~.CCNU'LHER. Forkdlt vc~ratore

itSrlke-s'orna-ts stor-croamr. 10

117 2''-'~tytcebyxna3tc-hilf--ST-Q2N -(opy-idthI2.O1l:-cy.of Ir'it~zd Unting. no
.~C(OX:I'L1 -qXG8 ,.xS, Div'sion Officer

C .xCO'T .1i11:R /SXOI S Di' isbn Orflicer

115.:;S-ýrvev any IOCSes3
* ~A"(0M)\.1" 1' i IIA. ].S'XO I1 S ivisioii k) fric(r

* 1:.>2Po: 11--ccits of i;upplies received 2:1
-. *( * (2M \1I1-1 LUTR: ISX0I SiI ivilj CC rnc-
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KUnderway Replflnishn tent. of Supplli:s' 1[ May 1983

I-.[11E261 Di.!conr.ect Requl.-cd S.Mp to Ship Stations after CONREP Of Supplics2
ACCOMIL]S!ER: 1rat Uicutcriart

fi3 ~r-fo r r. I C COiNRE P -- pcratl~nn_
ACCOMP.TUSHiEP /ZZCO Culrmznding Olchcr

;' _ erthaL-Rep! na~ri&1ena k(V.RTEP.) tS uppiies 4

k C() iPlI -~ Comrnmrtd;?zg Offi cer
1~2~ re~rcfo VRTRE1P c~f Suppiles

ACCOI1'L~1iR Counat&,~Officer

,2111 Conduct plannIng meeting for VERTREP o. Supplies
XACCONUILISSILM [rEzccutiueV, Officer

211Detcr-ilne Ships requiremnents f~or \TERTREi? of Supplies 7

112 13 1 tPctermirnc Rondczvous Positiorn for VER-TREP of Supplies

214: S-2:id llquired MNessagcs for VE RTREP oft Supplies
ACC ML~I[r O, ain Officer

:121" P-,-~- C, "rat~onn cee~cl of (quipmornt for _vTfTREP of St,ý-plcs

ACCMINPIj[ER: Ofj~icr ri thr 1Deck

:122 Conduct N ERTREI? Of SUPP~leb
ACl'SITIF.It Cc ,-r-mr..'.-j O!fir r~

1. Cc~plcERVLIfTII Cbecklist (see p. 1il\IEPIS, ln ~~T1X
2.Maneuvvr the Slipj f:. VFlTPFP of Suplj.V-s kee p). UNnf-EP20. I'e NiEI'20A)

.3 Z:Vtp for, \ er~eP* of Siqup'hE-s (~cp. VNRE!U22, '.*Me UNREI'21A)

i. Secure from VERTRIEP or suploics (Fee p). UNRE~.ln UN IP.SA

I'_2y corn pIle LTRTRM F 3- T R E
"ACCOMPL.IS~lE Offr of the Deck

1'2211' Poc'torm the 'DkY* 'VERTREP Checkl~st
Vi (~jPIS~LILOfficcr Of the DL~

!12ý11i.11 Establish UHF GConmurnlcations with UNIME! ahip
Det'-rmine Rorneo Cr'nand Epcc-d

I t13ý -Make 1MC announcerment for manning at~atIons 17
l~l 1'F~ai.shBridge ',o flrIdge Radio CcramunIcations

12221 NMaueuvex- hz._Sl.A p_'r \ EtRTREof Suppfl'm. 20
~C( ON!PI_ýi~l~l{ 0fJcc of thf Dcck

V~~4 pforVe-rtrep of.Sup:lýlca_2
_Ac CO MPLISLR:

l2: 1 ci v~te vrterci drop zone 2

'1..,. i i r.ncl brief respot 23
0MI VP IE irf ~ij~0fe

" Condchit re'~pot "

At OMIiBIlERP Rij!n;o IDcck Offictr

1F-13



11 May 19,13 Undcr'vai Replenishment of Supplies

[122311, Prepare vertrep dr',p zones 2
ACCOMIPLISHIAL Aircrafi Hiart ing Officcr

[12ý351, Irepare hangar deck sttglng area 3
ACCONIPLUISIIE !angr Occ/; Officer

per j Op rrR .quirjdAta toa s for_19: EMiaL_-upplki.. 4
ACCO\IPLISHIIE

Ii~~~Ti;&-tir supplies froni 71E.TRIEP drop ~cnu tW elevator 5
ACCOMPLM.ILR: 1,SUFO Supply. Ofricer

[122121 Tra-.s.fer supplies from elevator to stowage 6
A( CO N % iSI' :lC.R. Suppf~ Offic-cr

1. 11lmiding -Deternimne physical lay out ,ind Determine wAhat i-, 1;rý (ee p. UNI IA'1175.

rg 2.d transrer of stcrcs (6ec p. UNREll79, line UNHI'.l179A)

AC(O>i~i.FlLR SUIO0 S':-p1Nv Officer

21; 11 Det .rrr.ine Transfer Po.ints for moving suppl!es8

1,222' 2.12.; D ~~Scgr't;antcn Pcints. for o v supplies of unknov.'n c~crt~na-t.cn.
ACCOMN-IBIIL.Eil AVAIZ? [S'LPoI

*t2_'1!.l?1 Dete~rmine Staging Po~al.- for Fupplies 10
ACV %1O11,U LS ILR: 'AUIi')

j12'_'12_2' St aging and-ransfer-i. &fto re3. 11
AC(CON1ILISl1ER- /SUro0 Siipp~y Officer

1. CNxi F sting of sucrvý to bie rcreiveed (see p. UNflEP18O. !ine tNPFP1,F0A' -

2I''; supplics :,5 th-v arrive .1!1( djcterr1!.mnP %%11iri 5ti-!n- Points They Oiroid' En 1io.

LNREPS-1, 1hr~e UNPFPlF1 A)
c sujplies to St:lgins Point (see p. '-N 1I'00, lirne VNIILP200A)

4. Sttil;e stores to Storeroomrs (see P. kLN IP201, line UNREI-0I A)
5. h'.1%tQry 'Acre'S r'y in.-iclin ST01V c, py Awitb 1~ln-, copy of iplitj~ i'ai

p. UN~FT~l2. ine U\~PCA
U.S: n v~rv loci-s :,nd Po~t receipts (see p. U.N1PEi203. lir;,? tiNPI?203.\l

* crvý t.~.u "IT ,(' %ith. spo r!FC b ( ep. !': - P

0 'ONIPLI>IHFP- I,5X01 A-' i, ant .uppl rftk,
j14.2n -,supp &~nra Jd detr Ine~ h.ii:,.n.nst -s."eui Az.1

AC('WOVPLlclU S),SNq,St, tnnd SS D*visional rrprcArr.taf 11.1c
1. ::tn~ll;r!& or bt'.m'. ci o- to orcr,')mns ( ý.vc p.UNP.LPI S2 NtP

-t li -vir f S il F iilit Gcar storc- , t p. UNPiQIU !'1 £3. ' .1LIUP I£3.\)

H. 1 lsnilirrg of DT() te~ e p.UNiL'I .ie HII

lj 2212.'-. 11!. .d4cling ofFtores~thkt g~o.to ttar,ýronrnr- 14
X((.O\I hILZ:SfSS, S:, arnd SS D'v'siotz IRe;'ceaac;2n c2'e

1. Ir I 11o)% 11khich c.mimý .... 1 TUEN r 0rvc -ocs (-,cc D'. UN IP IA Ev. Tm INrFlTP;I 3
ir v ,iw htl ;r~T! lI IL 'c-~* 15u 1T NP!Pt I*i:P .A

12 1ý2 2 f kn Q Yi.LWlI1 -Iok S' 7 r zroorn -THEN _n v .ýt a rc a.
*k( ( L~d ~QR Zor :.mW prutcar

'221*l I' 'ove stores to transfer Point
CO v * ER cr~t(;rctor

222K 22L ove -ocres to zgl poitut foCr thu,, rt.:ircroora 17
A"I 0>Y.i 11 L( Ir t),ra or
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Underway. peib'eto Supplies IMy13

11124 22.12 Fxa 2]
.4C(ONIILISILR SXO1 Assistant Supply Officer

1i~12'11.221'211 Determine storetoomn 3
ACCOMIPLLSILU /SXOI Assibtaut. Supply Officer

]1122 12.2212 1.11 Move to ceg~ragatlon point 4
ACC( Nil LL~hER crltift Operator

:j!2--i'22I1 Deterrnl-clocation from NIMYS
ACCt)NP LIS1ER: /SAY)1 Assistant Supply Ofrl~cr

* 1224 22122Move to storerocrn
ACCONII'LLISHER Forkldift Operator

'12 2 1-2 .2 2 1.22.11 Move 6tores to transfer point 7
AC(OILLiE Forklift Ope-ator

1'-''42.' 'l' 22. 1 Nlove stores to Rtaging point fo'r that storeroom 8
AtCC )OMiLIS.EErt Fork-lift Op..rGfor

A~('(NU'1.h1LR SX06 S6 Dhisi iii Officer
i22~ ~ ~~: l22'T'i:fr.fuppi~ez to SCU btorcroonis :

'222 Inventory of r.tore.s cornp!etllng pnperwork znd fo-w.-.rd~ng to Si 11

1 122 12 2.M InhnJIsa~ 12

* J!22211Segregate stores by department 13
b ~ A((MT'ISIUIZS-", SR, Sr), c'ý SS TRcprrcr~itatives

ACNIPLISTIFR: £5 Div-'itiorz Ofi-cr

'112.231 Inventory an3 prepare paperwork for Si1i
0;C)MIih.I Dcpar. -rntrit Sur;,

.AC C0'' I'L1SllERI1 iorklift opera tora

122~x2 Lar~acrca by.ratchiG ST 3V-'Lcopy-,N 1 Rf -.py oflInkia -1 ng is

.XC(O NILIS1.ILRL j.S.X'O8 SS Division Officer

2212;ij Surv.ey ~nn loe~se 20
~. 9.,\h'1.S~iR:ISXO)I S I Dil 0PI Oi~kcr

I Pocst. Receiptis of supplies r-!ceived 21.
A(CCOMPITSHIER- /SX0J S1 Divi'.ioi: orrFzer

1'2.117! Pevo];Alor i~th.-ipot, checki&2
\( C \ ~ki LET: V:IZCO Coinii1aandirng Officer

P'). Na. (: ,Pv VE TR of Supplli&-

I Secure i~rcrn Flight QirArter~i
1.( 0) 11.1- I [LI: All? Officer
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11 Nby 1083 Undcrwuiy Ueplcuisbir:Xnt er Suplriies

p~.[i"*Trixisp~ort Supplies froin staging area to St~owage i-rca 2
AC COMPISiULiLL Sup;,jzrOfficer

112:;' Perform Post V'ERTREP operations 3
\CCOMiAS1IJR ZZCO Conimandiizg Offico.r

'I. -NEPjX'JRTfLP--f Smpp.tAL 4
* (. (XO\IPLiSiILR Cot';.)aandinUi ()fi-xr

I rcTýre for CONREP/VE1RTREP of SupplIes 5I ~ ( C0'N U'LLlS I Ll Conmianding Officctr
I'! !' Condauct plrinnIng meeting for CONREFP/VERTflEP of Supplies 5
11 'D fcterminie Ships requirL.-nents for CONIIEP/VXtRTflZEP of supplies 7
'I:ý Determine Rondezvous Position for CONREPIVFRTREP of Suppiles S

I' Send floquired Mersages for CON REP/VERTR1EP of S-uppi!es9
!I~ Pcrfcrrm OperatIonal check of ccju~pment for CQNRX?/VE-RTRE' oil Supplies i
!111'I Promulgate required not~ces for CONFREP/WERTREP of Supp~ItI11

I Ccr.ýuct COINR!P/NTT1*EPL of Suppliems
A-('(0N'il~? 2 :Cc ('inrmasndi-lg Offcer

Pc~Pos-, CONREP1/1.EtTRE? ciperatlorns
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j1 12511 Transfer sup-pl!Ies from Ship to Ship
j '12521 Transfer suppli.es fronm CONRF.P station to Stowage

!i1212 Disconnect Pequired Ship to Ship Stations after C0NRfE1' cf Supplies
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1ij Prep:,re fcc VPTPEI' of1 Su;,plies
:1.111 Conduct planning mneeting for N*EPREP of Supplies

-Dterinine sIoips requirk-ie-nts for vunT1a-p or suppies

'i213j Determine Pon'Jezvous Position for \TERTREP or supplies 5
121-11 Send Pequired Nles5sc.1-es for- VERTPEF of Supplies .5
1215 Pvrformi Of cr-alicnil chac of equipmtnt fo)r \ERITPIL rf Supplies

jI b Ih Pro-mulgate required notices

'221 Co-nduct VETFPof Su[pilies

:1=211 Perrnrin thie I DAk' VF.11TREP Checkist .
112Perrfocm T~ie '.NIGHT' VEIZTP.EP Checklist 5

'?-311 D'tý,gna te vetrpdrop zone .

1 2232' Pla:n and 31 rief rcspot

.1 222:;ý(3: ' r~o

1 223.11 Prvpace 'err rep drop zotnes

- 1` i233 ' Preyp. ri hangar dtecl st-t-ing arevi
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11 May 1953 Table l Contents

112241i Transfer supisfrom \TRTRLP1 d~op zone to elevator
[1.22421I Transfer supplieýs from elevator I0 stowage 6

'1 225i SL-r=cnrýrom Th hlLaf-cnppiie&

221Secure fromn Flighýt Quarters7
>251Transport, Supplies from staging a.rea to StowAage area

j122PuP:rmPost VEP.TP.LP operationsS

1!31 1 * 'ynvrr CONPF,[P/\T-izTPEP o~f Suppliess
'I1(' C duc,'~ t ~2tnrgrr' :-i:g for CONRFP/VEYiTnr.P orC u;2e

'3,1 '- Determine Ships requirements fur (\P~EP/IVElZTPEP of $:il~plies
;1j3, flUrnn ondezý,:sus Positiun for (ONRE-/I-EPTRIEP (,f Sple

-;d1 *G quared %ics::s7,.- fr.-c CNRF/V*ERuTREP, of su,.iies CS
I:10 P., rf(irm Operatonni ch~eck of e ;uip:uieot for CO.NREPIV EflP1 !Sple

1121 ulsaoer-cnud ~c1csfor CONRFP/VET:RTREP f up
J2~ u:.uct ONUib/L!:TLP f Spplies

-\-I-PTP, 4-
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here is the 1istinZ ul SDRM frames on the PERQS.

Subnet Frames Machine . *}E\X-:-

Basic 85 OXOW

Billet 108 OXOW

Config 1 OXOW

Cvbill 56 OXOW

CVBilIl 38 OXOW

CVB~oard 86 OXOW

CvCom 104 PERS

Cvcompt 528 PERS

Cv~loba1I 60 PERS

Cvlnv 51 OXOW

Cv layout 3 NAVO

C -Maint 44 PERS

CVNuID 53. NAVO

CVNNotes 5 NAVO

CVOps 4 NAVO

CVOrg 1234 OXOW

CVOrgA 251 JXOW

CvorgI 219 OXOW

CVRule 38 NAVO

Cvpd 15 PERS

CVPub 72- INPUTB

CVPubI 35 INPUTB

CVRef 114 NAVO

CV-Ihry 107 PEP.S

F ight 174 NAVO

General 141 OXOW

LUnderConFig 2 NAVO

Cvp~ari 9 NAVO

UCvts 4 PERSG-



Cvrepair 5 NAVO

Over 40 PERS

Org 31 OXOW

CVPlan 198 OXOW

CVResp 2 OXOW

CVMgrnt 29 NAVO

CMorale 722 NAVO

CVPers 101 NAVO

CVSupp 365 NAVO

CVEvo!~ 923 NAVO

Unrep 427 NAVO

c. -2
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ZOG/VINSON TECHNOLOGY DZr1ONSTRATIbN

EVALUATION RECOMMENDATIONS

19 1AY 1983

0 INSTALL GLARE SHIELDS"ON DISPLAYS {ONR'WILL SEND}

0 INSTALL VIBRATION DAMPENING MATERIAL TO EXTENT POSSIBLE ON ALL MACHINES AND
FLOOR UNITS {IF SHIP CANNOT PROVIDE, ONR WILL SENDI

0 EXAMINE WORK STATIONS FOR POSSIBLE REALIGNMENT OF FLOOR UNIT PROCESSOR TO
-- IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY OF FLOPPY DISC.

0 AN EXCELLENT PROCEDURE FOR DAILY BACKUP HAS BEEN DEVELOPED, AND IS BEING
"FOLLOWED BY THE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT - SHOULD BE CONTINUED.

0 EXCELLENT PMS PROCEDURES FOR THE PERQ MACHINES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED, AND
MIPLEMENTED BY THE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT - SHOULD BE CONTINUED.

0 IMPLEMEYi N!VY INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT SYSTEM. THIS HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED
BY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT. RESOLVES MAJOR CONCERN OF PROJECT SPONSORS.

o rAN.AEMENT DEPA.TMrENT NEEDS TO INSTITUTE MECHANISM TO ENA2LE USER TO GET
.AGENTS WRITTEN FOR HIM.

0 STRONCLY SUPPORT MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT'S PRESENT EFFORT TO DEVELOP & IMPLEMENTriATI b0 - 7(oO N i OFrpv FOR !SETOATTMENTS'. n * u A o
S..i I LIýVu.\ ýuL_ ~Iml LL~ I1' _j T I 7! ASAD'.

RECOMMEND ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE MAILBOX FOR SYSTEM USER COMMENTS.

0 RECOMMEND REGULAR ZOG USERS MEETINGS TO DISCUSS PROBLEMS, CHANGFS, ETC. HAVE
NEXT MEETING BEFORE NEXT ZOG VERSION IS INSTALLD.,

* 0 RECOMMEND USE OF SEVERAL, CHEAP, LOCAL PRINTERS TO FACILITATE DISPERSAL OF
INFORMATION TO SUBORDINATES fAFTER 1 NOVEMBER 19831.

0 ErPHASIZE DEVELOPMENT OF SU3'JETS ACROSS ADDITIONAL DEPARTMENTS TO SOM1E MINIMUM
LEVEL TO ACHIEVE REQUIRED DEPARTMENTAL LINKAGES.

O RECOMMEND THAT, FOLLOWING 1ESOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONING PROBLEM, THE
rANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT REDIRECT EFFORT TOWARD THE IMPROVEMENT OF INITIAL AND
FOLLOWON USER TRAINING.

0 RECOMMEND THE CREATION OF A GLOBAL STATUS FRAME REPORTING THE STATUS OF ALL

PERQS. ACCOMPLISHED THIS WEEK.

3 RECOMMEND DELETION OF THE GUEST SIGN ON TO MAKE A MORE ACCURATE RECORD OF USAGE.

0 RECOMMIEND A RENEWED EFFORT TO ENSURE THAT EACH USER LOGS ON AND OFF.

0 RECOMMEND THAT WHEN STATUS FILES ARE LOSTi AN ENTRY BE MADE BY THE -MNAGE-NENT
vEPARTNIENT NOTING DAY AND TIME OF LOST DATA SO THAT MISSING DATA CAN BE
ACCOUNTED FOR.

*.-•:.-.
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0 RECOMMEND THAT MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT ADD 'AFIELD TO PARTS USAGE LOG TO INDICATE
MACHINE I.D. NUN12ER AND LOCATION.

0 RECOMMEND THE RECREATION OF A SUBNET INDICATING LOCATION, COMPONENT NUMBER AND
PERQ MACHINE IDENTIFICATION.

0 RECOMMEND THAT AN AGENT BE CREATED THAT WILL RECORD SUBNET SIZES. ACCOMPLISHED
THIS WEEK.

0 STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT ALL EFFORTS BE EXPENDED TO RESOLVE SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONING
PFOBLEM. IF SOFTLUARE PROSLEM RESOLUTION REQUIES OUTSIDE SUPPORT, DAVID TAYLOR
U7LL INSTITUTE A CONJTRACT TO OBTAIN THE NECESSARY SUPPORT.

0 RECOMMEND THAT THE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT MODIFY THE PLAN WRITING AGENT TO HIGHLIGH'r
. TIMING QONFLICTS.

0 RECOMMEND THUT THE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT INSTITUTE PROCEDURE FOR REVIEWIJF G NEWJLY
GErNERATED FRAMES FOR FITNESS OF FRANE STYLE.

L
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ZOG EVALUATION COTCENTS

01Gct83

"X There has been a major increase in the number and depth of ship supporting
ZOG subnets during the last 2 months. Notable subnet expansion is present
across an,- within departments. For example, the Reactor Office, Engineering,
AIMD, Perscnnnel and Weapons Elevator departments have substantially expanded
their subnets and number of users.

K The number of users has increased, along with their skill level.

* Increase in users and net expansion, in part, due to improved system
software functioning. ZOG system and Airplan, while still containing problems,
are operating more reliably than 2 months ago. David Taylor will relate to

CMU the ship's concern for high priority softw-are problerms. Pesolution of the
logoff problem is a critical issue.

* ZOG management is functioning well and evidences increased interaction with
the user. This is apparent to the Evaluation group and the ZOG users on board,
for both the officer and enlisted contingents of the Management department.

X Managemernt department staffing will become an issue by March 1984. The ship
needs to consider means to replace staff. For longer range, the idea of
obtaining staff members from Navy P. G. school, and having a ZOG development
&-fort located at the P. G. school vice or in addition to CM!U should be
explored.

r- The ZOG management group necds to increase interaction with Vinson
personnei at C.:-. David Tayior wiil explore n:eaiis to irncrease CGIunicat ion
with CMU located personnel.

X The ZOG f.ranaerement division needs to continue to expand interaction with
users both individually and in groups. The development and implementation, by
the Management department of the mailbox and individual user top frame have
been si$nificant contributions to improved ZOG system, utilization.

X Suooest t>.e nagement department conduct 2 kinds of user ilieetings on an
aperiodic basis: (1) A beginning users ievel of meeting that would present
basic software changes and 'iscuss issues with non-technical language, and
(2) An internediate/advanced user's meeting for higher level technical issues.

(Anyone could attend any meeting.)

S To further aid the user, Lard copy user guides should be developed/revised
and distributed. These guides should be: (1) A basic simple guide for new
users, (2) An intermediate guide listing editor and agent user commands, and
(3) An advanced guide for sophisticated user's. This documentation is vital to
continuation of ZOG use.

-- 1-
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ZOG E•VALUATION COEL'ENTS 2

X The E-xecutive Officer's .ivision Officer ZOO meatirgs are ex.-ellent and are
already impacting the involved divisions. These new users are developing
relatively basic subnets, such as leave, transfer, and training schedules,
that. are serving department needs while teaching these division officers the

* oper-atin procedures and capabiiities of the ZOG system.

- For all types of users -.te management group should encourage and aid the
development of turnover subnets for people sched.1lei to depart the Vinson.

K As s;ystem use increases, the allocation of Perqs and other cq,iipment will
become a crucial issue. The Management department needs to reviel: present
Perq allocation on the basis of current departmental needs. A specific
recommendation is to relocate the Perq from the Supply department to a
department having a greater need for it,

X An unused Diablo printer, presently in the Assistant Strike Officer office
should be installed at. a Perq location wher. it could be osed. Possibilities
include the Reactor Officer or Eng;ineering.

X To aid in full terminal use, the ship should consider establishment of a
PerqAAVang termiinal room. This room, and the terninals, would be available to
any user. ZOG management enlisted personnel could manage the room and serve
as ZOG/Wang tutors. Additionally, the room could serve as a training location
at specified times. Obviously, providi.g terminals for this space is a
concern. This room wculd greatly facilitate access to terminals.

X Per,' maitenance procedur-es under the EL'O are good and the trouble-reporting
system is working well. Excessive hardware malfunctions of Perq machines have •" -
dristically cut into spare parts supply. David Taylor will seek to advance
release of parts funds to 2OO management.

X Perq maintainers will need the manufacturers , week training prior to the
next cruise. Tentative desired schedule for the Perq systems hardware
training, conducted onboard, is the Jan-Feb 1984 time period.

R he placement of an operating Perq in the EMO spaces would facilitate
com•unication regarding trouble calls, EMO use of the ZOO system, and
improved maintenance through greater operational familiarity.

* Because of immediate hardware problems, David Taylor will work to get Perq
manufacturer technicians to the ship in Alameda asap.

H-
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APPENDIX I

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICE (PMS) ON THE
PERQ COMPUTER SYSTEM
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PMKS ON TIE PERQ CO.mPLTER SYSItM

- --s R.equired: One medium size philleps head 'crewdriver
One large size flat head screwgriver
One paint brush
One vacuum cleaner

a~rs.,rr, e1 Required: One man. (Two if PERQ must be moved for convenience)

: lecu ?ui red : One Man hour

a . ll the cables from the rear of the perq. There should be five in all.
:'.:•-:Ve the four front cover screws.
-ý-. . the front cover.

-. wove the four back cover screws.
...erovethe back cover.

?.e:nc.. the t",o !-hft side cover screws,
a the left cover.

the two riaht side cover screws.
7=--:•-e the ;icht cover.

the top cover.
- the tzo screws holding the card cage which are located above the hard

A i ik, on the centerline.
", e t;.3 cL'iles leading from the 10 board. Disconnect the cables from

"• holders on the side of the card cage. Trap the top cahle over the
-t:zz-:hý DeFr, and wrap the bottom cable under the perq.
-....... ..•.d JB ccnnectors from the pvcar supply, and place them
.r, lcr the .c
Out thi card cage by placing your- left hand under the front of the
_-c su;mly -nd your right hand under the back of the power supply.

--'t h, cai-d c;age straight up until it cones off track. Then move it -
sraigh• out clear of the perq.

.;.a:a the card cage on top of the perq very carefully. The JA and JB
z;nnecters should be on top.

. -che p'wer 'up•'y by sliding the card cage so that the power supply is
,..,noin over the edge. As you look down at the pnwer supply there should
•e t•o scref.s on the oppsite side as the JA and JB connectors. One foward
-.nd one aft cn the power supply. Remove these two screws and swing the
pLc.;er sunply cut from the card cage. Unclip the small clip and the bar
cip are re.~-...ve the poW'er supply.

C*"Ea.= the ps-er supply with the paint brush and the vacuum cleaner.
,place the power sipply by connection the bar clip and then the small clip.

S.r-e.w the tvc screws back into the power supply through the card cage,
and place the card cage out of the way.

-Ur._ug the two cables going to the disk drive, and the ribbon cable.
-ý;.Dve the hard disk by removing the two bottom screws, one lc..ated fwd on the

bottom of the hard disk and one located aft on the bottom of the hard
disk. Then remove the top aft screw while holding the disk drive up. Hold
the disk drive up by placing one hand under the top lip of the disk drive..
T.en slide the disk drive so that it rests on the bottom edge of the

rane. ThFni re-nove the top front screw while holding on to the disk drive.
C.o:. on to -he disk drive by placing one hand under the heat exchanger.
To copitel• cemuve the disk drive pick it up with one hand under the
.... ...... r and one hand under the aft upper lip of the 'Iad disk and
s':.irZ it I:-ee of the perq.

_.-ri any dirt off the hard disk with the paint brush and vacuum clearer.

I-'



-- any dirt off whats left of the perq. Then turn the. perq on its back.
Clean any dirt off the inside bottom and outside bottom. Uien it is
clean then begin to reassamble it.

:-iZC the perq back on its feet.
•&-e sure that tht ribbon cable running under the disk drive and the card

cage is still in the right position.
7: i:e the hard disk back into the disk drive slot, holding it the same way

%y-u tck it off. Place the front top screw in first. Then the aft top
sc!'ew. Then clace the two bottom screws in. The order does not matter
fo'r te -', ottom screws. Then reconnect the to cables and one ribbon

:a~e to the hard disk.
-::e T'.e card cage back into the perq by sliding it in the oppsite way you

_a•k it cut. Ma.le sure that it resLs on both the top and bottom tracks.
Slide it all the way to the rear of the perq. Now connect the JA and JB
connectors to the po%'er supply. Place the ribbons back on the side of the
card cage, and reconnect to the IO.board.

-7= z.e screvis back into the card cage on the top above the hard disk.
-_- -he top cover on.
m:- t he side covers on and screw down.
" tCý the front cc-er on and screw down.

the rear cover on and screw down.
?11 connectors into the back.

,he para on and take it into ZOG.

I-2
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APPENDIX 3

LIST OF ALL ZOG AGENTS ON SYSTEM
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Alphabetical list of unique subnets on Local, including all Agents

Table of Contý.;nts

A. Advent i. AgGresnS .Z AgOtIS .>.Y AgTreeS

AgdD oe.1 AgPar .>.Z AgUpTask
P.~~~ More~ . or

C.Agdj.~>.A AgIndex .>.Ire> AgUplaskS

* KAgAgenL >.B AglndexS >>AA~r

E.. AgAgentS >.C AgInst ,..>.C AgPicS\G

* F. AgAr'ch i v >.D AgIns-IS.>CAiS
>.>.D Ag~ost t

6. Ag,ýrchiveS >.E AglnTask

11. Ag~acKUp >.F AgInTaskS >:>.E AgPost.ý ~

* i.Ag~ck~ >. Agink>.>.F A:Restore

i. AgBuia RN >H gpnk >.>.G AgRestor3S

J. Agi3: I d SNLS >.H Ag~ailk 'I> AgSubnet

K . Ag'D-oIde L I* AgMa iS I.. ~S 1 n

iL g~cy >L A~grtS>.>.I .XgSu.)npS

0-. AgCcpyS >.M AgMkiSeod>.LAas

P. A~gm Y Agk~ecnds .>.MAgaSksp

* .4 Dm >.K Ap'Did .> gtx

P.. g~u >. AgL2>.>.K Ag~extS

N.S. .Xg~cpy >.L AogmptS>Pgh

T. ~Pi~d R A~pr*>.>.L AgTysk

0i. Ag~indS M. Ag!A~,ops*n. ATt

P . AogGAL . Ag~eosS -c >.>.M AgTatlS

>. gOOL >112- 1gr d>..N AgTPear

R. A'g3nr >.P A~Cg$ . Aiýa

S.A-o`>.X Ag0srcf .>.W :gThB

T. AgOpsi .>.S AgTtI'ee

A g G, ýJF_

W AgGAP >.U A6Or .>. AgT
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APPENDIX K

LIST OF THE ZED EDITOR COMMANDS
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A I I QINOL Uui. Os1o tO e LzU .
L .

text in rcnt th.e cu-rrent character: i
a..�)' .ptie.n -fer Le !astý option: X
r::.; text at -tei•,nJ c: the current item: x

"iesta.. e cý_-,'ent cursor location in the text: w or i.. .Ctrl-W
,--r,. s Cf a, ' t the c:.re;-.t curs::' , : (-:.-I in .e t :-:t: ,

L7LEIE the
cr-rent item: D
c':rrent character: d
-.-xt from t7.e current character up to some character: k
contents of the buffer: #

P2PLACE the
text from the current character up to some character: m
current character: c
current character: r"Inext-frame' field for the current item: n
current item: R
g!c.il pad set: G
current character with its other case: v
selection character for the current selection: z

Mý"2T the CL3,?3OR to the
any character: move mouse + click button
ne::t -:h•racter: <sp3ce>
previous character: Ctrl-H_

-prc-. :-s selection: INS
next oc-•r;ance of a given character: s
selection with a given selection character: S
:ýeir'ir.c of the text of the current item: I
beginning of the frame text: L
rext occurance of a string: f

7revicus .ord:

DIS?LAY for EDITING the
fra.me action: A
selection action: a
frame comment: C
frame expansion string: Y
selection expansion string: y

": .ISO Comnands
Display help for the editor in the other window: H or h
Exit the editor, saving the changes made: E or e
Exit the editor, without saving the chang';s made: Q or
Reposition the current item: p
Reposition all the options as a group: P
.r.C -t .e options: F
.'..tif -- e text for the current item: J
-St-v. -.e i-xt for the current item, starting at the current character: j
arsp:ýse t, current character .wi,.h the next character: t

K-1
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' dt the frrn a,~A'~' ~~
edit the act ion for- ýhe current selection
ed i t the f rame cornn'ent

* change the current qbaracter
"5c~ replaces the next f iv.e char-acter-s with the. next five typed ..

delete 'he curre;nt' item. .

Cdelete thb current character -

-3d" deletes the next. 3 characters, MWd' deletes the remaining text
E or e exit the editor, saving the changes made
F reform-a.t the options

"0`-" -Iacý_s 0 blank- lines between the options (single spacing)
"iF or 3F" places I blank line between options (doub)le spacinz)

frind a string in the current item
f.. .INS" finds the next occurrence of the string specified

G change the global pads frame for the frame
H or h display help for the editor
I insert a new selection
i insert new text before the current character
J justify the entire te.-t for an ;tem
j justify tha text for ain item start!ing: -:ýt the""6brrent 'character.
k delete text from the cur-rent ciharacter up to somle char <k>

'kL deletes characters uD to tenaxt~curne f"
L move the ZED cursor to the fram-e text.,

-. W mVe- -the -ZED cursor. to the. fi r-st, charadt'eiý'ýof'th'e-'cu-rrent'. ite -
m ý--&.replace t..he I 'tX u~ ~i 6fca

INS"-.,A bel~ *týchr-ctrs u~t~ i th the ln ýttyped~~

I-epoj~iticn~alI the iesis a, grou
p i`eposition the current item
Qor q exit the editor without making any changes
R replace the current item
r ~replace the curren~t character

'4r. . INS" replaces the next forcharicte- with thec i~-vout . e
3 move the =-D cursor to a selection with see~incharicter

"S4" moves th,ý ZED cursor to selection "4"
s move the ZED cursor to the next occurrence of character -_k>

" sw" moves the cursor to the ne-t o~ccurrence of 'w'
transpos2 the current and next charac:ters
invert the case of the current rorcl
inser-t a tiriestamp in front of the current character

X extend the ootions
"OX" inserts a new optiJon after tho_ last opticon with ýo seporation
"EX" or- "A'" exten-rds the options %:ith I blank line as separxation

X extend the text for the curr.-:,,t
Y edit the exoansion string for- t~he **:hole frame
y .. edit the =expansion string £07- th. urn n selection
-z change the selection charactz,7 fo; th current selection

ISS move the 7--D cursor to the p~~~'~s.cto
ILF -nYve the Z-ED cursor to the next -w:W'ecIot~n
Czrl4H -oe the -Dc ,rr to The -xVct2

<space> O Coet Uc to, t!"e neXt &e

Crs insert a t:..e s t a Th ilIe i n . :-J-urt imode
suspend ed:t i ng t~ rean,., .:etirn o Omd
incsert the contents cf the bu L'er, inr fi-ont of the JenC>rct;
delIete the contents o1Z thýe buffer
move the Z7ED cursor* to :.. ,e ne~xt w.zrd

* move the 3_ID cursor to t:-. previous or
- epl ace the frame wiI .iie contents cf another frare

K~-2
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